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Iowa, be appointed to the office of Secretary of that territory.
"In support of this request we present the following
reasons for your excellency's consideration:
"1st. During the many years Col. Johnson has been a
citizen of this state he has been a staunch and unswerving
Democrat, and as the editor of three different papers in
this city and vicinity he has been a faithful and able advocate of true National Democratic principles contributing
in a large degree to sustain the Democratic party in all our
contests against its enemies.
"2nd. Having labored faithfully as conductor of the
Council Bluffs Bugle in the Presidential contest of 1856, he
has subsequently as conductor of the Crescent City Oracle
and of the Council Bluffs Press been a firm and consistent
supporter of the policy and measures of your excellency's
administration and has always been liberal with his means
as well as zealous in his labors in defense of our national
cause.
"3rd. Col. Johnson is a gentleman well qualified by talent, education, address and business capacity, as well as by
moral character and strict integrity to make an efficient
and popular official of a territorial government.
"4th. A very large proportion of the people within the
proposed territory of Jefferson being from that State
(Iowa) and Nebraska, to whom Col. Johnson is well known,
we know that his appointment would be highly acceptable
to them and are confident that he would be equally satisfactory to all the people of that Territory.
"Earnestly hoping that these considerations may induce your Excellency to confer said appointment upon him,
we subscribe ourselves very respectfully as National Democrats, friends of the administration and supporters of the
Union,
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"Council Bluffs, Iowa, Dec. 5, 1859.
"A. H. Palmer, Receiver Land Office
Lysander N. Babbitt
Lewis S. Hills, Register Land Office
N. T. Spoor, P.M.
W. H. M. Pusey, State Senator
S. H. Craig, Sheriff
W. H. Farmer
Saul Knipper (or Knippen)
William Baker
A. M. Larimer
W. C. James
S. H. Riddle, Rep. State Legis."
This effort on the part of some of JEJ's friends did not
bear fruit, nor could it have done because the proposed
territory of Jefferson never came into existence. The area
was finally named Colorado, although an effort was made
to dub it Nevada, which means "snowy," as more appropriate for the new state. Utah could have been more properly
named Colorado (red color) although we concede but one
right name for Utah, the original one, Deseret!

CHAPTER 33

MOVE TO WOOD RIVER
Joseph whoaed his team at the Missouri River on Oct.
1, 1859, and after checking things and straightening out
pressing business problems he began to seriously prepare
for a complete family move to Wood River. It had apparently sunk in that thenceforward "plurality" was out as
far as the river country was concerned. He was not particularly anxious to go on to "sundown," although he was
continually urged by several Valley sources to do so. Harriet and Hannah both wished to emigrate, sister Esther,
brothers Ben and Joel, David LeBaron and others outside
the family kept after him to start his wagons rolling westward. Even Mary, who was very near and dear to her
father, joined the chorus when trouble clouds lowered after
his return from Cherry Creek. With her customary frankness she told her father in a letter just what she thought
about it all:
<n
'I think we had better pick up what things we have
and go to Salt Lake, if you ever intend to go. I don't think
you will ever prosper in this part of the country again. I
believe what Aunt and Uncle (Le Baron) say, that you
might build up your name and title and be somebody there,
and have as many wives as you want and no one will find
fault. Now think hard and see if you don't believe what
I say."
The only person who trilled a different lay was Almon
Babbitt, who seemed to see in the new mountain Zion more
crickets, grasshoppers, lost crops and scarcity of money
than he did of the glories of the Gathering. Esther tried
to neutralize Almon's negative attitude by telling JEJ,
"Don't be influenced by what Almon says, you know how
he is." Joseph never seemed unduly eager to hurry away
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to the Valley. Perhaps he figured Wood River as being a
part-way station, from whence he could move farther west
whenever he wished to without too much of a break up,
and where he could retain some of the advantages of living
in the "states." In any case he agreed with Mary that the
small tempest whipped up by the polygamy hassel had
gummed up his chances of maintaining his old position on
the east bank of the Missouri! The old sawyer Discretion
tipped him off that there are times when Kid Valor is wise
to take a dive, and he realized that the time was ripe for
another puckerchee.
Wood River then was a small settlement on a river of
the same name which rises in Custer county, Nebraska, and
flows roughly parallel with the Platte until it enters the
stream near Grand Island. It is about 70 miles east of
Kearney on Highway 30. In Joseph's time it took over a
week to get there from the Bluffs. The present town lies
about two miles east of the original location, the site having been changed in 1874.
Joseph's diary begins Jan. 1, 1860, and shows that by
that date he was fairly well established at Wood River. He
must have worked fast, for by the new Year he had a store
in operation, was taking in travelers, and his helpers were
erecting buildings, such as ice house, blacksmith shop, mill,
kiln and the like. None of the family from Ellisdale was in
evidence, and as nearly as we can determine the cast of
characters ran about in this fashion:
Joseph, in person.
i
Joel H., his eldest brother, who had a cabin store at
Wood River bridge. Margaret Threlkeld, a girl from Carlisle, England, whom Joel had met in a wagon train bound
for the valley, who later became his fifth wife and mother
of ten of his 30 children.
William D. Johnson, young brother of Joel and JEJ,
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Jane Cadwallader Brown Johnson, William's sole and
only wife, a strong minded lass who never gave William
permission to take another, although we have no evidence
that he wished to do so. At this time she seems to have been
in the midst of a protracted siege of ill health.
"Vant," JEJ's dependable employee for many years,
whose full name wefinallylearned from a slender clue after
being curious about it over a long period. He was Levant
Vanallstine, and he was much liked by the family, including
Mary, though at one time he rebelled against something
and was almost fired. He drove one of the wagons to the
Valley at the exodus of the tribe and was for a time at
Spring Lake Villa. Wefindno trace of him after this; California probably lured him thither.
Mr. Carrol, workman, and wife.
Sam, printer and typesetter.
Jim, workman, also several day workers.
THE TRIAL IS POSTPONED
In February JEJ returned to the Bluffs and appeared
in court to answer the charges against him. He was aware
that there was no great hue and cry against him from the
public, because his practice of "plurality" had been a matter
of common knowledge for years. He knew also that the
move was made largely to embarrass the Democratic party
of Pottawattamie county, in which he had played a leading
role. Therefore he had his lawyer ask for a change of
venue, both knowing that in another county where there
was no political agitation against him his chance of winning
the case would be almost assured. The request was granted and the case was remanded to Harrison county. This
meant that the trial would be postponed until the next term
of court. One of the witnesses had the initials H.H.H.,
which we learn from JEJ's diary in these words: "The mo-
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tion was granted, much to the chagrin of H.H.H." He
imparted this news to Eliza in this letter of Feb. 21,1860:
"You seem to feel an interest in knowing some of the
troubles and difficulties attendant upon my present situation. Indeed, although I feel a thrill of hope at the expression of such desires, yet I feel that a relation of my annoyances would soon tire you.... I will converse with you . . .
and give you an extended idea of my misfortunes.... There
is now an attachment on the printing office! I am under
bail to have it on hand for the decisions of the court, and
my recent efforts have been directed toward its release.
I shall pay it off. I have the liberty of my bondsmen, however, to take the press when I please to do so. I shan't wait
for law, but take the other tack. I have that case continued.
"In my present case, there was but one witness attending court—H.H.H.—the others refused to be there. I took
change of venue to Harrison county, next court, no fear
of harm to me. It is this far allfixedup, some friends went
in without my knowing it and made up my bonds. Oh! they
were having a merry time while I was away with you. Said
I would never come back and some were offering considerable bets on the matter. How chapfallen they looked when
I drove into town on convention day and beat them, too. I
tell you they, the others, made their hats fly and shoute d . . . ."
It seemed for a moment that from this letter we would
get some real information on his case, but alack! the vein
petered out before we struck pay dirt. Joseph now knew
that he would not be disturbed for some time and that he
could concentrate on wrapping up his affairs on the River
and in consolidating the move up the Platte. Perhaps he
concluded that if he did a quiet withdrawal from the Bluffs
the whole thing would be forgotten, although he had previously declared, "They shall not dog me from this place."
This seems to have been precisely the course of events,
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since he remained at Wood River for nearly two years and
as far as we know, no effort was made to press the charge.
In another letter from Ellisdale, slightly repetitious,
he tells of his arrival there and that he:
". . . attended convention, was honored as secretary,
etc. Had a warm time, beat the enemy. I shall make all
haste to get through so that I may return. Letter from
Joel hurrying me and asking me to bring you. (This was
an indication that he had concluded to no longer try concealment, but to bring Eliza to live as a member of the
Wood River family.) . . . If the roads permit I shall leave
here in about two weeks, and hope to find you (at Genoa)
fully ready and earnestly determined to go to this new
home, with new feelings, determinations and desires. . . ."
WOOD RIVER DIARY, 1860
We have somewhat abridged the diary of JEJ for the
early part of 1860, yet much remains that is relatively unimportant. The question arises within us whether these
long diaries are of interest to enough people to warrant
their inclusion. Since this is primarily a book for the family we decide that everything relating to tribal life in the
wilds of Nebraska 100 years ago should be of interest.
Should it become tiresome, there is no law against one skipping pages, hoping that something better will turn up
farther on. We have eliminated many references to the
weather and illness, except in the case of Jane, who seems
to have been a patient of JEJ, although plenty remain.
Phrases in parenthesis are our own interpolations. The
writing begins:
"Jan 1,1860. It is Sabbath and I at Wood River, N.T.
The ground is partially covered with snow though the sun
shines and all seems gay, but my spirits are dull and my
heart lonely. All went to church but myself. I stayed to
commune with my own thoughts and commit to paper such
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as I might wish to perpetuate. Have concluded to start
home (Ellisdale) in a week and I write letters and some
lines (poetry) and having sat up late the previous evening,
retire earlier than usual. Jane is wakeful, restless and
uneasy and seems exceptionally sad. It is the beginning
of a new year and the 43rd of my existence. Years are fast
creeping o'er me, yet my hair is as black and my eye is as
bright as ever. My spirits feel as youthful and elastic as
when a score of years younger, with perceptions and feelings more mature and expanded. I look back upon the past,
view the happy scenes of childhood, the more sensitive feelings of youth and the hopes, fears, joys & sorrows, acts
meritorious and otherwise of my past life. The earlier
and later affections, the partings and meetings—the heart
gushings of happiness and the heart gushings of hopelessness—then the tenderness of my children—their artless
prattling—their joyous welcome—the tiny prayer offered
for my safety, the love of their mothers for me, then the
enduring, constant affection. Mayhap I have caused them
sorrow, grief, aye, heartaches, even as I have felt. Aye,
if so, let me live to atone with tears and devoted affection
whilst I live, and here in the fulness of a feeling heart my
vows are raised to heaven to this end. Now I feel sad and
sleep conquers the burdens of wakeful thought and dreams
of happiness encompass me.
"Jan. 2,1860. Arose at daybreak, dressed and assisted
in preparing the morning meal. Exercised my limbs by
jumping, etc. Boys raise stable and blacksmith shop. In
afternoon attended to business inside and assisted outside.
Dr. Henry called, in buggy. Had long conversation in regard to affairs here & came to a genial understanding. Ate,
drank and smoked the pipe of peace together & had a good
time. He asked me to go up and spend the night, promising to bring me back in the morning.
(Dr. Charles A. Henry was a man who appeared in
Nebraska in 1854. He took residence at Bellevue, and
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later became involved in a quarrel with a man named Hollister over a land deal. They had an encounter in which
Hollister was killed. Hollister was a man of parts, highly
esteemed by many people. Henry, being a newcomer, was
treated roughly by the officials. It was his bad fortune
to be handcuffed, shackled and chained to the floor. At his
trial, on a plea of self defense, he was found not guilty. He
proved to be a capable man, later becoming a well known
citizen with wide interests. Our concern with him is merely that he and J E J were good friends during the Wood
River period.)
"Took tea and started at dark, arriving at his place
7*4 miles in half an hour. He has a comfortable, well furnished dwelling, a stable 80 feet long, store, smithshop and
many comforts. Observed all around and retired early
with Doc as a bedfellow.
"Jan. 3,1860. Awoke early to good breakfast. Strolled
around the premises and at 10 stepped into the buggy to
return. The drive down Wood River is the finest I ever
enjoyed. For many miles it is as smooth and hard as a
plank road. Learned much from the Doctor regarding the
country around and felt pleased to find entertainment in
his intelligent conversation, so much unlike others of my
associates. Arrived here at half past 10 and sat in converse
with Doc until 3. Had an oyster dinner and a call from
Mrs. Huff. Boys brought up cattle, all but 3. Boys raising
addition to house. Will sick again today—yesterday he
hauled wood for coal. (They had a plant for manufacturing
charcoal.) Promised to go to Fort Kearney tomorrow if
consistent. In eve, clipped poetry, read some, thought
much, then busied my mind with the pen. She (Jane) is
so sad and very unhappy and I am pained, yet scarce speak
to her, only occasionally a sentence I cannot avoid. She is
so sad and downcast and my voice does not assuage and
soothe. I am anxious to get done and be away.
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"I am more than usual despondent tonight and deeply
sigh for the loved ones at home, and always think of another who has fondly, truly loved, but alas! perhaps not
now, though my heart is as ever tender toward her and fain
would I make her happy. (Evidence of another little tiff
with Eliza.) Tomorrow is mail day and if I hear naught
of her I shall be discouraged indeed....
"Jan, 4,1860. Breakfast at daybreak, 6 degrees above
zero. Boys work at addition to house. Two go with them
for grass to cover stable. I painted two signs, made medicines, assisted in raising and selected spot for ice house.
Liberal visit from Hough. Stage went up, was invited to
ride to the fort and back whenever I wished. Played cards
till ten and won all the raisins! Huff (Hough?) visited in
evening and joined amusement. Thought much of home
and those I love, longed to be with them, prayed earnestly
for their welfare. Jane more lively and in better spirits
today. Wrote to Mollie, H. (Hannah or Harriet?) Eliza,
General Estabrook and others, Jane got vexed because I
would not let her go riding without asking. She is strange
and ungrateful.... Sat late to copy some lines I composed.
"Jan. 5,1860. Boys go to work at stable and cut wood
for coal. I mended shoes and harness, looked impatiently
for stage which came late. Letters from Mollie, John Snider, Col DHH., sister Esther, Don Babbitt, D. T. Le Baron
and a prized one from E—which brings cheerfulness and
hope. Sit late when all are in bed and wish for companionship of those distant, write and think. J. sad and peevish
and refuses to tell me the reason.
'Jan. 6, 1860. Boys work on blacksmith shop. I am
unwell
Wrote to Hudson and also to E—Read and wrote
and feel homesick. Two teams stop tonight with three men.
Got the coal (kiln) burning. Expect to send Will & team to
Genoa after corn for page. Played cards with the girls
this evening.
"

•
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"Jan. 7,1860. Arose at 5*4 o'clock and got breakfast
for strangers. Got wagon of Huff and sent Will down to
Genoa. . . . Vant and Carroll work at b.s. shop and get it
chinked and daubed. Jim goes to island (in the Platte) for
cattle. Jim L. repairs wagons and prepares for starting
home with six yoke cattle and two wagons. Am troubled
with pain in my right breast. Assisted Jim at the shop.
Sent letter down to E—. Evening I fixed scrap book and
pressed flowers for J. Played with the boys and won the
pile. Cracked the nuts and had romp with boys & girls.
Joel quite unwell today. All is quiet now—beautiful moonlight.
"Jan. 8. Sun. Sun rose o'er the broad, level valley in
splendor. After breakfasting with Vant, Maggie, Carroll,
wife and children, went with picnic basket over to Prairie
Creek, the drive smooth & most charming. Built fire &
cooked dinner. Laid foundations for 2 claims. Timber
much better than I expected. Went down creek about 5
miles and found timber well scattered along. Got wagon
tongue, and, striking into the old road, got home before
night. Joel stayed home. Jane went horseback riding.
Read and wrote late—composed the lines "Ellisdale." (This
poem we have never seen.) "Jim D. got gloriously tight
and went out to the stable, the fourth time since I came up.
J. in much misery—goes to bed angry at everybody.
"Jan. 9. Breakfast by candlelight. Two wagons
passed down in the night and yesterday a four mule team
abreast, from Denver passed. Boys work on b.s. shop.
Jim D. commenced on ice house but caved at 10 and went to
the stack—old drunk on still—lay all day. I assisted at
shop. Joel under the weather. North, of Cleveland, with
another team stopped at noon. They had had much snow
below. Each team had over 40 bu. shelled corn, going to
the Fort. Wish I were home! Maggie fixed my gloves and
I fixed and reglued the table, tied up wagon tongue for
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Huff and put tools in b.s. shop. Evening dull. J. quite
sick & nervous. Made her medicine and rubbed her head.
"Jan. 10. Therm. 1 deg. above zero. Couldn't stand
it outdoors. Boys finish covering shop and bank up around.
Cut anvil block & made door. I marked goods, made up
accounts & read newspapers. Too cold to write and I could
not get the spirit or turn my type. Evening colder still
& we had to resort to cards & games to divert my mind
from home and absent. Bro. C. punished his little girl very
severely & I thought of my little ones at home so much
more correctly managed & governed. I always feel a pride
in contrasting them with others I meet and cannot restrain
the desire to speak of them and their mothers. Today my
thoughts have been much on home,—the past & future,
and altho the day has been dull and gloomy, hope has been
lively & bright and I feel that brighter future is before
us all.
"Jan, 11. Vant raked out (the kiln) and hauled coal.
Set block in b.s. shop. Carroll worked at the mill, put down
bed timbers, made arms, hung door to shop, etc. Jim dug
at ice house—I assisted with mattock. Stage went up before noon, Paymaster at Fort went up. Am impatient to
get mail & hear from home. Man came to get horse to hunt
teams which had run off from some hunters out on Republican Fork. Drew plans for houses—made bills for timber
and built several tall castles in the air. Concluded to adopt
adobes for building as being much cheaper and quite as
good as other material. Feel restless & uneasy, expecting
to start home in three days. , . .
"Jan. 12. Sharp commenced work in shop; has half
of what he can make; helps make (char) coal and is to buy
stock. Vant went to island for timber & wood. Carroll
& Jim finish digging ice house and commence building it
up. Mail arrived, got letters from John, Mollie, H—, Col.
Palmer, etc. Read papers & made Kinny Kinnick (tobacco
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substitute). North came after dark and stayed till 11;
sold his corn at 1.62. Today made plan for a house to be
built here at Sunnyside & made bill of timber. Will & Huff
did not arrive. Snow—no trade. Jane sick afternoon.
North had frozen hands & feet—gave him liniment.
"Jan 13. Sharp worked in shop, set tire, etc. I made
shoeing box. assisted in finishing ice house. Boys work
setting the horse mill. Intend to go to the fort with team
Sunday. Vant says he won't go if Joel goes. Told him
such position did not suit me and in that case I shouldn't
want him longer. He is mad as the D—1 & wouldn't join
in the amusements. I am vexed & tired of such conduct
from hands & decide to discharge him in the morning unless he comes to a different behavior. Sharp over, cards.
Will has not come home.
"Jan. 14. Jim & Carroll work at mill & get all completed but the levers. Vant returned after breakfast and
assisted Sharp to shoe our horses. Jane taken sick in the
morning and had a severe chill with headache and hot fever.
I stood over her until noon and attended her all day. She
ate nothing nor sat up all day; very sick at night, took
quinine. I am very weary. Four teams of Dr. Henry's
passed up loaded with corn; one ox team 125 bushels, one
horse team with 60. Stopped an hour to rest. No news
from Will,—fear they have met with some bad luck. Fixed
up 14 barrel of kraut, pickles, onions, honey etc. to go to
Fort tomorrow. Read letters over from home. Sat out and
looked at stars. Can see a prairie fire both east and west.
Joel out of health & groaning bitterly. I wish myself at
home—hope to start back Tuesday. Too warm to get ice
& may stay for another mail. Muggin mended wagon cover. Have to sit up and give Jane her powders.
a'Jan.
-

15, Sun. Hastened to pack up for trip to the
fort. . . . I wrote a short autobiography for Joel's journal.
First commenced and wrote some six pages of foolscap for
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a beginning but found it was going to be too long and gave
up. Began again and reduced the whole to four pages. . . .
I try to read and write & find some means of busying myself to dispel the ennui, but in vain. Could I be at Ellisdale,
how different! In my biography how vividly it brought to
mind the early loves and happenings with H-t when she
was young and pleasant and made me happy. It seems that
we might again live over those days.—I sit listlessly and
think, think. Will not yet arrived, two days past due.—
10 o'clock. Will has finally arrived & sick with ague—
got only half a load.
"Jan. 16. Carroll & Jim put in leaves & work at addition. Will sick, but is about. Will took Page's corn down.
Page was up & borrowed cross cut saw. I borrowed a sack
of flour from Sharp, Mrs. Sharp stayed all last night &
today. Made door to ice house, read some and mended my
slippers. Vant & Sharp returned from fort and brought
$17.30 from sales. Played again for nuts.
"Jan. 17. Candlelight breakfast. Prepared for surveying. Huff brothers came over at 10 and we surveyed around
a townsite half section. Severe cold wind & pretty well done
out, I had to be surveyor. Vant & Jim worked at bedroom
and afterward daubed up stable. Sharp & Will shod sorrel
horses. Swift & Wilson made us a visit, sociable fellows.
Girls washed—John Eames called—Huff made visit—I
read some & mixed mortar. Heard buffalo had gone over
to Loup Fork, Two wagons of supplies went up to fort.
Prepared medicine to send to fort tomorrow.
"Jan. 18. Vant & Sharp start with sorrel horses for
the fort with sundries for sale. Carroll away at Huffs and
Jim works at addition. Will, Joel & self went out to run
a line north. Stage came at 11 & I was sent for. Dr. Rankin
& Jeff G. invited me to go up in the stage to Kearney. Fixed
up in haste & off. Stopped an hour at Henry's for dinner,
then hastened along—crossed the Platte without danger or
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delay. Stopped at the fort half an hour. Saw the team &
boys—went on to Kearney city to Doc Henry & Rankin's
ranche. Soldiers had just gotten their pay and everything
lively. Teams up with flour to sell at $5.25 per sack. Huff
sold com at $1.50. Henry & Rankin made me a proposition to bring Press up there, would give in support lots
and house. I take the matter under advisement.
"Jan. 19. Started at 10. Stopped at fort an hour &
was introduced to the military officers. Passed on, Henry
turned around on meeting his brother-in-law. Crossed
safely, stopped at Henry's for dinner. Came down in coach
home 3 o'clock. All at work. Driver & guard first rate
fellows and treated me exceptionally well. . . . Held a club
meeting & organized—12 members subscribed to articles
I presented; wished me to act as president but I declined.
I was chairman of the meeting, in which some disagreement occurred. Played after, some boys tight. Left at 12.
I wrote till 2.
"Jan. 20. Up early to prepare for starting home. Vant
& Will went over to Rain Creek to see to their claims.
Talked with Joel, Jim & Maggie (Threlkeld) separately &
gave them instructions & advice. Page called to see me
about our claim line. Young fellow named Eldridge called,
took dinner & got tight. Number of teams passing both
ways. Boys returned yesterday from fort with $29.00. We
started, Vant, Will & self, at 2, four horses & two wagons.
I fell into a reverie, then to sleep. When I awoke it was
dark & we were below the Dutch settlement. Camped by
an island about 30 miles from home.
"Jan. 21. Boys up about 2, fed & hitched up and we
drove on to Lonetree station, about 20 miles, for breakfast.
Conversed with Mr. & Mrs. Edgarton. I read & slept, broke
wagon tongue somehow. Stopped 4 miles above Eagle
island to dine. Went on to an island where the beaver had
cut most of the trees & brush. Pulled up some small cedar
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trees which were abundant. Boys cut 4 cedar poles & put
them on wagon. Started at 2, arriving at Loup Fork before
sunset. I waded over & team came over safe. Left compass, etc. with Bro. Hudson. He gave us com to feed and
two mats. Saw Shanghai Davis & others and drove on
to Saunder's at dark. Charlie sang out, "Big Dada" and
with outstretched hands ran to meet me. I gave him nuts
& had a pleasant time with him. Am so fond of children
and he is so very pretty and intelligent. Sat late in converse. Wrote—Mr. Saunders gave me a nice pair of moccasins. Boys slept out. Saw several wolves to-day.
"Jan. 22. Started at 8. Stopped at North's, Cleveland.
Mrs. N. at home & welcomed me, inviting me to dine.
Stopped an hour. Great many Pawnee Indians on the road
coming & going. I read nearly all day, a novel, "Shirley,"
not very exciting. . . . Camped at Shell Creek at sundown,
40 miles travel. Got pork for supper & corn for horses.
Read by firelight till 11. Many Indians passed in the night,
whooping and shouting.
"Jan. 23. Up early. Vant failed to shoot a chicken.
I got breakfast. Two Indians, whom I fed last night,
camped with us. Mc. a fine fellow, made me quite welcome.
Arose early. Arrived at Omaha (20 miles). Found could
not cross. Bought corn & fed. Went up bottom to Florence. Boys went down, found ice good. Saw E. who had
been down a week looking for me. Talked short time &
promised to return soon. Crossed over safe and arrived
at home after dark, to the amazement of all. Was received
with joy. Had a very pleasant evening."

CHAPTER 34

THE HUNTSMAN'S ECHO
On February 19 at Ellisdale, JEJ decided that he would
"push the Press over the river tomorrow" and though this
did not occur on the morrow, it was not long before the
entire publishing paraphenalia was hauled over the slow
road to Wood River. Some time was required to get it set
up for the first issue, which probably came out in April.
Several names for the new sheet were discussed, but the
final choice was The Huntsman's Echo. The name arose
from the fact that the Wood River country was rich in
game and it attracted many hunters from the Missouri
area. Everyone knows that the 'orn of the 'unter is 'eard
on the 'ill, and horns make echoes, poetically at least.
The Echo's motto was "Independent in Everything,
Neutral in Nothing." In size it was 14 x 20 inches. We
have but one copy which is probably one of the early issues.
There is a little tear out on the front page and of course
the date was in that piece. The advertisements seem to
amount to more than the news space and many of them
tout stopping places for travelers, "ranches," inns and the
like which furnished shelter and entertainment for man
and beast. One of the larger advertisers offers a little
bonus to the travelers:
"We keep constantly on hand the largest and best
assorted stock of goods ever kept on the Plains, which we
will sell cheaper than any other house west of the Missouri
River. We have good camping grounds in the rear of our
store where emigrants will be supplied with WOOD &
WATER free of Charge!"
The ad for Johnson's Ranche, Wood River Center, announces a good corn mill in operation, all ready "for corn
or buckwheat." Corn in the ear ground likewise. Black-
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smithing—horses and oxen shod. Entertainment, Good
accomodation for man and beast. Charges low." Everything necessary could be had "at prices only a shade higher
than sold on the River." Also, a "breaking plow" for sale;
doubtless a heavy type made for the tearing up of the turf
of the virgin prairie.
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W. D. Johnson advertises from Florence that his stock
of "staple and fancy groceries, fruits, candies, confectionaries, cigars, Yankee goods, fancy notions, jewelry, toys—
and a thousand and two knix-knax, chicken fixins, etc. and
so forths" are offered on the most reasonable terms, as "I
am determined to close out." (He did close out and moved
up to Wood River.) Ranches all the way from the Bluffs
to Fort Lupton, near Denver, tell of their superior accommodations for wayfarers, and patent medicine ads are
prominent and promising. It is surprising to find so much
advertising in a new paper published in a remote, barely
established village.
There is little news from around the United States but
the editor points out that:
"Workmen are busily engaged in putting up the poles
for the telegraph between Omaha and Fort Kearney. Most,
if not all, of the wire has been distributed at convenient
points and the job will doubtless be finished within two
weeks. The wires are rapidly being stretched between
Omaha and Kearney, and when completed we will be able
to furnish our readers with eastern news conveyed to us
by flashes of lightning."
In a later issue, as the operations reached Wood River
he bubbled up with the following:
"Whoop! Hurrah! The poles, the wire—the—telegraph! the lightning! Yesterday (two men) called upon
us whilst on their trip providing for the disposition of the
balance of the poles along the route. Come on with your
forked lightning! Strike for the great western ocean!
The land of glittering stones and ore!"
There are long reports from the Denver mines which
were still a top item of interest. Indian trouble is noted
in these stories:
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"A Mrs. Her, who with her husband, were on their
way to the "Peak" (Denver) was shot through with an
arrow, by an Indian belonging to 'Dog Belly's' party. It
occurred near O'Fallon's Bluffs, where she is now lying in
critical condition. . . . Mr. Her had bought a mule of the
Indians for which he paid $15.00. They went on their
journey, the mule being harnessed and forming part of
their team. The Indians in the meantime repented of their
bargain, pursued and overtook them and demanded to have
the mule given back to them. The demand not being attended to, they proceeded to head the team and possess
themselves of the mule, when Mrs. Her jumped out of the
wagon and resisted them and was shot through, as stated
above."
Another tells of a small war party of 30 Cheyennes
attempting a horse stealing raid on a Pawnee village:
"The attacked party gave the alarm, the other party
retreated without any ponies, hotly pursued. Two of the
aggressors were slain and the remainder pursued 20 miles.
... In their haste the Cheyennes left behind as booty for the
Pawnees, any quantity of moccassins, robes, and camp
equipage."
A paragraph on "buffalo trouble" gives a little local
color:
"Buffalo are continually coming about our farm,
ranche and office, bothering us by eating our vegetables,
cropping the grass, bellowing and kicking up the dust generally. Not being able to stand it longer, we sent the boys
out to drive them away; this resulted in prostrating the
carcasses of two. As dogs and wolves are scarce, we have
had to breakfast, dine and sup from their flesh since our
return. We give timely notice that the echo of firearms will
be a common thing in this neck of the woods, unless these
fearfully frightful looking creatures desist from peeking
into our office and discomposing our compositor."
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In a later number of the Echo, the editor harks back
to the problem of thoughtless buffalos who fail to observe
the niceties of prairie protocol:
"It will be recollected that in our last we gave certain cautions and warnings against a large class of intruders upon personal property, viz; the trespassing of herds
of buffalo upon our townsite and arable lands. Unfortunately for the party concerned, no heed was given to
our ominous warnings, and the result has been the fall of
an aboriginal bovine that fell a victim of curiosity. Walking leisurely to a point near our office, he seemed to sniff
an idea, perchance a good one. Perhaps he took one peep
at a skeleton of one of his kine, and thus in a reflective,
designing or calculating mood he stopped, and from his
long, shaggy lashes gazed at us, stamped our ground,
pawed up dust and earth, and then after sniffing the breeze,
lower his head in a threatening manner. We could not
stand it longer but started Sam, who intercepted the beast's
progress before he had done much damage to our garden,
and banged away.
"The flesh being secured, our t'other half, little ones,
self and the others have been regaling upon roast, boil, fry
and stew ever since."
The main article on the front page, oddly enough, is on
juvenile delinquency; they even had that a hundred years
ago. This is a long story on how the son went wrong because of the parents failing to curb his indulgences when
he was young and winding up with the sage observation
that parents must themselves be "rational and inculcate the
same principles in their children."
Politics is represented by JEJ's strong advocacy of the
election of J. Sterling Morton, the father of "Arbor Day"
in America, for governor of Nebraska.
In the high society section there are bits of scandal
from abroad. One tells that:
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"It is said that as Queen Victoria grows older she becomes more unamiable, and that recently she struck her
royal consort in the face with a heavy volume."
Let us not overlook a juicy little bit from Castille:
"Queen Belle of Spain, so notorius for her gallantries,
is said to have found a new love in the person of a handsome journalist connected with the Madrid press."
There are several poems and a lengthy funny story
from Boston. Among the dabs of humor, one appears
which we have read recently in current print, proving that
old gags like old soldiers, never die, nor do they fade away
as the latter are supposed to do. This venerable one goes
thus:
"The doctor detained in court as a witness, complained
to the judge that if he was kept from his patients too long
they might get well in his absence."
ELIZA AND CHARLIE ARE SENT
TO THE VALLEY
Early in June, Joseph returned to Wood River from a
trip to the River area and began to plan the sending of
Eliza and Charlie to the Valley. Whether he had heard
disquieting news about his own case, or whether he had
finally come to the realization that his removal to Utah
was inevitable, and that it would be wise to place this duo
in the shelter of the Valley, we cannot be sure. It is quite
certain that they complicated the business of daily living.
His decision indicates that he was about to cast his lot in
with the people of Deseret, but that he intended to take
his time about it.
After Julia Babbitt's death, Joel seems to have taken
a mission, and he spent much time preaching about the
country, working especially among the emigrant trains and
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handcart companies. However, he had started back to the
mountains in August, 1859, at the time JEJ was heading
for Cherry Creek. It has been related how JEJ overtook
him at Wood River, finding him with a smashed wagon
wheel. Apparently wheels were scarce at that time and
place, and before he secured a new wheel the safety date
for heading for the mountains had passed. So he concluded to stay over until spring.
Thus Joel became a member of Joseph's menage. He
was anxious to get home and JEJ had promised to fit him
out for the trip, but with all his affairs he had not attended
to it. We have a letter from Joel to him at Ellisdale, complaining that he had not kept his promise and mildly chiding him for his neglect. In the summer Joseph began rustling wagons and animals and between them an outfit was
completed in August comprising three wagons and all
necessary gear.
We have fragments of Joel's diary written at this time.
Fortunately the entry noting the departure is included.
Joel was very sparing of words, but there is enough to give
us an idea of how things shaped up at the moment of departure. This is the entry:
"Wood River, Aug. 5,1860. Started today a little after
breakfast on my journey across the plains, with two wagons
belonging to myself, one containing goods belonging to
handcart and other companies gone before, which I am
freighting under contract with George Q. Cannon, the other
loaded with goods and provisions belonging to myself,
Nephi, (his son), Margaret (Threlkeld) and an old maid
by name of Mary Allen, Also Hannah Allen, sister of Mary.
Also a young lady and child sent by my brother by name of
Eliza Saunders. We camped for the night a little above
Fort Kearney." (He did not mention that these wagons
were part of a train which carried 60 people.)
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A FEW NOTES ON THE CROSSING
We have few details of this western passage. Possibly
Joel's diary might have pointed up some happenings but
we have not had access to his complete notations. The story
has already been told of events that led to the placing of
the figures on the Winter Quarters monument, and the care
Eliza took of the plant life which was part of one wagon's
cargo.
Charlie was under four at this time and his recollections were nebulous later on when asked about this trip,
but he wrote:
"Crossing the plains is where I date my first recollections; the earliest being when we crossed the Platte River.
My mother took me by the hand when she went to dip a
bucket of water from the stream, and as I saw the gleam
of the sun in the river I was reminded of the same gleam
I was always seeing in the tin plates from which we ate our
food. Platte and plate: It was a mystery to me why two
things so different in their nature should have names so
similar. We ate our meals seated on a buffalo robe, skin
side up. This was tanned soft and had been decorated with
Indian symbols and a picture of an Indian with a bow and
arrow chasing a buffalo. I can just remember seeing herds
of buffalo at different times."
The train which included this group was a fairly large
one, and the journey, though long and tedious (six weeks
enroute) was made without serious mishap. There was no
Indian trouble, although at one point on the Platte the body
of a scalped man was found on the river bank near one
of their camps. Many of the emigrants went down to view
the body, but Eliza preferred to avoid the sight. Some
cattle were lost through straying and some were poisoned
by drinking strongly alkaline water. At one time the entire train was engulfed by a herd of buffalo estimated to
number around 30,000 animals. Hasty orders from the
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train captain resulted in the wagons being formed in a
circle with the draft animals facing inward to prevent them
being stampeded by the bellowing herd. Though JEJ
passed through Fort Bridger three times he never mentioned Jim Bridger. Eliza told of meeting and talking with
him and seemed quite pleased with him. She commented on
his kindness to them all and told of his having an Indian
wife. A pet milch cow which Eliza had brought along to
furnish milk for the five children gave up the ghost within
a day's journey of the Valley, much to the sorrow of all
the little group.
By the end of the long passage, Eliza was all but worn
out. She had walked long distances and Charlie was ailing
and fretful much of the way. She had no small task in
managing him, the Babbitt children, taking care of the
plants, helping with the cooking, washing, chip gathering,
and the everlasting packing and unpacking. Her nerves
were pretty well frayed and she probably penned her arrival song to Joseph in wailing notes. He wrote that she
should not have had the job of caring for the Babbits, for
he knew they were a handful and she was inexperienced in
the care of children. He said they had been coddled and
petted for three years because people were sorry for them
on account of their orphaned status and that they had become spoiled. We readily see that this was said to mollify
Eliza more than for any other reason. If there was any
"spoilage," it was not inherent but juvenile and temporary,
occasioned by the indulgences which had been granted
them. They grew up to be good citizens and admirable
people.
Upon arrival Joel took them to the home of David and
Esther Le Baron, on the corner of 3rd West and 2nd South
streets, where they stayed for a time. While here, Eliza
planted five of the trees she had brought on the parking
where a small spring seeped up. At least one of these was
alive at the beginning of this century, a giant black willow.
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Thousands of Salt Lakers walked under it as they swarmed
into or out of the open cars as they went to or from Saltair
Beach in its hey day. This tree lasted until the 1930's when
it slowly succumbed to the elements.
Later Eliza rented a house and began to make the best
home she could for the four Babbitts and her own son. It
was a lonely and frustrating task for a girl of 20 who had
always been looked after and had little experience in looking after others. She was a bit frightened, too, at the prospect of becoming a mother within two months. With no
friends except a few rather distant in-laws, it was small
wonder that she was not blithely happy during the first
year of her sojourn in the Valley.
Joel reports that the train arrived in Salt Lake City
on October 5, 1860, and that they camped on Washington
square, the block on which the City and County building
now stands. Next day he attended the meeting of the semiannual conference of the Church, where he met numbers of
friends who gave him a hearty welcome home. On the
11th he took Margaret Threlkeld to the office of Brigham
Young, where the president sealed Margaret to him, which
made them husband and wife. After the freight was delivered and all business attended to, the party turned southward and in due time they breezed into the village of Summit, between Parowan and Cedar City, in Iron county,
where Margaret was presented to Joel's family. It was
well along in January (1861) that J E J learned of the
arrival of his Valley born daughter on Dec. 3. He wrote
on Dec. 23, after a mild delirium of reminiscences that
"When at Florence I saw a letter from Esther saying
that you had just been delivered of a fine daughter, no
more! I have hastened on in my anxiety to get a letter
from you direct.
". . . folk now say that they believe that I am really
going to the Valley, for now I have a magnet of attraction
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to draw me. So I have, more than one. Our little one must
be named Eliza and whatever else you will, and if you
choose you can place the first initials so they will make the
initials of my name. . . . I know you will be a little disappointed, but never mind, better luck next time. I think it
better as it is and hope the little one will be healthy and
thrive, be as bonnie as her mother and of gentlest disposition. She must be pretty on your account, is she not? How
would you like Jeannie Eliza? Pay no attention to my
notions of names unless they please you. If she lives, I
shall, however, call her Eliza
" Alas! for intentions! The
'littlest angel' was named Jessie Ellisa and as she grew up
her intimates so completely accepted her first name that
JEJ forgot the compliment he intended to pay and she was
always "Jessie" to him.
The allusion to Eliza being disappointed in the gender
of her new little pinch of Stardust was occasioned by a letter Mary had written to him:
"By the last letter from the west I hear that E—has
got through the worst of her troubles by having a baby
girl. Won't she be mad, though?—because she wanted a
boy so bad."
BACK TO THE WOOD RIVER SCENE
After Joel's train pulled out, Joseph took up the old
routine at Wood River, adding new structures and new
services to his establishment, even though he knew he must
be in the Valley within a year. Even that length of time
was too long to leave Eliza and the children without proper
guidance and personal assistance. He wrote many letters
to her in an effort to keep her courage up. One letter written after a return from a trip to the Bluffs indicates that
he did not return to Wood River alone:
"Yesterday I returned to this place, accompanied by
Harriet and the children, and found things moving along
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as well as could be expected . . . today we went out to look
for grapes and plums and found them in abundance. . . .
I take much happiness oftimes in the society of Mollie and
in the playful mirth of the children. Harriet will stay here
a month and then I will take her down. . . . Mollie is going
to make you a gallon of plum preserves which I am to carry
to you. The plums and grapes are the finest I ever saw.
Oh! that you were here to enjoy them! Mollie agrees with
this. She is so good and sensible, far above her years and
I believe she loves her Pa more than anyone else on
earth. . . ."
Another letter written later gives a little insight into
the preparations for the future jaunt to the mountains to
which they all looked forward.
"Oct. 5,1860. The cheerful light of Luna is shining in
at my casement and the monotonous clock has tolled the
hour of 11. All but myself have been locked in slumber for
an hour.... I have 8 men to feed and I have been working
at preparing vegetables for a hasty and early breakfast so
they can begin work at the haying. . . . The team arrived
today with Mollie, Sam and Vant, all well; got delayed
until I was provokingly uneasy—they had two breakdowns
on the way, besides heavy roads with jaded teams. . . .
I have been counting up tonight and find I have quite a bit
of cash on hand as well as a ton and a half of sacked flour
and a nice stock of goods. Today all has been bustle and
confusion. Trade has been good and you know I make
well on what I sell, not less than one half clear profit. So
I am getting along and shall have something ahead after a
little
I feel a little more cheerful and think things again
look brighter for us. Let nothing slip by to advance what
we have. I have offers to trade the sorrel horses for cattle
and I shall do so. . . . I tell you I am fixing for next season
as fast as I can, changing everything into cattle and good
wagons. I have traded a light wagon for a good one and
a man wants to trade a splendid Chicago wagon for a car-
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riage I have here and some boot. I shall probably trade as
that is a nice one and well worth $100. I tell you, this is
the place to swap and trade and it would do you good to
see me do it up to them in my kindly and benevolent way,
just to oblige them, you know. . . . Mollie is as happy as a
lark, likes this place better now. She has had a good visit
and is elated—cheerful and feels more like myself, encouraged. H. is more cheerful, is far from cross and I think
things will all smooth out in the future."
The next letter was written from the House of Representatives, Omaha City, N.T. This indicates that since the
last letter he had again been innoculated with political virus
and had been elected to the Nebraska legislature, which
seems to have met in December. This missive was an
eloquent "pep talk" aimed at bringing Eliza out of a slough
of despond into which she had evidently fallen, Charlie
was sick again, they were not at all comfortably situated
and she was out of health herself. Her second child was
born only ten days after the letter was written, so it is
little wonder that she had forebodings of early death. To
be young, "expecting," as Christmas approached, in a land
far from her family, friends and the author of her incipient
package from Paradise, how could she be other than
frightened?
Going ahead of our story, by a sorrowful coincidence,
this soon-to-be daughter grew into beautiful girlhood and
was married at about the age of 20, just the age of her
mother at the time of her birth. She and her husband,
Frank Miller, moved to Arizona, then the rawest of raw
frontiers, and there she died in childbirth, the very thing
Eliza had despondingly feared. The Le Barons were her
only "folks" in the valley, and it is doubtful that she had
ever seen them until her arrival in Utah. But Joseph put
aside his own tribulations and did a creditable job of bolstering up her courage and stimulating her to carry on.
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Another missive, dated 10 days later was written from
the land office at the Bluffs, where J E J was staying with
his cousin Lewis S. Hills, who was Land Office Register
(not registrar in those days). As usual he was worried
about not hearing from her and wondered, among things
if it could be that she was ill. Oddly enough this letter was
written on the very day his newest daughter was born. His
letter goes on:
"I came over from Omaha this morning, W. D. with
me, where I have been for two days. My case comes up
Tuesday, when we expect to make a big fight for right, but
I may lose. If so, I shall as soon as possible go up to Wood
River.. . . Court here is in session. My case will come up,
I expect, but I do not fear it. I have today been solicited
by a large group of first citizens here to write a history of
this county (Pottawattamie) for the state historical Society,
for which they offer handsome remuneration. It is wanted
for publication. I have mentioned the conditions which are
accepted, so I will have to look for time to do it this winter.
The Nebraska Historical Society only yesterday called upon
me for a similar purpose and I may have to undertake
both... .
"Judge Gillis and Holister are at Omaha and have
$20,000 in gold to pay to the Pawnees, perhaps in a couple
of weeks. I think of taking up a few loads to sell them.
Hollister kindly offered to give me a chance to sell all I
wished under his license on the reservation. I got a dispatch from Kearney this morning, all well, snow a foot
deep—cold. A difficulty with the Sioux Indians exists, a
chief's son killed and they swear vengeance. I feel very
uneasy about it, but still they cannot prosecute war in winter. I shall try to get it settled when I go up. They are
about the Cottonwood Springs."
Joseph refers to "my case" in two instances, but each
was different from the other. The first was political, being
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a decision as to whether he should be seated in the Nebraska
legislature as representative from Buffalo county. Wood
River was a new settlement and the area had been sketchily
organized politically. Though he had been elected by the
voters, there was some technical objection to the manner in
which it was done. This gave the strongly Republican
House an opportunity to reject a hot Democrat. We have
no record of the decision, but we know that he lost from
his later statement that he "was elected to the Nebraska
legislature but was too much of a Democrat to get a seat."
The second case mentioned could only have been the
plural marriage charge, made at Council Bluffs. We find
no reference to an appearance in court on the Tuesday he
refers to, and in all probability the case was continued. No
reference, either newspaper, letter or diary has turned up
and in our opinion the matter was never brought to trial.
Although finally denied a seat, Joseph took some part
in the early sessions and has left a brief description of his
surroundings in the House:
"Well, I must close, for business comes up and I must
add my vote. We are making an organization and the committee on credentials has gone out, and I may lose my seat
and have to contest... . We have just today met, but both
houses are strongly Republican and we have but little show
for justice here. I have in seat with me a German from
Florence, a very clever fellow. We sit in chairs, two at a
desk, each one a drawer with pens, paper, ink pencils, envelopes and a pile of books for each member. . . . If I lose
my seat I shall contest and still keep my seat, but cannot
vote without a reversal of decision.., . Coming from Ellisdale, I came near drowning the other day,—broke through
the channel (of the Missouri) three times. I fear to take
further risks that w a y . . . . "

CHAPTER 35

SWAPPING WITH THE PAWNEES
In December, 1860, JEJ decided to give Indian trading
a whirl and see how much he could siphon off of the $20,000
which the Pawnees had received from their benevolent
Uncle Sam. He made purchases of suitable goods while
down at Ellisdale and had them wagoned to Genoa. The
matter is mentioned briefly in the letter to the Valley
wherein he identified the location of his property in Salt
Lake:
"I have been at work two days picking over and answering letters, papers, notes, accounts etc., and have
burned several thousand of others, and evidence of payments of over $100,000.1 am preparing the whole for packing. It is very cold. George Moore, who is staying here,
yesterday froze his toes badly while going for wood. He
is going up to Genoa with me to take things to trade with
the Pawnees."
On the reservation was an old cabin-dugout structure
which had been used by a former trader; this he fitted up
to suit his own uses in his role of purveyor to the Lamanites. His letter of Feb. 5 to the Valley announces the grand
opening and spins a little tale of the appearance of his
prairie emporium:
"Tonight I seat me in my cave, which by two days of
hard work begins to look more comely, with my stock of
sundries scattered or piled and hung around. All is swept
clean—mats on the ground, an Indian sleeping before the
fire and I sitting in the corner writing. I believe this is the
hut built by Cooper a quarter of a mile in the rear of
Hudson's, across a field. I have been full of visitors, and a
little trade today. I have door, window, shelves and table.
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and all cleaned up nicely as you go in at the door. To the
right I have boxes and barrels as far as the post, and behind, shelves. Then my iron safe for money and valuables,
then my bed with overcoat and morning gown, slippers and
shawl hanging at the head when not in use. My bedding is,
first a good moss mattress, one red blanket I bought today,
3 buffalo robes, a comforter and my double shawl. I must
buy another blanket. Next, a seat at the foot of the bed,
then the fire. Passing along, round in the corner where I
sit is a small door or shutter laid on two pins for a table,
a box above with hinges and a shelf above that. Then I
have next a pile of corn, two piles flour, same of lard and
next the door a pile of pork. Overhead are Indian bridles,
etc. I have from home some nice butter, so you see I need
not starve. With sugar, salt, flour, pork, soda, I can have
meat, bread and butter. . . ."
The next evening he continues with a long letter which
says a little about the Trading Post.
"There, my friends the Pawnees have left and I have
swept, eaten my supper with friend F— (Dr. Fames), who
has been helping me most of the day, made up my bed in
yon corner, doubled up a half robe and put it in one of my
two chairs, and sit down to write. Today I have been very
busy finishing arranging and putting up, cutting pork and
trading. I have bought 1 robe, two halves and one yearling,
one tin pan and taken in 15c. all cash. (What, no credit
cards?), I expect to commence trade tomorrow and look
for F— up to help me. Sam McGeath was here all forenoon and he says I have the neatest, tidiest and warmest
house in the place. He is coming to help me keep shop.
He appeared surprised when he came in and looked around,
—floor all swept and everything as neat as it could be, a
comfortable looking bed, 'Why,' says he, 'you have a bed!'
(meaning bedstead. . . . McGeath probably thought he
would roll up on the floor, Indian style.)
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True to form our Indian trader had to tell some of the
happenings in doggerel rhyme, which he termed a parody
on what was then a popular song, "On the Distant Prairie."
Thirteen stanzas are cut to seven:
PAWNEE TRADING POST
On the distant prairie where the drifted snow
Heaps in wild confusion where the north winds blow,
Stands an old sod shanty on a sloping bank
With its earth walls cold and dank.
In that distant cabin far from friends and home
Vegetates an editor, gloomy and alone.
Few but dusky Indians visit his retreat
Remote as it is from the city street.
Oft a horde of savages comes around his shop
Begging for their dinner and asking him to swap.
Sitting in the fireplace, shutting off the heat,
Smoking and roasting their meat.
Sitting in the corner, what a noble chief!
Of course none could suspect him, he looks no thief;
Now, you watch him closely, there! sure as life
Neath his blanket goes the last knife.
On a bag of corn meal sits an honest squaw,
Lying just beside her you see your last saw.
Now you see it plainly, but it goes in a trice
Perhaps to be swapped for rice.
The editor at eve doubly bolts his door,
Hoping he's got of gold a thousand or more.
He counts the pieces over, wonders what it means,
Made two dollars on ten sacks of beans.
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Feeling quite disheartened he goes to make his tea,
Goes for his frying pan where 'twas wont to be.
Finds the place quite empty, gone is saw and knife,
Makes him feel like cussing, 0 ! What a life!
"SAFELY AWAY FROM GENOA"
As to the length of JEJ's sojourn on the Pawnee reservation near Genoa, or how he came out financially, we are
in the dark, but a puzzling reference in his Valley letter of
April 20, which indicates that he was back at Wood River,
makes us wonder what was going on up there. Quote:
"Well, you see I am safely away from Genoa and suffered no violence. I felt somehow that I should escape."
Here is an indication that some sort of hugger-mugger had
developed, as though he had been threatened by some one.
Since there is no further word on the subject, we shall have
to take our interest out in curiosity. Another excerpt from
this letter shows that to Joseph, what was sauce for the
gander was not sauce for the goose, if we may muddle our
proverb. He wrote:
"I never inquired of you whether you were using tea
and coffee, or whether you had forgotten the talk we last
had on the subject, and thus leave me to drink alone from
the crystal fount of Nature. If so, I must submit with the
best grace possible and again prepare my mind to be thus
far alone. I take no drink other than the best of cold water,
and when I get over these multitudinous duties I shall lay
aside the pipe and cigar."
Ho hum! The old business, "You stop now and I will
a little later." Incidentally, as you may have guessed, he
never did stop, although he forced restraint upon himself
in later years. One of his daughters was given custody
of the cigars, with instructions to give him one at stated
intervals only. How often her kind heart made her slip
him an extra one is nobody's business. People dealt gently
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with Joseph on his habit of smoking, because it was a
thing that he had not fastened upon himself. When he
was quite young he was compelled by his family to learn
to smoke because the doctor had prescribed cigars for his
"weak chest." They had not then heard of the "Word of
Wisdom" and the use of tobacco carried no stigma in their
minds.
When this letter was written indications were that
spring was well advanced and work was progressing on
preparation for the projected move to the Valley. He
observes:
". . . there is little news, except the return from the
hunt, with one buffalo, one antelope, which with some I have
bought, we have been drying for the journey. It is nice and
we are preparing it finely."
BEGINNING OF WOOD RIVER WINDUP
While still among the Pawnees, Joseph had written of
some of the difficulties confronting him in connection with
the Wood River leave taking:
"Cousin Lew Hills wants me to sell out, settle up and
start in May, for he wants to go with me, but that would
be impossible. I know I must be last. I shall have to make
an immense sacrifice and leave thousands uncollected, and
give away many hundreds of property, or leave it, but I
shall save all I can. What I can do with the printing press
is more than I can tell, unless I take it to Kearney and get
what I can for it, or take it along. You can scarcely conceive how much I shall have to do to get away and how
much loss I must meet."
In June he reached a decision on the press and told
Eliza:
"I shall have to bring the printing office I expect, as I
have no probability of selling it. It will be a good school for
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the boys, for I should like them all to understand that it
would be worth more than an academic course to them. I
may make it and myself useful there somewhere and I
should not know what to do or how to do without a printing
press."
Naturally the question arises, what happened to all the
property he says he owned? We do not have a scratch of
the pen as to the disposition of the property at Crescent or
the 1000 acres he said he had fenced at Ellisdale. We are
inclined to believe that he had only squatter's rights to
these properties and that he lost them when the government turned the land over to the builders of the railroad
when it came through this section. The "thousands uncollected" could mean that he had sold various lands, accepting notes in payment, most of which were never paid.
At Wood River he had purchased the Sharp property,
size unknown but a large holding. He had also taken up
much land there, but we have no documentary evidence that
he ever achieved full ownership of any of this. However,
we know he had a fair amount of cash upon his arrival in
the Valley, since one of the family has told of seeing a heavy
metal chest opened which was packed with gold coins. To
really learn the ins and outs of this property question would
require far more research at this late date than we are able
to give it.
As the year advanced, not only J E J at Wood River, but
Harriet and Hannah on the Missouri worked assiduously
at preparations for the exodus. We have found no narrative of the events leading up to the departure, nor of the
take-off itself other than brief references written by various people. If J E J wrote a diary, as was his custom on
important moves, it has been lost. His daughter Christianna wrote a short account of the trip which is full of
interest, but this was done in later life, probably much from
what she had been told than from actual memory. She was
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about six years old and probably only a few highlights were
deeply graven in her remembrance. Her story will be quoted as our story unfolds.
At the approach of the deadline for departure, Harriet
and her children were at Wood River and Mary had been
there for some time. One of Hannah's letters indicates that
she, at the moment, remained at Ellisdale. Joseph had
exacted a promise from her that she would write every
week, and this promise was kept very well, considering the
ills to which flesh is heir. Her letters were spaced at about
two week intervals, which is a good batting average for
the normal human.
Hannah had a lot to do as caretaker of Ellisdale that
summer and she did a heroic job in getting things in shape
for leaving. In one letter she tells of a happening that
livened up the scene:
". . , had you been here early this morning you would
have thought some of us were crazy, running up and down
the stairs with water, hollowing 'fire! fire!' at the top of
our voices. When the fire was discovered the back room
was all in a flame and all of those rolls of paper were
burned. There was no water upstairs to do anything with.
The boys (Vant and another, who had come down from
W.R.) worked like good fellows for half an hour in their
sock feet with ice half an inch thick on the bottoms. The
flames actually reached under the other roof; if the boys
had not been here the house must have gone. . . . Lewis
was down today and I had him file a dispatch (send a telegram on the brand new line), to you . . . those lottery
tickets you sent for came and Harriet won (smudged) dollars. . . . "
The news items were bits of chit-chat about the daily
happenings around the place, the visitors and the neighbors. There were frequent references to Almera, twice that
she and Reuben were getting along as "usual," which meant
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that their relations were strained. Finally the item that
when Almera went to Park's store for groceries she was
told that her husband had ordered the account closed. This
probably marked the beginning of the real breakup. There
was the intriguing item, "the old cow lifted me (Hannah)
up on her horns but I was not hurt much," and such questions as how about these hogs and the horses, we are out
of corn to feed them. (Later John Snider went up to Crescent and wangled a load.) What shall I do with the butter
I make; did you tell John to take Harriet's bureau-secretary
and fall leaf stands down to Park's? I have been packing
for two weeks and am so tired I can hardly milk 3 or 4
cows. What shall I do with all your things that are in the
house; what do you want done with the piano? Hayes
loaded up all those bricks at my house. Ford wasn't willing
he should take them until he had a liberty, so he is in a terrible way: Davis bought the hay you wanted, he borrowed
a wagon and broke out the tongue.
"Most all of the good furniture is sold; Betsy came the
other day and bought the looking glass. I will mark the
shrubs you spoke of but I don't know how to take them up
to be safe; Mother has fallen and dislocated her wrist. I
have not got any dresses ready for traveling; the meat in
the smokehouse is not half done; the meat you salted looked
doubtful and we had to do it over again."
Thus affairs went at Ellisdale. The last letter from
this group is dated June 24, so it must have been soon after
that when Hannah and family left the surroundings where
they had dwelt for thirteen years, and joined the tribal
assembly far out on the Platte.
The slow work of preparation went on at Wood River,
as these excerpts from JEJ's letters show:
"I have bargained with Boyd to sell 11 calves for two
cows, thereby adding to the teams a little. I have heard
from Whitestocking away out toward the Loup Fork above
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about 20 miles. I have sent John down to try to trade a
farm or some property for teams. If he cannot we shall
be in a poor fix for teams unless trade picks up better than
I have reason to hope. Well, the time approaches for starting—not over two months at farthest, then two months of
the road and if our lives are spared we all may hope to
meet!...
". . . the calves are out of the way now so we will have
a dozen or more cows, some of which will do to go into the
teams. Last night Mr. Adams (printer of the Echo) popped
the question and today was answered to his satisfaction.
They are to be married in three weeks, I shall try to get
him into the train. , . . You must write to me here until
the middle of August, then write 3 weeks to Laramie, two
weeks to South Pass City and two more to Ft. Bridger,
then I will try to go and fetch the next (arrive by time the
next letter is due).
A LETTER TO SETTA AND CHRISTIE
At this period Harriet's living family numbered five,
and Hannah had mothered three. Thus at the time of the
move, Joseph's living family totaled ten, counting Charlie
and Jessie in Utah. We wrote many letters to his youngsters, one of which we present here as a sample, written
to Setta and Christie in April of that busy spring. It was
indited with a fine pen on diminutive stationery with scalloped edges. It is not important historically but it shows
something of the nature of the man and the way in which
he dealt with his children. He was ever the teacher and
his letters and conversation continually urged them to improve themselves intellectually and gain skill in various
endeavors.
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"Wood River Center, Sunday evening,
14th April, 1861.
"My Dear Little Girls,
Setta and Christie:
"In your mother's letter I promised to write to you,
but I have so many letters to write, I shall write to you
both in one. I hope you will hurry and learn how to read
and write so that you can send me good long letters when
I am away, and read the letters I write to you. Then I
should write you better and longer letters, for then you
would not have to trouble anyone to read them to you.
0 ! how nice that would be! Then you could tell me all that
you do every day, where you go, what the folks are doing
and what they say. You could even tell me all about what
you are thinking of, and your dreams and what your Ma
says to you, what she teaches and what she says about me!
"You could tell me all about the flowers, the birds that
come to the trees and sing, and what you think they say,
and tell me all about the chickens and pigs, cows, calves,
turkeys and people who come there to visit and all the
news that goes on there. Now don't you think it would be
pleasant to read and write so you could tell me all these
things, and read what I write to you about how fast the
antelope run, how ugly the buffalo looks, how fast the
prairie chickens and birds fly. How pretty a garden I have
and how frisky the little white lamb is, and how many
chickens we expect to have, what odd times I have crossing
this wide river and all the odd people I see coming along
this road. You will say, 'Yes, that would be so nice.' Well
then, learn every day and read all the time and you shall
learn to write, then you shall have nice books to read, of
your own, have paper, pens and a little inkstand. Perhaps
you will write poetry, make books and finally be fine, great
women and very good.
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"Do you mind your mother well, take good care of
little sister and learn to sew and do all sorts of work? I
hope so. Aunt Mary and all are gone to bed. I am sitting
alone and the telegraph wires are making a great humming
noise. Clouds cover the sky and it looks like rain. I have
sent you each a little book. You must learn to read it and
try to keep it nice. When I have time to go out and gather
flowers, I shall send you all some. Did you get the beads I
sent you when I lived down with the Indians?
"There are some lovely birds here and they often come
near the house and sing, and then there are high posts set
all along from Omaha to here then there is a wire stretched
all the way along fastened to the posts. Now the little
birds and sometimes even the prairie chickens fly against
this long wire and kill themselves and fall to the ground.
Sometimes it only breaks a wing, other times they are
stunned and after being picked up they come to life. Mary
had such a one and it would eat out of her hand but a
naughty cat caught it and ate it. What would that naughty
cat think if some other animal swallowed one of her kittens?
"Well you must get somebody to write a long letter
from you to me and tell me everything you can and what
mother Hannah says in her sleep. You must both be very
good if you wish me to love you a great deal and do nice
things for you. Then after awhile I shall send or come
down for you and let you all come out and stay with me,
and we will have a frolic on the smooth grass, won't we?
Good night and remember always to pray for your affectionate
Pa-Mule Doctor."
For some time we were puzzled as to the reason J E J
kept on building at Wood River when he must have known
that the time was near for him to puckerchee westward.
There are references to additions of rooms to the house and
to other improvements only months before the "evacuation"
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occurred. A hint, which amounts almost to an explanation
was given in a half page scrap of letter to the Valley which
we give almost in toto. Only the last lines bear on the
subject but the text contains several items of interest:
"I am having two rooms built on the east side of the
house of sod. One for the kitchen and one for the boy's
room. Vant and Sam started to hunt buffalo today. . . . I
have put up a tin box and sent some artichokes to Dave.
Tell him to advise me by return mail if they are alive, if
so I might send him other roots . . . am putting up some
hundreds of exchanges tonight and am sending the Echo
to all relatives. I am going to send you Harpers. Try and
keep them nice as you can and tell Dave to file the agricultural papers I send, for we may want to look at them in the
future, also the Scientific American, (This magazine has
been read by the family for a hundred years. It still comes
to our house.) I am sending Dave and you a host of seeds
this mail of some of the finest; perhaps he had better save
a few for next year, or give them to those men who devote
their time to growing such things. . . . My health is still
improving and Mary takes good care of me and won't let
me work all the time so I shall soon be strong again. . . .
Gunn has been sent off to Omaha to jail (a neighbor who
thumbed his nose at the l a w ) . . . . Adams has gone to Kearney to arrange for the press. . . . We have the rooms half
way up. I have to keep working to keep up appearances
here till the moment of emancipation arrives."
The cryptic ending of the last paragraph seems to
indicate that J E J was doing some of the building to camouflage his intention to leave the place. Although his "case"
at Council Bluffs had apparently died on the vine, perhaps
he thought that he might still be under surveillance of the
law. Thus, if he exhibited too many signs of preparations
for departure, word could trickle back to the Bluffs and he
might be halted. Our own idea of the affair is that he still
had friends on the River who could stall the matter along
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and who understood that the case was more one of persecution than prosecution. Also that the instigators had lost
interest since he had left the River and was no longer an
active force in politics. The sanctimonious element who
opposed him on moral grounds, although they sanctioned
by failure to clean up, the most abysmally degraded state
of boozing, gambling, prostitution and skulduggery of the
blackest sort, probably felt that their unstained souls remained spotless by his departure from the scene.
We wish we had space for a dissertation on plural
marriage as envisioned in the early Mormon scene. Not
that we would advocate a resumption of the practice,—
far from it! One wife is enough for us, thank you! Not
one person in a "passel" of the population has any idea
of the principle behind it, or if it has a principle, or why
it was adopted by a small percentage of the Latter-day
Saints. The earthly mind of the average person makes
him think he knows why because his thoughts instantly leap
to one thing, but that is not it, believe us. His snap assumption is utterly wrong.
We shall take space to say only that as the Church
received and understood the principle it was completely
disassociated from immorality or excess. In spite of the
coarsened view which society has taken of it the principle
of plural marriage possesses deep religious nuances which
traverse the lanes of the universe to the outermost bounds
of eternity. The Church accepted it in the belief that the
guarantee of religious liberty by the constitution protected
them in its adoption. When the Supreme Court of the
United States ruled that it could not be classed as a religious principle, the Church, as a last resort, agreed not
to sanction any more plural marriages.
As stated above, we do not wish to engage in plural
marriage, nor would we if it became the fashion, but the
thing which irks us deeply is the insufferable assumption
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by the self elected goodnicks of the world that the polygamists were less moral than the orchard run of male humans.
We flatly state our opinion that, because of the religious
connotations, they were morally considerably in advance of
the average homo sap.
THE ECHO FADES AWAY
The last number of the Huntsman's Echo was dated
August 1, 1861, from which we take the editor's valedictory. This farewell editorial has been preserved also in
Morton's History of Nebraska. It was written a few
months after Fort Sumpter was fired upon, when the talk
everywhere was about "secession" hence the use of the
word "secessed." It reads as follows:
"Friends and patrons, adieu! We have secessed and
tomorrow shall start westward to probably become a citizen of Utah. Perhaps soon an ECHO shall be reechoed from
the tops of the mountains.
"We shall go from turmoil, strife and bloodshed to
seek quiet in the happy, peaceful vales of Utah.
"The Republican reign of terror, blood, tyranny and
oppression is too much for our Democratic style of free
thought, free speech and freedom, where men who happen
to differ in opinion with wild fanatics are threatened and
sometimes despoiled and murdered.
"Then adieu, though there be many we leave with regrets, and the memories of past friendships will illumine
our future path and shed a halo of pleasure over our
thoughtful moments.
"Should our lives and abilities be spared, our friends
may yet find our footmarks through the boundless west,
and again hear the shrill Oracular notes of the old Bugler
re-ECHOed from the vales of the mountains. Again, adieu!"

CHAPTER 36

"FAREWELL, YE STREAMS AND
FLOWERED PLAINS"
On August 1st Joseph wrote that they would "start
tomorrow," but he used editorial license in the "tomorrow."
He had previously instructed Eliza to write to him at Wood
River until the middle of August, but we believe he canceled this and that the hegira began during the first week
of the month. Christie's account does not give the starting
date, but she tells us that the men, women and children
in JEJ's part of the train numbered 27 souls. He and his
immediate family would have totaled 11. Probably Almera
and two daughters, also William D. and wife Jane and the
faithful "Vant" were along, which makes 17 that we are
practically sure of. We can but speculate as to the indentity of the remaining ten. Doubtless Mr. Adams, the compositor, and his bride could have got into the train as
Joseph hoped. There would need to be several teamsters
and the others were no doubt friends whom J E J brought
out to Zion as an accommodation.
Christie's narrative begins by giving her name, birth,
parentage and the names of all her immediate family. Her
story is valuable for the later intimate history of the tribe
and it furnishes many details of the struggle for survival
in the pioneer days of southern Utah. We shall quote excerpts as we go along. She gives a short autobiography of
her father which he wrote in 1882, then proceeds:
"We lived in a comfortable home in Council Bluffs,
Iowa. We were considered quite well to do, as related to
me by my mother. Our smoke house was filled with meat,
our cellars packed with provisions of all kinds, and when
we left our home to come west it was as though we were
going to return the next day. (Another indication of a
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'moonlight flit'?) . . . I have but a dim recollection of our
first day's travel. Everything seemed so strange. Camping on the prairie was a new adventure. Nothing to be
seen but a treeless tract of land and no mountains in the
distance. To sleep out in the open air with the stars overhead gave one a feeling of awe and reverence, also a feeling of safety and freedom, for even little children felt the
hand of persecution. Now we were on our way to the west,
hundreds of miles ahead lay the land God has chosen for
his saints. There was danger ahead of us because of Indians and wild animals. Each night guards were posted at
definite stations to guard our camp and the animals. . . .
"To make the wagons more roomy and comfortable,
extensions were put on the wagon boxes. The wagon covers were made handy by having a section of pockets sewed
on them which held combs, brushes, pins, needles, buttons
and many other articles which were needed on the way.
Barrels were fastened on the sides of the wagons to carry
water for our needs, as there were times when we had to
camp before we could reach water. Our dogs, cats and
chickens were kept in pens and coops which were fastened
to the backs of the wagons. We had cows along and after
they were milked the milk was strained into a churn, and
the jog of the wagon would churn it into butter.
"When we camped all hands were busy, as each had
his definite work to perform. Some of the men took care
of the animals, gathered wood or buffalo chips where wood
was scarce, and some of them helped the women with the
cooking. Mother mixed all the bread, others cooked it, and
others had their special duties in the preparation of the
meal. Before leaving the states, the women had prepared
dried food, such as peaches, corn and beans. Apples and
squash were strung on strings and hung on the bows to
dry. Most of these foods could be cooked overnight in skillets, which were placed on the hot coals before retiring.
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"Some of the women and girls dressed very appropriately for the journey, wearing short skirts over long
bloomers that came to the shoe tops and were gathered into
bands fastened around the ankle. This garment was very
handy when getting in and out of wagons. All the women
wore high top shoes and sunbonnets.
"Sometimes we found wild fruits close to the bank of
the river. One of these was the buffalo berry. They were
red and about the size of strawberries. Finding these meant
a real treat for all of us. I well remember the first time I
ever saw a herd of buffaloes. We were rounding a hill and
there in full sight were these huge animals. Our train was
halted to let them cross our path, as it would have been
dangerous to pass through the herd. A couple of them were
killed, which supplied our company with fresh meat. The
hides were made into robes and were very useful.
"When camp was made, chores attended to and supper
over, we sang, danced and played games for recreation,
then prayers were said and all retired except those on
guard, and all was well in the camp of Zion.
"At times we made slow progress due to bad roads and
steep hills. Often it took all day for the train to get over a
mountain or steep incline because two or more teams had
to be hitched to each wagon. This was quite a feat to accomplish successfully. On these occasions, if running water was nearby there was a general wash day for the ladies."
To Joseph the long road was familiar and fraught with
recollections of events stemming from his double trip over
it in 1850. It was a better road than that of ten years
earlier, but the route was practically the same. He doubtless had an enjoyable time pointing out to all the beauties
and oddities of the scenery, and in directing their attention
to the changing plant life as they proceeded. Profiting
from his earlier passage, he taught them many camping
kinks, and it is likely that he piloted some of them to the
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top of Independence Rock. One wonders what his thoughts
were when he passed the area, or possibly camped near it,
where Almon Babbitt was so cruelly slain, and where later
his sister Julia and brother Joel found bones which they
believed were part of the unfortunate Almon's body. Certainly he would have taken a long look at the Deer Creek
site, and might have speculated as to what would have
been in store for him if the plan had been carried through.
We are unaware which was the favorite emigrant road
entering Salt Lake Valley in 1861. It might have come up
East Canyon, over the mountain into Emigration Canyon,
or possibly the Coalville-Silver Creek-Parley's Canyon
route was in use by that time.
All we know of the entry of our party into the Valley
is that a number of wagons went out to meet them somewhere in the hills and escort them in. As the season was
autumn, the Valley folks, whom we cannot identify, although we are certain that the Le Barons and possibly
Uncle Ben were there with their wagons. They carried a
good supply of fruits and vegetables with which to furnish
the trail worn wayfarers with a welcome change of diet.
The visitors would camp a night with the travelers and all
would "fetch" the next day.
"We have seen one plaintive little note written by
Eliza and taken by the others to Joseph, in which she tells
him of her sorrow that while the others were taking gifts
to him, she had nothing to send. She pointed out that the
garden and orchard at Le Baron's belonged to them; anything that she might send from there would really be from
them—not from her. And she had so wanted to have something special for him and to be one of the welcomers, but
she had simply,—nothing. She was so cast down that she
decided not to go out but to wait with the children at the
house until he came.
Christie's note on the arrival was very brief:
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"After three months travel we arrived in Salt Lake
City. Just how long we remained there I do not know, but
long enough to fulfill all the requirements made by President Young, one of which was that all emigrants over eight
should be rebaptized, and I remember seeing my parents
and many others go through this ordinance."
Christie was in error as to the duration of the crossing. Actually the time consumed was about seven weeks.
Probably her time figure began at the moment Hannah left
the Bluffs and includes the interlude spent at Wood River
while all the loose ends were being gathered for the journada. We take the time of arrival in the Valley from a
news note in the Deseret News, Sept. 27, 1861, although
this may have been printed a day or so after the journey's
end:
". . . last company of the season. Among the number
being Joseph E. Johnson, late of the Huntsman's Echo,
Wood River, Nebraska, who has ventured to come up to
the mountains at last."
LIFE BEGINS AT FIFTY FOUR
Apparently Joseph had no special plans for his future,
or for any particular line of action when the Valley was
reached. He made no attempt to begin building a home
on the big lot next to the Babbitt house. This plot was
much larger than the modern definition of a lot, and was
known as lot 7, block 83, Plat A, S.L.C. survey. We are
not sure what disposition was made of this property after
J E J decided not to live in the city, but we have always
understood that it entered in some way into a trade with
Brigham Young involving land in Utah county, to which
we shall refer later.
Just how long Joseph remained in Salt Lake visiting
many friends and exploring various avenues of action, we
cannot say. There is no line on where the tribe was shel-
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tered, but it is certain he and the family were there on
March 15,1862, because that day saw the birth of Blanche
Alpine to Harriet. The move southward must have occurred shortly after that date. Charlie, in his story, had
little to say about the sojourn of J E J in the city, merely
noting that:
"For some reason father did not wish to remain in the
city. He had lived in the broad Nebraska prairie country
, . . and did not wish for city life. He looked over the surrounding country and finally decided upon a site about 70
miles south of the city, where he purchased a tract of land
which he named Spring Lake Villa."
We have always had the impression that he went to
see his brother Ben who was pioneering at the town of
Santaquin, and was there introduced to the Spring Lake
region. He was pleased with the general aspect of the location, and he received encouragement from Brigham Young
to settle there. The latter knew of JEJ's horticultural bent
and he was glad to have him make his home where he could
assist the colonists of Payson, Santaquin and Utah valley
in general. Brigham also appreciated the value of a printing press in the new community. In fact, he materially
assisted J E J in arranging payment of the heavy freight
charges on the printing outfit across the plains.
As to the acquirement of the land, we have no definite
record, other than that he became the owner. We have two
stories to choose from. The one that we have believed is
that President Young owned the property at Spring Lake
and that he traded it to J E J for the latter's Salt Lake property, plus some boot. In 1931, Anna Marie Moore wrote a
thesis called "Home at Spring Lake." She is a descendant
of the family which took over the Spring Lake plot (John
H. Moore) after the Johnson's finally departed from the
region. She related that there was a large house on the
place at the time of transfer to J E J which had been built
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by a man named Pace and others. We believe Mr. Pace was
an early settler of Payson. This house is said to have been
surrounded by an adobe wall. The addition of the word
"Villa" to the accepted name of Spring Lake, was suggested
by Eliza, probably to give a little more tone to a commonplace designation. Her early life in England had familiarized her with an old English practice of giving homes a
name, and she had known many names ending in "Villa."
The name prevailed for a long time until some source, possibly the post office department, called for a shortening of
the appelation.

These pointers and logotypes were part of the equipment
of the printing office at Spring Lake Villa; they were brought
across the plains by J E J .

CHAPTER 37

SPRING LAKE VILLA
In Charlie's story, he tells merely that J E J bought the
land; Benjamin was equally brief, stating only that his
brother had purchased land on Spring Creek. Christie wrote
simply that they "moved to Spring Lake," with no details
of its acquisition. She further wrote:
"Our first dwelling was a dugout made of willows and
dirt which protected us from the sun until our house was
built. The houses were built L shaped to form one side
and end of a fort, the other side was built of logs standing
on end. A lookout was built in this structure where someone was on guard to watch for Indians who might be on the
warpath."
What she meant was that a temporary shelter was
erected to serve while they were remodeling and increasing
the size of the house. At its completion, Anna Moore gives
the number of rooms as 18 or 20, which was quite a pretentious dwelling in those days.
There were three similar apartments, each two stories
high, one for each family. While they were individual
units, there were inter-communicating doors which could
be latched when and if privacy was desired. There was
a printing office where the Farmer's Oracle was turned
out and job printing done, also quite an imposing drug store
which Miss Moore said was well stocked with patent medicines and druggist's sundries. In addition, J E J made, bottled and packaged many formulas of his own, with emphasis on herbs, barks, roots, etc. This was the beginning
of the once well known line of medicines called the Valley Tan Remedies, the production of which lasted until the
1930's.
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Later, places were provided for fruit drying and processing, and for the budding, grafting and growing of
nursery stock. From this nursery came many of the trees
which established early orchards, trees and ornamental
plants which gave the surrounding area a pleasant woodland look for many years. In fact, it is a lovely spot to this
day. In a paragraph in the Oracle, J E J told of having a
fine stand of sugar maple trees which he had obtained as
seedlings from the east. A fine specimen of tulip tree
(Liriodendron tulipifera) which J E J had raised was admired in Payson for many years.
Charlie wrote a little about this period:
"(At Spring Lake Villa) he ( J E J ) provided quarters
for the entire family, then started a store, made family
medicines and began raising seeds and nursery stock, which
were sold in nearby towns and settlements. My early childhood was spent here as I began to comprehend how people
do things and what makes things "tick." Father's printing press, type and furnishing had been left at Wood River
and these were brought across the plains by freighters.
A printing office was established at the Villa and my father
began to issue the first Utah paper devoted to the cultivation of the soil, called The Farmer's Oracle. Here was
where I learned to love type and printing, a love that never
waned. At the Villa I helped my father gather seeds and
put them in little paper bags, and in so doing I acquired a
great love for the whole plant and flower creation."
Christie has a little story to tell of the Villa days:
"An Indian scare caused us to move to Santaquin for
a short time because more people lived there. This village
was about three miles from the Villa. While we were there
two incidents occurred I well remember, and the part I
played in one of them I am not very proud of. A man was
caught stealing sheep. He was tried and found guilty. His
punishment was to be marched through the main street
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followed by all the school children crying in loud voices,
'Sheep thief!' My sister Josetta and I were doing our bit
toward the cause. After this demonstration he was instructed to leave town and never return. The other incident was the gift of a little wooden bucket given to Josetta
and me by Patriarch Isaac Morley. His name is mentioned
in Section 52 of the Doctrine and Covenants... ."
She then comments on the death of her sister, Hannah
Minnie, saying that she missed the baby dreadfully, "as I
had almost the sole care of her." Two children were born
to Hannah and two to Eliza during the Spring Lake interlude, Hannah lost Minnie; Julia Hills survived; Eliza lost
Esther Minerva and Emily Maude lived.
The "Indian scare" did not develop into anything serious in the period spoken of by Christie, The Blackhawk
War broke out after J E J and family moved south, while
Benjamin lived at Spring Lake in the big house. The log
portion of the building was dismantled to prepare defenses
for threatened attack. Uncle Ben stood well in the regard
of the Indians, and he suffered no excessive damage during
the ruckus. On one occasion, Blackhawk himself with a
band of braves, stopped at the Villa one morning and demanded breakfast. They were hurriedly served, and after
exhibiting scalps of whites and being ugly in general, they
rode away without doing damage. Interesting stories of
Indian behavior may be read in Benjamin's memoirs, which
should be read by every member of the family.
THE FARMER'S ORACLE
It was nearly a year after the arrival of the printing
shop ensemble before J E J got around to publishing a paper.
The region was sparsely populated and he was far from
the source of outside news; besides the Deseret News was
taken by most of those who could afford a paper. Thus, he
decided to print an agricultural and horticultural sheet
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more on the order of a small magazine, but including such
regular news as he might obtain. The smaller size was
made necessary by the difficulty in obtaining paper, due
to the Civil War which was playing sad havoc with a steady
delivery of supplies of all kinds to the far west. During
late '63 and into '64 the paper was coarse and sort of a
bilious brown, next it was faded blue for several issues,
then a discouraged looking pink, until white of several
shades took over for the rest of the volume. To partly compensate for the cut in size, smaller type than that employed
on his eastern papers was used.
The initial number of The Farmer's Oracle was dated
May 23, 1863, Its motto is printed underneath the masthead:
The Hand of Industry makes the Desert to bud, bloom
and bear, and rears the proudest structures of Earth.
To illustrate the manner in which the Oracle differed
from JEJ's earlier papers, where the main news appeared
on the front page, this rural sheet displayed the following
titles on that location: Chicory, its cultivation, qualities as
a substitute for Coffee; Sugar from Box Elder Trees; How
a Pear Tree was made to Fruit; Vertigo, or giddiness in
Sheep; Planting and Grafting in Grapes. Over the page
were, Dressing Sheep Skins with the Wool; Raising Evergreens from Seed; Early Care of Fruit Trees; How to Destroy Mice in Fields; Raising Peanuts; To Prevent Sows
From Killing their Young; while shorter paragraphs told
how to make paint, how to select flour, raising pork, how to
make garden walks, how to treat lockjaw and even how to
pop corn. One paragraph only was devoted to other than
farm problems and that urged all and sundry to Cultivate
Mirth. Page three continued the same type of matter, with
some philosophy, news from the latest eastern papers and a
column called Housewife's Corner, with many recipes and
"how to do's." There was a little joke about a Scottish
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girl who, after viewing the brilliant comet of 1858, rushed
into the house loudly inviting all to "Come oot th' hoose and
see th' new star that hasna got the tail aff it yet!"
The editorial page presents first, the salutatory:
"We are pleased once more to say to our friends, old
and new,—how d'ye do ? Fate or some well meaning power,
places us again on the tripod, and so we submit with this,
our best bow and a grand flourish of our feather. As we
have eschewed politics, we come now to the aid of a science
more pleasant, profitable and successful, and hope our
change will not worsen our readers. Our interests will now
be to raise potatoes instead of armies, to count cabbages instead of votes, to stick our "poll" for beans instead of members of Congress, our "beats" will be the scarlet sort, our
"clubs" of the gourd species, our "stump" meetings where
our cabbage seed grows, and our "great gatherings" in autumn in the garden.
"Such is life; all things change.
'Ah, what is there in earth's various range
Which time and absence may not surely change."
It is our desire to be useful (as well as ornamental),
and so if you like to try us once more, come on and we will
promise the best we have. We want to live here with you,
and earn our way among you, and this last we are determined to do. So here's our hand!"
The next article is a lengthy one, titled "Our Paper—
The Prospect."
We wish to say to our patrons that we have commenced the publication of the Oracle under circumstances
rather discouraging to the dollar-and-cent interest of the
publisher; situated far away from the only markets where
necessary material can be obtained and purchased at great
expense, for cash only. We are sadly annoyed for want of
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a medium of exchange that can be easily handled and transported at small expense. Again our little paper is an innovation upon our customs and habits, consequently, many
will argue that, as they have got along first rate without
such an institution, they can profitably continue without,
and will scarce discover their mistake until the progress
of improvement has left them far behind."
Then follows a dissertation on the great opportunities
offered through the wealth to be found in the mountains
and valleys, pointing out that,
"Discoveries have already been made of fine beds of
stone coal, gypsum, salt, brimstone, saleratus, copperas,
alum, nitre, borax, iron, lead and some other valuable metals, as well as springs of coal oil, mineral or chalybeate
waters of rare medicinal virtues. Limestone, chalk and
colored earths may also be enumerated.
"Now, with the farmer and stockgrower producing a
surplus of cereals, vegetables, fruits, wool and cotton, and
the industry of the mechanic showing itself in the rearing
of better and more extended machinery, our chymists
dissolving, purifying, melting and bringing to perfection
our minerals, we need only the aid of science and the blessings of Heaven to lead us with gigantic strides to an elevated and envious position among the sisterhood of states.
"We sort of feel an inspiration to attempt assistance
to this great cause that underlies our prosperity, and is the
foundation of all social enjoyment, wealth and power.
Answering the question, 'What fruits shall we grow?'
the editor lists the 'staples' and gives attention to the
nurseries, soils and the like, then closes with an exhortation
to plant trees, particularly orchards:
"Setting aside the comfort and convenience of having
an abundance of fruit in variety, there is now no crop
that pays as well as fruit, and in a country like this where
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the annual influx of population is so great, many years will
elapse before fruit will be so abundant as not to pay for its
production. And this is not all. Groves of trees around a
homestead, though a town or city, materially soften the
climate—temper the heat and cold and check the winds.
Your family may sit in the cool shade and eat of the fruit,
while they listen to the cheering notes of the wild songsters
in the branches.
"Plant orchards! They are comfort, life and health to
your family, and pay in dollars and cents besides."
In another place he keeps up the pep talk:
"Our ranges teem with flocks and herds, our orchards
with fruit and our fields with grain. We have indeed made
the desert to bud and blossom in a literal sense. Our hamlets, villages and cities, loom up from every water course.
We had no gold mines to bring about the great change, only
labor, energy, perseverance and unity. These have accomplished much and will accomplish more.
"Cheer up, then, and to labor! See what you have done
and dare to attempt anything, for we can accomplish anything; and when 14 more years have left their footprints
upon eternity, look in wonder at the change! We have
gained a high position! Our destiny is marked for greatness if we will work to the rule."
He makes an ardent plea that in the need for the production of plant things for the stomach that the necessity
for flowers and ornamentals for the soul be not overlooked,
ending with:
"In the immortal paradise of man, celestial flowers
are gazed upon with adoration; and here, every refined and
loving spirit rejoices in the beauty of flowers. Children
should no more be reared apart from flowers than from the
food that sustains the physical organization. The mental
must be fed with proper and genial food, and what is so
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wholesome as that of flowers, verdure, forests and shrubbery—the music of the birds and the grand mechanism of
nature? They smooth the rough tempers, soften the heart,
ennoble the mind and breathe a health of moral fragrance
that evil associations seldom overcome."
SHINPLASTERS AND CASH WERE SCARCE
Hard cash and shinplasters were so scarce at the time
of the Oracle's genesis that J E J instructed his agents to
accept subscriptions to be paid for at harvest time, on these
terms:
"Two bushels of wheat or its equivalent in other grain,
or stock, or such manufactured material as may be agreed
upon, or four pounds of cotton delivered at this place, or
Salt Lake City or at such intermediate points as required,
shall pay for one volume of the Farmer's Oracle, and thus
the plea of being unable to take the paper will be dissipated."
However, when harvest time arrived, some subscribers
failed to "bring in the sheaves" and on Sept. 22, the editor
paragraphed an SOS to the delinquent ones:
"We . . . merely state our position to be desperate unless our patrons 'shell out' some wheat without delay. We
promised to be quiet until after harvest. That period is
past and we are getting hungry. Let us have some wheat.
We mean no particular one, but everybody who is indebted
to this office."
Seemingly this did not bring forth "fruits meet for
repentance" and a month later another cry went out:
" . . , We promised to wait upon those unable to pay in
advance until after harvest, when we were to receive two
bushels of wheat, delivered. We need the wheat now, to eat
and to buy paper, and we must have it, either delivered
here or to our agents. Let our call not be in vain."
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A month later the hassle was on again. Wheat had
advanced sharply in price and some of the brethren were
trying to weasel out of paying in wheat. Ye ed carefully
explains that they had agreed to pay in wheat or cotton and
that is what he waited all summer to receive:
"At that time wheat would not bring the price we
proposed to receive. We took the risk and if there is any
advantage, it is ours. . . . Cotton has declined and we are
the loser; wheat has advanced and we are the gainer. . . .
We expect two bushels of wheat. . . . From the delinquents
we did not expect money, nor did any such subscribers expect to pay us in money until wheat advanced, and now it
is convenient to forget."
Alas! little balm came out of Gilead, and in September
Joseph wanted WHEAT and not frogskins, as evidenced by
the last call:
" . . . we want our pay, but we are unwilling to take $2
greenbacks, when two bushels of wheat was our due. We
shall expect to receive . . . one bushel or its equivalent in
other (acceptable) pay from each subscriber and that soon.
. . . We are in need of bread and must have it, of those who
have raised it this year at least. Let us know the exact
result, how much on hand and when we may call for it. If
this won't do we have but a choice of two things—to collect
by process of law, or go without and publish the names who
are too careless to pay for their paper."
This comedown on the amount shows that wheat was a
scarce article and that it was preferred to money, in what
seems to have been almost a "famine" year. Joseph had a
lot of mouths to stuff at the Villa, but since no starvation
was reported he must have extracted enough of the grained
gold from the bags of reluctant debtors to keep the hungry
tribe satisfied until times improved.
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SOME TYPICAL ORACLE EXCHANGES
Our editor frequently published comments from other
editors, whose papers were on the "exchange" list, some of
which we copy. Here is one from his birthplace, Chautauqua county, New York, in the Fredonia Censor:
"The Farmer's Oracle.—This is the title of a semimonthly in quarto form which comes to us from Spring
Lake Villa, Utah. Its editor, J. E. Johnson formerly, we
believe, of Laona, we recognize as a name familiar among
our western pioneer exchanges. We first made his editorial
acquaintance through the Council Bluffs Bugle, that place
being then on the verge of civilization. Becoming pressed,
we presume, for elbow room, we next heard from friend
Johnson in connection with the Huntsman's Echo, his printing press located under a large tree in far off Nebraska,
while he occasionally replenished his editorial larder with a
buffalo hunt. He is now in Utah instructing the disciples
of Brigham how to multiply the fruits of the earth, to keep
pace with their own multiplication. We shall next expect
to hear from him on some far off peak of the Sierra Nevada,
with a steam press run by the fire of some volcanic crater,
and an appreciative community of 'grissleys' and hunters
for patrons."
The Oracle answers:
"Certainly, neighbor of the Censor, we think it is due
to old Pomfret, the place of our nativity, that some of her
sons should become notable for something, and so we have
pushed along the road of adventure, and though away in
the fastnesses of the Rocky Mountains, we still look for
'something to turn up' that will do honor to our native
Chatauqua. The spot of our earliest home is three miles
from your office and the Censor is the first newspaper our
eyes ever saw. We receive that, as well as your jokes
kindly. Come on!"
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From the Ohio Farmer:
"Ten years or so ago we were in receipt of the Council
Bluffs Bugle, a lively sheet from the western border of
Iowa, edited by J. E. Johnson, a veteran and inveterate
frontiersman. That Johnson was a moving planet or a
shooting star, for he soon after tried several other places,
at one time setting up his 'office' under a tree over in Nebraska. Next he pushed on to Wood River, on the road to
Denver City, and published a half civilized sheet for awhile.
Now we receive from the same inevitable frontiersman the
Farmer's Oracle, from Spring Lake Villa, Utah. Johnson
has a vigorous way of his own and we always enjoy his
editorials, just as we do bear meat or wild turkey. In the
August number he takes a retrospect and prospect of Utah.
We copy."
Joseph thought he had to defend himself a bit on that
one, thus:
" 'Published a half civilized sheet'; Now, neighbor Sullivan, that's rather tight on a fellow born and. reared in old
Chautauqua. . . . If we have the moral courage, fortitude
and energy to pioneer, make roads, kill the snakes and show
a beacon fire to light the steps of the weary emigrant, should
you rate our labors in this matter, especially when we were
a buckeye for five years, and dwelt in fair Geauga (county,
Ohio). 'Enjoy our editorials as you do bear meat or wild
turkey!' huh? Isn't that a doubtful compliment, neighbor
Sullivan? Ha! Ha! It looks that way."
WHERE IS SPRING LAKE VILLA?
Some of JEJ's friends had found difficulty in locating
his home at Spring Lake, lying as it does by itself, attached
neither to Payson nor to Santaquin. Under the caption,
"Where is Spring Lake Villa?" he endeavors to give a little
information on this point:
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"Why, goodness! Dear readers and inquirers, it is
right here—all around our sanctum! On the south, children, wild flowers, ducks, sage brush and mountains; on
the north, garden, flowers, fruit trees, musical waters and
everything nice. But to be more explicit, Spring Lake
Villa is not a great city or a small one either; nor is it a
village, town or hamlet, but a quiet little rural place, where
we live to labor and labor to live. We have our little ones
around, mingling the labors and enjoyments of life with the
loveliness of nature, minding our own business, undisturbed
and undisturbing, generally at home and glad to see our
friends and readers of the Oracle,
"We live on the verdant banks of a clear rivulet,
formed by a number of springs gushing out at the foot of
the mountain, distant either way from Santaquin and Payson about 3 miles, directly on the great thorofare and the
east side of the road. (Present U.S. Hy. 91)."
But trust our Joseph to bring rhyme into anything as
important as a description of his rural retreat. He calls
this set of stanzas "My Cottage Home," although it had at
least 18 rooms, if not a couple more:
I dwell in a vale where the emerald's hue
Of fresh growing verdure around softly spreads;
The vale, richly spangled with bright gems of dew,
As the god of the morning his light pathway treads.
Near my cot there's a brook with a musical flow
Dancing onward as joyous as the laugh of a child,
To the broad gleaming lake in the valley below
Where the tempest tossed waves shining pebbles have piled.
Behind my loved cottage the tall mountains rise
Where fir trees and pines intermingle with snow
Now piercing the clouds and eclipsing the skies
As heaven sends showers to the dwellers below.
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Near my cottage the roses and jessamine bloom
And the air is full laden with the breath of their flowers;
Their tints are delightful and rich the perfume
Each morning distilled from the bloom of the bowers.
At the foot of a hillock a spring cooly gushes
Where minnows dart lightly or bask at their will,
Here the frogs and the waterfowl sport mid the rushes,
And the young orchard thrives on the crest of the hill.
Who would change for a palace our mountain bound cot,
Where happiness, peace and contentment reside?
Let the good with our mountain folk cast in their lot;
Those who knock for admission will not be denied.
As with his earlier papers back in the states, J E J kept
up his column of charades, anagrams, conundrums, rebuses,
enigmas for the younger element, and the Housewife's
Corner was a whole column of up to date domestic items
which he had culled from the periodicals he received on
exchange. Many of the latter are still informative after a
hundred years, but in the medical department there were
a number of weird statements and suggestions. For instance:
"Never enter a sick room in a state of perspiration, as
the moment you become cool your pores absorb. Do not
approach contagious diseases with an empty stomach; nor
sit between the sick and the fire, because the heat attracts
the thin vapor."
This was before the germ discoveries of Louis Pasteur
were made known. Some of the given causes of disease were
fantastic, as were the remedies which were often prescribed.
A reference to the Farmer's Oracle was made in the
Millennial Star, Liverpool, March 20,1865 in quoting from

The search for a youthful
portrait of Hannah was
unsuccessful.
It is to be hoped that one
may yet come to light so
that this group can be
filled.

ELIZA SAUNDERS
JOHNSON
about the time of her
marriage to Joseph
from a daguerreotype.

HARRIET SNIDER
JOHNSON
from her earliest avai
able photograph made
in Salt Lake City soon
after her arrival.

J O S E P H ELLIS JOHNSON
in the River Days, from a daguerreotype

JULIA HILLS JOHNSON
with granddaughter
Mary Julia Johnson
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The NAUVOO LEGION became the Militia of the Territory of Utah
J E J was commissioned Brigade Surgeon, Major of Infantry
for the Iron District in 1868

EARLY VIEW OF ST. GEORGE
House in left front (with fluted chimney) is JEJ's library and printing office.
White fence at right marks beginning of Brigham Young's property.
It is interesting to note the persistence of the New England architecture in
the desert country where the steep-pitched roof, extravagant of lumber, was
unnecessary and the short eaves ill-suited to the casting of merciful shade.

THE OLD JOHNSON HOME AT ST. GEORGE
Tree at left is a "Johnson" fruitless mulberry whose leaves helped to feed the
silkworms for the experiment in silk manufacture. Right front is a fig tree,
another of J E J ' s imports.
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a letter written by a convert to the Church who had gone
to Utah:
"The country is hard to begin in
The customs being
strange and the channels of trade and manufacturing so
imperfectly filled at the present a man has to do almost
anything and everything, he not being able to secure employment at his own particular business. . . . After a residence of a short time in Salt Lake City, I received an offer
to work on the Farmer's Oracle, a small agricultural sheet
published in this place, about 70 miles south of the city.
"I have now a cow, one yearling calf, four sheep, two
pigs in the pen and a fat one on the shelf; enough potatoes
to last until they come in again and about 20 gallons of
molasses, chickens almost out of number, and if I stay in
this place . . . I shall fence in about 3 acres and plant my
orchard in the spring."
Just who this man was we cannot say, nor do we know
what became of him when the move south was made. There
are several articles in the Oracle signed "Anglo American,"
which we believe were written by him.
The Oracle experiment of one year showed plainly to
Joseph that there would be no livelihood in a paper centered in such a sparsely settled area where money was a
thing more to dream about than to actually possess, much
less scatter about for periodicals. The barter system seems
to have bogged down owing to the high percentage of turtle
footed payers.
Still, there is one letter in which he wrote that he was
about to leave for Salt Lake City with over 2000 lbs of flour,
which indicates that he was not entirely unsuccessful in
wangling his tribute of the golden loot. However, as time
for the completion of volume one heaved into view, he
waxed dubious as to the wisdom of his endeavor to cram
culture down the esophagus of the reluctant tiller of the
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soil. On July 16 he broached the subject in the following
feeler:

SHALL WE CONTINUE TO PUBLISH
THE ORACLE?
«,
*A

question often asked and we will answer. We
undertook its publication for one volume whether it paid
or not. This we have nearly accomplished, and we find 'it
don't pay!' Should the number of paying subscribers be
increased so that we see prospects justifiable, we go on.
If not, we have to discontinue at the end of the first volume
—for the present. If you want an agricultural paper in this
Territory, send in the subscriptions."
By September Ye Ed had made up his mind to hole up,
at least for awhile, and the announcement was made, in
part, in this fashion:
"We regret to announce that the times are unpropitious
for the maintenance of an agricultural journal in this Territory. This being the end of the first volume, we have done
all we promised and 'got out of the woods' but we assure
our readers that we have had a hard road to travel, as far
as help from many of them was concerned. Now we propose to rest—work and earn some bread—recuperate and
prepare to go on with the next volume as soon as the people
are ready for it and will sustain it with a good prepaid subscription list. Until then we must abandon the quill for a
more remunerative or less CREDIT-able business.
"We can't afford to work all day for our bread, then sit
up all night to write editorials, and otherwise labor for the
production of a paper for the convenience of many who forget to pay. . . ."
The last few lines became the epitaph of the Oracle, as
soon after it was penned, JEJ's interest in southern Utah
mounted and the Oracle's voice never again rumbled from
the mountains.
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It was really an interesting little journal and we regret
that we cannot quote a series of small "filler" paragraphs
which make quaint reading now. We close with a sample,
one of a number of suggestions of how to get rid of ants.
Quote: "To kill red ants, empty your night vessel upon the
heap for a few mornings and it is said the ants disappear."
Fine and dandy! But nowadays "night vessels" are
museum pieces; perhaps we had better stick to the conventional chlordane!
THE EDITOR BECOMES A SOLON
Shortly after the Oracle signaled "30," J E J threw his
hat into the political ring, and was elected representative
to the state legislature. Apparently that body convened
near the close of the year rather than near the beginning,
as is now the case. Letters from him while active there
are dated in December and January, indicating that the
session was held in part of two years. During this winter
Joseph and Harriet lived in the Candland home, once owned
by Benjamin but turned over to J E J on indebtedness. David
Candland, original owner, was one of the men associated
with J E J in the Omaha Indian Mission. It stood at about
167 West South Temple street, where the Amherst block
now stands. This is a small coincidence, since it was at
Amherst, Ohio, that Joel was caught in the gospel net and
from which all the family's association with the Church
began. These letters from the capital are largely concerned
with family matters, but here and there we find a bit of
news. Here is one dated:
"Legislative Hall
G.S.L. City, Jan. 13,1864
"Dear Oracle:
"Here among the modern solons we are trying to learn
something at the expense of the government, and hope we
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may succeed. The House has taken hold in earnest to do
something, and business is being dispatched with promptness. This afternoon a splendid discussion occupied the
House to a late hour on the second reading of the mining
bill which drew forth warmer expressions of loyalty of the
members to the parent government than anything we have
before witnessed.
"Yesterday the extreme penalty of the law was meted
to Jason Luce. He was executed in the yard of the courthouse (then on N. E. corner of 2nd South and 2nd West),
whilst sitting in a chair, by the discharge of six fire arms
in the hands of persons unseen. When brought out for execution he spoke for some ten minutes; said his heart was
right if his head was wrong; was sorry for what he had
done and hoped his blood would make full atonement;
warned all young men to avoid bad company. Spoke bitterly
of some person who had led him into vice, etc. He died
almost instantly after the volley was discharged, still keeping his position.
"The Salt Lake Theatre is the great point of attraction,
so the other evening we indulged in attending and were
pleasantly surprised at the gorgeous purity and taste of the
interior, which really surpasses anything we have before
seen on this continent, yet we have visited the finest of
those places of amusement in many of the eastern cities,
'The Stranger' was well performed to a good house. . . .
"The arrival, a few days since, of Charles F. Brown,
the renowned Artemus Ward, one of the most racy writers
of the age, created something of a sensation. We regret to
learn that he is confined to his room at present. It is anticipated that he will give us a sight of his great moral show,
or some specimen of his intellectual qualities before leaving.
"Mails from the east are very irregular, arriving slowly, as they have to wallow through a great deal of snow.
A small company of 12 men came in from Bannock (Idaho),
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several of whom were more or less frostbitten. On account
of bad roads and mills being frozen up, breadstuffs are quite
scarce (here) and demand high prices.
"The paper mill is not yet in running order, and will
probably not be so for a couple of weeks, until which time
we shall be unable to get any further supply of paper for the
issue of the Oracle. The Vedette is now furnishing a daily
to the people of this place. It is quite a creditable publication.
Adios, Editor."
As usual, Joseph did not forget the children and one
letter survives in which he instructs them, via Setta, in the
art of letter writing, and also informs them on the what
and how of a legislative session. He tells that a party is to
be given at Mary's house that evening where he is to meet
Esther and David Le Baron, William's family and others,
but he feared the House would be in session and he could
not go.
"Perhaps you do not understand what we are doing
here and how we do it. I will tell you a little about it, then
all the children can hear it and save me writing it more
than once. First we have a large, high room, about eight
times as large as your mother's front room. This is carpeted,
has two stoves in it. At one end is a raised seat like a pulpit where the President, or 'Speaker' of our 'Meeting,' or
body sits and 'puts' the questions that come up to vote. All
over the floor stand desks with locks and covered with
velvet, then behind them a good arm chair with cushion.
Each member is provided with these, then each has pens,
paper, ink, law books and other little things.
"The business we have to perform is the making of
laws to regulate justice, protect the good and punish the
bad. Someone brings a paper on which is written something that themselves and others want made into law; the
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Clerk reads it, then we tell our minds about it and what
we think best. Each one who chooses speaks, and when all
are done talking about it, the Speaker calls for a vote, and
if more say yes than no, then the bill passes. It has to be
tried three times this same way, and if it passes three times
it is a law, if the Governor likes it and signs it. The 'Members' come from all parts of the territory after being elected
by votes."
AN OLD FRIEND FROM POMFRET
. During this same January, Joseph received a friendly
and newsy letter from a boyhood friend, one of the "red
cheeked schoolmates that we fondly loved" back in the old
Chautauqua days. Though 35 years had passed, she still
had a lively memory of the happy days when they roamed
the Pomfret woods and fields in search of wintergreens and
other alimentary treasures. He had written to her from
Spring Lake, asking her to send him seeds of several of the
medicinal plants native to the region. Among many items
she told him that an oil boom was on in Pomfret and it was
believed that it could be found in Ezekiel's old Gulf farm.
Quote: "When we picked wintergreens and gathered chestnuts there, little did we think that the old lonesome gulf
would perhaps become reknowned for its hidden treasures."
She gave tidings of many of JEJ's friends, one of whom had
been killed in an accident on the New York & Erie, ending
with the comment, "These railroads are not very safe."
A list of the various seeds of native plants which she was
sending and notes on their gathering were given.
Mrs. Darby was but one of many people with whom
J E J corresponded in his effort to secure all possible plant
life that might be useful in the west. No doubt some of the
species which formed the notable herb gardens which he
later created were from the items Mrs. Darby sent him
from his native heath.

CHAPTER 38

EYES TURN TO THE SOUTH
Several avenues of circumstance converged to cause
Joseph to become interested in the "Dixie" country of southern Utah. He had heard tantalizing reports of the balmy
climate of the region and of the several semitropical fruits
and flowers that could be grown there. The mention of figs,
pomegranates, European grapes, cotton, Joshua trees, yucca and other fascinating species, whetted his gastronomical
as well as his botanical appetite. The area was called
"Warm Valley" in the beginning, and the mild winters
reported from there appealed strongly to him from a standpoint of health and physical comfort. He had long lived in
harsh climates where snow was far more a tribulation than
a "winter wonderland." As age advanced, his inherited
tendency to pulmonary and bronchial discomfort gave him a
yen to seek the enfolding warmth of the desert sun. The
winters at Spring Lake, although more clement than those
of Chautauqua or Wood River, taxed his endurance. He was
familiar with Parley Pratt's poem written in Dixie in January 1851, "Come, come away, from northern blasts retiring." In fact, he had written a poem along the same lines,
in the same meter, back in the Bugle days, showing that
Pratt's verses had made a deep impression upon him.
The not too encouraging subscription list of the Oracle,
the neglect of many of the subscribers to pay up and its
failure to promise a reasonable subsistence for the family,
was doubtless another cause of the move south. Perhaps
he reasoned that he could do at least as well with a paper
there as he had done in the north, and he would enjoy the
additional advantages of climate and the ability to grow
many new and interesting species of plant life.
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Another urge that prodded Joseph was his predilection
for "pioneering," that subconscious needling to find out
what was on the other side of the hill. He wrote frequently
of Hope, his star of Hope, that kept him going under the
most discouraging of circumstances. Hope, that told him
ever that the grass would be greener on the other side, and
beckoned him on to new vistas where all things would work
toward the improvement of his lot.
Soon after the conclusion of the legislative session
preparations for the move began in earnest. Benjamin, who
had colonized Santaquin, sold his property in that place and
moved over to the Villa. He and his wife Sarah Jane were
living there at the time J E J and family except Hannah,
moved. After the departure, Uncle Ben settled in the big
house. Later, after Hannah moved to St. George, the Villa
was turned over to him as a permanent residence. We do
not know how the deal was financed, as BFJ was in pecuniary difficulties at the time. We learn from his memoirs
that he had traded his "U.P. depot" lots to Brigham Young
for the Candland residence on South Temple street. This
he turned over to Joseph as part payment for the Villa
property, along with $2500 which he said he obtained by
faith and special blessing. Whether these payments balanced the account, we do not know. If they did not, this
transaction may have been what BFJ had in mind after
Joseph's death, when he referred to the dear brother who
refused him nothing during their lifetime except the privilege of repaying that which he owed him.
Charlie gives no details of the actual departure and
travels of the party. His only comment was " , . . my father
became dissatisfied with the climate of northern Utah with
its snowy winters, and he began to look for a milder climate. This he found at St. George, a new settlement in the
extreme southern part of the state. To this place we all
moved in 1865, a long train of wagons, with store equip-

J E J ' S DRUG STORE
IN ST. GEORGE
1870's
Assembled in front is one of the
societies that flourished in the early
days of St. George, believed to have
been called the Union Club. Jessie
is the only identified Johnson, center, third from left. The man third
from right, rear, greatly resembles
pictures of Joel but identification
is not certain.
Why the Drug Store was chosen
as the background is a matter for
conjecture. However, it is the editor's deduction that the group was
assembled on a holiday, probably
the 24th of July, for a program in
the Social Hall, a couple of hundred yards north and east, and that
this pool of shade was the most
convenient comfortable spot for
the sitting. The chairs seating the
center row were undoubtedly commandeered from either the Johnson
or the Morris home nearby, since
both families are represented.
Nearly everyone is wearing or
carrying a flower, probably from
JEJ's garden or greenhouse. In
the original print a "BOQUETS"
placard (reproduced on page 412)
is discernible left of the doorway
to the store. The reader must determine for himself from the sign
l i s t i n g available commodities,
whether J E J ' s Drug Store is the
forerunner of the super-market, or
whether the super-market is an
oversize country "drug" store.
There are 22 members in the picture—and ten supernumeraries, including an Indian! Such were the
distractions of early photography.

J O S E P H ELLIS JOHNSON
JULIA HILLS JOHNSON
in the vigorous St. George years.
daughter of Hannah, 1878
Right: FASHIONS OF THE TIMES
St. George about 1879
Jessie Ellisa Johnson, left and a close friend, Juie Ivins, right
HARRIET and three of her five daughters: Aurelia, Diadamia, Blanche.

EMILY MAUDE (left) and ELIZA, 1887
The "wind-blown" or "egg-beater" hairdo
is not unique to the 20th century.
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in Uniform of the Utah National Guard
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ment, printing office and everything needed to begin a new
page in the story of our lives."
However, the move was not made all at one time, in one
train of wagons. It was spread out over months. Nor was
all the family taken on the first expedition. Hannah and
her family did not go along, although it appears that Setta
went to St. George, stayed for a short time, then returned
to the Villa. It is regrettable that there is no record of
this pilgrimage. It must have taken a long time, and how
they finally passed over those early day roads would make
an interesting tale. Our first recollection of the goat track
through Bellevue canyon began in 1890, and even at that
late date the boulder strewn "road" was an adventure in
bumping misery.
With good luck their mileage might have been 15 miles
a day, though there were places where it was 8 or 10, more
likely. The distance from the Villa was approximately
250 miles. Thus, the journada called for not less than 16
nights of camping out; 16 nights of selecting a camping
spot, turning out the cooking paraphenalia, rustling the
wood and getting the fire going, finding grazing for the
stock, making up beds, many of them among the sagebrush,
on the sand or among the rocks. Camping by water was
not always essential, as each wagon had a "kag" of the
precious fluid fastened to the side. There would be grades,
or sand blocks, where everybody possible had to climb out
and "put their shoulder to the wheel." There would be
mornings when hours would be lost in rounding up the stock
which had strayed away from the camp area.
All journeys must have an end. The precise date of
the arrival in St, George is not important. The brand new
city was named for Apostle George Albert Smith, that same
G.A.S. who hobnobbed with J E J back at Council Bluffs,
who was head man of the colonization enterprise. At the
time of arrival, the settlement had yet to reach its fourth
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birthday. The population was about 300 around the first
of January, 1862. Now, four years later, many dwellings
and business places had been erected by the diligent hands
of the colonists. There was much clay in the vicinity and
all hands pitched in and moulded the gray "bricks," or
adobes, which soon dried under the ardent Dixie sun.
The tough, black rock from the volcanic ridge adjoining on the west made excellent foundations, though many
used the less durable red sandstone from the beautiful
escarpment on the north. Fortunately, a saw mill had been
set up at Pine Valley by the settlers of Santa Clara (1854)
and Washington (1857), so that a reasonable supply of
lumber was at hand for roofing and finishing.
Yet in spite of all this effort, there was still a housing
shortage by the time the tribe reached Dixie in 1865. Not
a house was to be had for sale or for rent in the town and
the Johnsons were compelled to dwell in tents and wagons
for months while shelter was being erected. Naturally by
this time all the good land "inheritances" had been appropriated and J E J was hard put to find a location. Finally he
had to take a lot, part of which was virtually a sterile clay
bank, which in spite of the sharp demand for lots had been
rejected by earlier lot seekers. It was situated on what
is now the S.W. corner of Main street and 2nd North, but
ultimately he secured property reaching westward to the
next street. Thus he owned most of the north half of the
block. The exceptions were Brigham Young's home, and
the Piatt strip along the south boundary.
Our knowledge of how they lived for the first few
months is vague, but we know that Eliza and her three children, Charlie, Jessie and Emily Maude were installed in a
tent pitched on a piece of level land adjoining the Young
place. This area was afterwards known as "The Circle,"
but actually it was but a half circle, and was the apex of
several terraces. Before a house was finished Rosemary
was bom January 22, 1866, in this flimsy dwelling.
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As for Harriet and her family, Josephine, Joel, Diadamia and Blanche, we assume that the Middleton property,
known as Ellislea, was purchased or built at an early date
and that they lived there almost from the beginning. There
is no mention of them being at "Tent House," except for
short visits. "Tent House" must have been rather large, as
it was not only a dwelling, but a rudimentary store. J E J
had brought a sizeable stock of miscellaneous merchandise
which was piled at one end of the tent, with many items
outside. Rain was infrequent, and little damage was caused
by this al fresco type of storekeeping. In an early letter to
the Villa, J E J said he had been disturbed in his work that
day, due to many callers, but that many were customers
who wished to trade, but the business was mostly on the
barter system. In a letter to Eliza after Joseph had returned to Spring Lake to settle up many matters and to get
more loads of material, he gave her some storekeeping instructions :
". . . do not sell nails for anything but money, 75c lb.
You can weigh on the small scales. Don't buy more molasses than you need. Don't care about selling much of anything till we get back." In a letter four days later he repeated the instructions with a slight modification:
"KEEP THE NAILS except for money. CREDIT NO
ONE. Buy nothing but what you need, except it be grain,
lumber, shingles and adobes, and (take in) cotton for medicines and small goods (notions). Tell Bro, Larson I will
take lumber on that Findlay account . . . and to have it
ready when I come. Sell nothing you don't know the price
of; Bro. Ivins could tell you in most cases. You should not
pay over 2 or 3 cents for bran, five cents for wheat, oats,
corn and barley."
On this trip he was gone for weeks, taking Harriet
with him. Probably Eliza had to help care for Harriet's
children as well as her own, tend the store, do the irrigating
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of all the newly set out plant life, sometimes staying up all
night for this purpose. One of Charlie's early memories
was that of staying up with his mother, guiding the water
over the place in the moonlight. All this under the most
primitive conditions from every standpoint.
Space is taken to give a few more excerpts from the
above letter. The items are unimportant except to furnish
a sidelight or two on pioneer living. He is speaking of coming from Salt Lake City to Spring Lake:
"Last night we moped in from the city (4 or 5 days
travel), gone 10 days—rain and mud most of the time, fine
now. . . . That was a busy week you had and you must have
pitched in. Harriet stayed (in Salt Lake) to dry fruit,
thousands of bushels of peaches rotting. H, and Mollie
expect to be down (to St. George) leaving poor Hannah
here. I am all in a fluster—month half gone and nothing
done except to settle up in the city. Now I have to jump
into it, increase my teams, go to the city (for mdse.), pack
up and be off before it gets too cold. Seth (JHJ) and David
(Le Baron) started south today and I sent along a big box
of books. Father (Saunders) and I have been packing up
the rest
The molasses crop turned out poorly, only about
100 gallons and I can't get over $2 a gallon in trade. Wheat
is but $2 a bushel and scarcely anything brings cash. . . .
I sold honey and lard to get the money to pay freight, but
have some bacon and lard left which I hope to take down.
I have bought over $100 worth of medicines and have kerosene for our lamps when we get a house to live in. Have
got boots and hat for Charlie and shoes for the rest of you.
Brought home some nice apples from Father Snider."
(Could this have been Harriet's father, John Snider?)
"O dear! I lost two of my best Suffolk pigs while I was
absent, equal to $100. I sold one in the city for $50. . . .
I hope to trade small ponies and mules for 4 yoke of cattle
and then I can take greater loads. Bought me a blanket
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coat, ditto pants, black hat. Extravagant but I could not
help it."
Also in this letter he "concludes" to build a larger store
in Dixie, and sends directions to Mr. Eggleston to lengthen
the foundation to make it 46 feet long, but apparently the
instructions were never carried out, as the store as we remember it was not that long. He tells Eliza he has hired two
men at Santaquin to haul a load of 2145 lbs. to Dixie, including a box with leather hinges containing, among other
things, some shoes for her, also a package of tea, an article
which stood high on the scarcity chart in the south. She
was advised to store the goods on one side of Bro. Keate's
shop if feasible, if not pile it up on the outside of the tent.
For Charlie, he gave this prescription to take care of
an illness which had beset him; weigh out ten grains of
quinine, mix with Cayenne (pepper) and give it in six doses
when fever is off, and a pill every morning. His main news
item was that an Indian had been shot at Santaquin the
night before and many people were frightened that the
Indians might retaliate, and he was happy that the family
was in a place of safety. Mary had written that Brigham
Young had told her Heber Richards had been released from
his mission and would be home in June.
Upon Joseph's arrival in Dixie about Dec. 1, 1865, he
wrote to Setta to make a report on the trip. Of course,
letters to Setta were for Hannah also and many things were
intended for her. We quote from a letter of Dec. 3:
". . . we arrived on Dec. 1 in a storm of rain,—just
escaped it, and last night there fell about 3 inches of snow,
but it has all melted off now. Yesterday we put the trees
in the ground; they came through in good order. Nothing
has been done to our house but to dig the cellar. So we have
to build before we can get in, as we cannot rent a room.
The work looks a bit too heavy for me. Both Saunders and
Eggleston talk of going away, so I have little help and few
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teams fit for work. (The long trip from the north has worn
them down,) So now I must build a small house.
"We had a rather hard trip down, yet no storm, only
snow the 2nd & 3rd days, but nights were cold, cattle poor
and little feed. Sometimes we were delayed in finding
them, and a tire broke near Parowan, a tongue near Beaver,
and some other minor breaks. The health of Aunt Harriet
and of Jessie is poor; my eyes trouble me . . . the wind and
the dust has hurt them. Today the boys have taken the
cattle off 12 miles to a herd ground (Heberville, on the
Virgen), except two that have stiffened off, and two yoke
cattle to haul with. . . . Glad you did not come, for we are
far from being comfortable. You are far better off there
just now. We are all packed into the tent and it is quite
cold."
THE KILLING OF F. B. WOOLLEY BY INDIANS
About this time J E J was appointed one of a committee
to investigate and report on the feasibility of organizing
a cooperative store for St. George along the lines of Z.C.M.I,
in Salt Lake City. The committee's recommendations favored the effort and work toward its accomplishment was
soon under way. The object was not only to make merchandise less expensive, but to introduce a greater variety and
quantity of foodstuffs and economic materials, also to create
a proper business situation and practice to supplant the
awkward barter system then in use.
Franklin B. Woolley became president of the mercantile association which resulted from this action, and he was
sent, with others, to California to bring home a number of
wagon loads of miscellaneous merchandise. During the passage, the train, captained by James Andrus, was attacked
by Indians near the crossing of the Mojave river. Franklin,
a man highly esteemed by citizens generally and especially
by our family, and one other man were killed in the fighting.
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The following brief account was written to Setta by J E J
in a letter dated Jan. 30, 1866:
"The bodies were found, shot through several times.
The Indians told who they (the killers) were and 8 Indians
were killed on the spot. Members of the company are out
hunting for more. The bodies were brought in Tuesday
packed in snow and were buried the same day. It was the
most sorrowful funeral I ever attended. The mother, wife
and sister took on most piteously and one fainted away.
(Bro. Woolley) was president of our mercantile association
and was going to California for goods. We have now to
suspend operations for the present."
As a small footnote to this bit of history, we remember
of hearing in our youth that during the fight one Indian
who was on a rise above the wagons, in a smart alec fashion,
turned his back on the men below, stooped over and patted
his posterior as an impudent token of derision. In plain
English he was inviting his audience to place an osculatory
imprint on the anal portion of his anatomy. He had barely
straightened up when a bullet smacked into him, and that
brash Lamanite's wagon was fixed for all the remainder
of time.
A. M. Woodbury (Utah Hist. Quart, vol. 12) in his
admirable history of southern Utah relates a somewhat
similar tale in connection with Navajo raids on Pine Valley.
Whether this is another version of the same incident, or
whether there were two separate happenings, we cannot
say. However, the derisive prat slapping device to express
contempt was common among the redskins and it might
well have happened more than once.

HARD WORK AT TENT HOUSE
In setting up the menage at St. George, Joseph was
plagued by two strong desires; to plant everything he pos-
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sibly could and get it growing while the planting season
lasted, so as not to lose a year in maturing the trees and
shrubs; and to hasten the moment when the three families
would have a roof over their several heads. The first was
a tremendous task because of the heavy clay soil, which had
to be reconstructed by the addition of countless loads of
sand, black soil, manure or any type of humus that could
be found. In addition, terrific tonnages of rock had to be
hauled for the foundations of three houses and a number
of long terraces of varying heights; also adobes from the
yards, although some possibly were made on the spot. In
this work, teams of horses, mules and oxen were utilized,
and to find this material he was compelled to go well back
into the hills. He had one novel team of which he was very
proud, a pair of trotting oxen. His pride in them indicates that oxen trained to get a move on were something of
a rarity.
On Jan. 30, 1866, Joseph wrote to Setta that the press
had not arrived; that Eliza was up and around with her
week old daughter who was to be inscribed in the book of
life as Rosemary or Rue,—they had not decided which.
Phine (Josephine) was staying with them to help with the
housework, or more accurately, "tent work." He had been
hard at work making garden, setting plants, leveling and
fertilizing, although he was hindered by customers who
wished to trade. The mason was expected to begin work
on the house the next day. The community was in the midst
of an Indian scare and guards had been thrown around the
town each night.
In his letter of March 5 he complained that he had
been a month and a half on the lot and nothing was done,
yet in succeeding lines he tells of getting trees and vines
planted and names all the vegetables that were coming up,
including tobacco and castor beans. He tells of planting
some thousands of grape cuttings, many pear grafts and
quantities of small trees in the nursery. He had apple and
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pear seeds coming up and he had sent boxes of seeds to
Pine Valley (40 miles) to have them frozen before they were
planted. This letter to Setta contains an interesting statement, that he had traded the "Middleton estate" for a home
and lot in Washington and that he had bought a lot adjoining, and that the bishop was going to give him another lot
for a nursery. This is not the house in which Hannah and
family later lived. Hannah's house was torn down some
years ago, but the first mentioned dwelling is still standing.
When Setta was married, she and her husband, William
Gott, lived in it. It has been "done over" and is now a tidy
white cottage on the hill.
When Hannah and family arrived in Dixie, they probably lived in this small house until the larger permanent
home was obtained. In December, 1866, J E J purchased
from Daniel Bonelli the box canyon later known as Johnson's canyon. Bonelli was an early settler of Santa Clara
who later established Bonelli's ferry on the Colorado near
its confluence with the Rio Virgen. This site is now covered
by the waters of Lake Mead. The bill of sale of the canyon
is a very simple document and it illustrates how people of
this time and place did business in land buying upon men's
word without the protection of elaborate descriptions and
other identifications. This instrument is dated:
"St. George, Utah, Dec. 20, 1866
"For value received, I have this day sold to Hannah
Johnson the place or ranche near volcanic kanyon about
five miles northwest from St. George, same I purchased
from Messrs. Snow and Woolley.
(Signed)
Daniel Bonelli."
It will be observed that this purchase was made in the
name of Hannah and not JEJ. This is evidence that it was
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Joseph's intention to build a house there and establish a
"ranche" in a very romantic location. But when Hannah
got a look at the place and learned that there was no human
habitation within miles and that, with the exception of the
two little towns, there was nothing but the wildest country
imaginable for leagues in every direction, we can see her
putting her foot down and uttering a firm and unmistakable
"No!" Alas! that the spot was never improved and kept
in the family. What a place we could have made of it nowadays!
Johnson's canyon adjoins Snow's canyon on the east
and was often used by the family and townsfolk as a picnicking spot until deepening of the wash by floods washed
out the road and made access difficult. A spring of clear
water which is now used by the village of Ivins for culinary
purposes issues from the incarnadined rocks and soil. A
lofty natural bridge or arch known as the Maude E. arch
is an interesting feature of the east escarpment. The canyon walls are a picturesque assembly of turrets, towers and
spires all of which are composed of the typical reddish sandstone of southern Utah, the true color of which has never
been aptly described. It is not quite red, vermillion, terra
cotta or any of the chromatic terms that have been used to
portray it to human understanding, yet it is all of these.
But there is no single word in the language with which to
properly label it. Yet those of us who have been brought
up with its warm and friendly hues ever before us will love
and cherish it until a' the seas gang dry.
As an indication of the popularity of Arch canyon
(JEJ's newspaper name, it was really called Johnson's canyon), the following paragraphs are taken from the Utah
Pomologist, May, 1870:
"Recently a large number of our citizens, old and
young, great and small, male and female, in wagons, carriages, on horseback and otherwise, under auspices of some
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of our lady friends, went out to that wild gulch Arch canyon. There, with every available source of amusement,
they spent the day in the shadow of walls of rock and shady
trees, taking a sumptuous picnic, near a cool, gushing
spring.
"The sport and frolic was big with fun, the boys scaling wild precipices and the girls doing bewitchingly. It
was a happy outing and we enjoyed it and felt ourselves
'a boy again.' We counted 20 vehicles. In the evening Bro.
Branch gave the company a dance in the hall."
Joseph gave up his plans for a canyon retreat and obtained a house in Washington for Hannah and her four
daughters. It stood about two miles east of the Middleton
home (Ellislea) where Harriet lived, with periodic sojourns
in St. George and Silver Reef. Here Setta, Christy, Amanda and Julia grew to womanhood and this was their home
until they were married. Christy has written so interestingly of early times in Washington that we are passing
much of it on. Writing of her father's arrival in Dixie, she
stated:
"He bought property at St. George, Middleton and
Washington, and at these places made comfortable homes
for his wives and children. Each family had their home.
. . . Very often the families gathered at St. George and
held a reunion so we could keep in touch with each other.
There were many happy occasions because of this custom.
"Pioneering always means trials, hardships and sometimes poverty. The first two years we lived in southern
Utah were very hard to endure. The summers were dreadfully hot and it was almost impossible to drink the alkali
water. There were no fresh fruits, as the orchards and
vineyards were not yet bearing. However, at this time
certain wild red berries were plentiful and they proved to
be a blessing from heaven. Bushes were covered with them
and they were sweet and palatable. Strange as it may seem,
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when the orchards began to bear fruit, these berries became
scarce, were disagreeable to the taste and made us ill when
we ate them." (This is probably Lepargyrea rotundifolia.
There are still bushes of this species around Washington
but fruit is scant, small and unpleasant to the taste. When
St. George was settled, the Indians made quite a fuss over
the destruction of their long used "berry patch" in the
northwest section of the town.)
"There was much malaria because of the swamps of
the Rio Virgen which bred the Anopheles mosquito." (Many
of the settlers of Washington were from the southern states,
and some doubtless carried within themselves the malaria
parasite. This was soon transferred to the mosquitos,
thence back to other humans, with the result that large
numbers suffered from it.)
"When there was a scarcity of vegetables we ate
thistles, pigweed, (Chenopodium) mustard greens and sage
roots." (Sage roots as food is a new thing to us. Could it
be a typist's error for sego, sometimes spelled sago, the
bulbs of which were much eaten in times of hunger?)
"Sugar was a luxury, costing about 50c per pound, and
so we bought small quantities at a time. We depended upon
the sugar cane to give us sweets for general use. One year
this crop was frozen and we all suffered for something sweet
to eat. One morning our bishop called to tell us the grass
in the field was covered with honey dew and for us to bring
buckets and he would take us to where we could get all we
wanted. We did this with thanksgiving in our hearts, for
we felt that our heavenly father had come to our rescue and
was providing food for us as he had for the children of
Israel when he gave manna to them. We made our way
through the sticky beds of grass, tipping the long stems of
wire grass into our buckets, stripping them of their syrup
with our hands. When the buckets were filled we returned
home and boiled down the syrup so it would keep for future
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use. After these unprosperous years, conditions gradually
grew better so that we were enabled to enjoy the better
things of life,"
COTTON FACTORY ESTABLISHED
AT WASHINGTON
The diary continues:
"About 1865, a cotton mill, called Brigham Young's
factory, was erected.... It was a stone building i y 2 stories
high and is standing today where it can be easily seen from
the highway. At the completion of this mill a big jubilee
was held there and everyone was invited. We danced,
feasted and had a good time.
"I was 12 years old when I obtained employment there.
My first job was tending a spinning machine. I was so
short I had to stand on a box in order to thread the roping
in the rollers. The machine spun the threads that the cloth
was made from. I then learned to weave, and from there
I was advanced to the cloth room where I measured all the
cloth that came from the looms and folded it into bolts to be
sent to the sales room. In conjunction with the mill there
was a storehouse so that farm produce of any kind could be
exchanged for cloth. This department was usually very
busy and I was often called from my work to serve customers.
"This mill proved to be of great help to the people as
it furnished much employment. It turned out gingham,
sheeting, jeans, broadcloth for men's clothing, linsey blankets, carpet warp, stocking yarns, cotton batting, and it
wove the first carpet for the St. George temple. The color
was a light gray, striped with light blue and was very
pretty.
"When the factory first opened for business there were
two shifts of employees. One would start at 4 a.m. and
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work until 2:30 p.m., when the second shift came on until
midnight. Each shift would work these hours for a week,
then change about. Later, one shift was used with more
normal hours, from 6:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.(!) We never
worked on Sundays or holidays. A short time after I was
married I crocheted a bedspread from yarn made at the
factory and I still have it. All of the cotton was grown within a mile or so of the factory, and it was ginned and spun
in Washington. Those in charge of the factory were good,
kind Latter-day Saints and it was a great pleasure to work
with them.
"Very true is the old saying, 'Necessity is the mother
of invention,' because everything we used in or out of doors
was made by hand. Rawhides were cut in strips, then interlaced to make the seats and backs of chairs. Strips of rawhide were woven back and forth and corded to the bedsteads
to be used in the place of springs. We made our soap and
dye, also tallow candles before the kerosene lamps came into
use. Before the candles we braided rags about five inches
long to make wicks. These were saturated in grease within
an inch or two of one end, then placed in a saucer or shallow dish, the dry end projecting a dim light when lit. The
candles seemed such an improvement over the wicks. Then
came kerosene lamps, with a steady, non flickering light
that was better still.
"Our shoes were made on a straight last. The proper
size could be worn on either foot and the shoe lasted indefinitely, but were very much lacking in style and beauty.
When they needed blackening we turned the stove lid over,
placed a few drops of syrup and water in the soot, mixed
vigorously with a brush to blend well, then rubbed this
mixture on our shoes. After polishing them we felt quite
proud of the result. We knitted the men's socks and our
own stockings, sweaters, scarfs, etc. Practically all of our
wearing apparel was made by hand.
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"Our recreations were many. One outstanding festivity, especially for children, was May Day, We arose
early in the morning, prepared a large basket of food, carefully packed garlands of flowers made the day before to be
used in the program, then dressed in our best and made our
way in wagon or buggy to a shady grove about a mile from
town to hold the day's celebration. As the program advanced, the May Queen received a crown of flowers with
much ceremony. Girls about her age circled around, then
danced and sang a number of gay, lively May Day songs
and honored her by placing a beautiful crown of flowers on
her head. I was chosen Queen for one of these festivals
and of course it made me very happy. The following part
of a verse is from one of the songs we sang:
Choose our fairest and our best,
Crown her queen of all the rest,
Kneel before her royal throne
And her gentle sceptre own.
"After this demonstration we braided the May pole,
then it was lunch time and we spread our lunch on pieces
of canvas or blankets on the ground and 0 ! how hungry
we were and how good it tasted! We spent the afternoon
playing games, then returned to our homes.
"The evening chores being done, the older folks dressed
for the 'bit dance' (i.e. admission 12%c per person) that
was held in the bowery. All recreational functions were
held there until an amusement hall was built. Here is a
brief description of the bowery: A framework of lumber
was erected. The top, west end and south side was covered
with willows bound to the lumber. This provided shade
and made a windbreak. A platform at the west end made
it possible to present a successful program and provide a
proper place for the orchestra. The dirt floor was dampened and leveled the night prior to the dance so as to pack
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the loose dirt and make dancing a real pleasure. It was
not uncommon to see young people dancing in their bare
feet. Friday night was the official dancing night. When
my sisters and I were old enough to attend these dancing
parties we looked eagerly forward to being there one week
to another.
"Each year the Gardener's Club in our community,
of which my father was president, met at St. George to
exchange ideas on the improvement of crops. This day was
on a par with May Day for joyous anticipation. The day's
activities opened with a parade comprising the town band,
the club members, followed by the children dressed in white,
decorated with wreaths of flowers on their heads. After
the parade, the Gardeners held their meeting until noon.
In the afternoon games and a dancing party were conducted for the children. In the evening as a grand finale
a banquet was given for the adults. We danced quadrilles,
polkas, schottisches, Virginia reels, intermingled with
waltzes.
"The fourth and twenty-fourth of July were always
big occasions. Christmas brought the same thrills to the
little folks then as now. They hung their stockings up the
night before and knew they would get something. Perhaps
the large wrapped gift inside was a rag doll, dog, cat or a
wooden game made by one of their ambitious parents.
Carols were sung by a choir on Christmas eve, which added
much to the holiday atmosphere.
"People having large orchards often gave 'peach bees.'
When their fruit was ripening too fast they would invite
us young people to come to their home in the evening, generally a moonlight evening, to cut and spread the peaches
for drying. In this way quantities of peaches were saved
which otherwise would have been wasted. We would sing,
tell stories and guess riddles while the fruit was being cut,
then refreshments would be served, . . . I took part in dramatics and was a member of the choir which was very
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active singing on various programs. Because we had no
organ or piano to assist us, our director would learn all of
the parts well and sing them until each could remember
his part. To start us on the right pitch he always used a
tuning fork.
"As with all young people, I had fun, dances and romances. At the age of 24, I fell seriously in love with and
married Isaac Newton Turnbaugh, of Panaca, Nevada. He
grew up among hardships, as I did. He was one who witnessed the seagulls devour the crickets (the 'miracle' in the
Salt Lake v a l l e y ) . . . . We were married February 13,1879,
in the St. George temple by David Cannon. My dress was
white all over lace. I thought it was pretty, and of course
it was pretty, because I made it! Shortly after marriage
we left for Panaca, Nevada, to make our home and raise a
family. In due time, six children were born to us, three
girls and three boys."
HARRIET AT ELLISLEA
When Joseph wrote that he had "traded the estate in
Middleton" he did not mean that he had parted with the
adobe house which was known as Ellislea and which was
the home of Harriet and her family for a long span of years.
By "estate" he meant the farm land south of the road which
was part of the original property, Harriet was domiciled
in a reasonably good house almost immediately upon her
arrival in Dixie. This was in keeping with JEJ's recognition of the fact that she was the senior on the distaff side
and was entitled to first consideration in the matter of
housing. We do not imply that there were any sharp lines
of demarcation between wives under plural marriage; it
was merely the following out of the common human practice
of giving primary honors to the first or eldest.
Ellislea is located on a beautiful site as far as view is
concerned, about half way between Washington and St.
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George. At present (1960) it is the residence of a California family. They have remodeled the house and added
to it, giving it a white stucco finish which makes it stand out
sharply against the red cliffs in the background. Farther
behind are the Pine Valley mountains, a lovely range that
looms up blue, purple gray or black according to the whims
of the sunlight and the time of day. Pine Valley is a conifer
clad green mountain similar to those of the Wasatch range
to the north, but clustered around its southern base is a
rugged escarpment of multicolored reddish sandstone. Toward sundown each little canyon or indentation is filled
with glorious Maxfield Parrish purple shadows which produce, to us, one of the loveliest views in the state of Utah.
Farther to the east rises the Kolob plateau with it many
colors and inviting reaches, oftimes with snow on its
heights.
Some of the lofty peaks of Zion canyon rise in glory
south of Kolob and other interesting formations are visible
in the distant foreground. Directly south lies the plateau
of the historic "Arizona Strip," the area lying between the
Utah line and the rim of the Grand Canyon. From these
mystical distances the Navajos swept down in early times
on their cattle lifting raids against the Mormon settlers. To
the southwest one views the Virgen gap, where the gleaming, but often muddy Rio Virgen enters a red walled gorge
on its way to join the mighty Colorado. Through this gorge,
from St. George, a great highway will be built ere long
which will rejoin U.S. 91 in the vicinity of Littlefield, Arizona. To the west lies St. George, but the town is invisible
because of the black ridge which stands between.
The foreground view from Ellislea discloses an odd
shaped formation which local people call Shinob Kibe, translating it into God's Mountain, but we have ascertained
through the late son of the historic Indian, Toab (toe-ab)
that the proper name is Shinowp Kiab, which has no reference to deity, but means simply, Coyote Mountain. Im-
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mediately south, almost to the base of the plateau lies
Washington Field, a large area which most of the year is
brightly green with alfalfa, or lucern, as we called it in the
early days. Sugar beets for certified seed are also grown
here and it was this area that supplied most of the cotton
processed at the factory.
None of the land surrounding Ellislea has been used
for many years and the terrain has reverted to brush. The
new portion of Hy. 91 cuts through part of it, emerging
from a recent deep cut in the ridge a short distance south
of the old road. Travelers on this pioneer dugway road or
the later road through the tunnel passed directly in front
of Ellislea.
Leaving the eastern edge of St. George, the road passes
one of JEJ's farms which was in Harriet's name. On it
was a substantial adobe house, and land to the southward
was cultivated for many years. This was known merely as
"The Farm," and as Joel grew up, he was its principal
operator. His daily work diary is still in existence, and
when one views the present unprepossessing terrain, it is
hard to believe that he once grew strawberries and like
comestibles within its present water lacking and brush
ridden confines. The highway now crosses a corner of the
farm and if you travel the road your car wheels will roll
over an area which was once a front yard and a spot where
the feet of many Johnson ancestors have trodden.
We believe Josephine (Phine) was the first of Harriet's daughters to be wed in the south. She married
Horatio Pickett and the two became the progenitors of a
number of Picketts who are prominent residents of Dixie
and elsewhere, as well as Workmans, Woodburys and Gublers. One little tale of this wedding has come down to us.
At the eastern end of the tunnel on the old road is a red
cone shaped hill or peak which attracts the eye as one
emerges. The formation is round, detached, somewhat like
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a gum drop in shape with horizontal ledges cropping out
and it does not require much imagination to turn its contours into a cake. As a wagon load of folks from St. George,
bound for the reception at Ellislea, were going down the
old dugway road, one of the girls piped. "Oh! that would
do for Phine's wedding cake!" The idea caught on and ever
since, in our circles, the little red eminence has been known
as Phine's Wedding Cake. It may be easily seen as one
drives out of the cut on Hy, 91, going eastward from St.
George.
BACK TO THE SAINT GEORGE
ESTABLISHMENT
Joseph wrote to Setta that since the building efforts
had lagged, he would have to build a small house in place
of the larger one planned. This he set out to do, employing
several men to assist him. One of these was a young man
named Thomas Judd who made adobes for the walls of the
first building and also assisted J E J in planting the garden.
In later life he was a prominent man in southern Utah along
horticultural and business lines. He once told Rosemary
that it was Joseph's teaching and the experience he encountered at this time that inspired him to make horticulture practically his life's work. Albert Miller, son of
Henry of the Bluffs, is responsible for the story that Mr.
Judd was paid for his first job of adobe making with rose
bushes!
A faded photograph has been found, probably made
around 1872, which shows what the house arrangement was
when the task of building was completed. The print is lacking in contrast, but three adobe structures may be observed
along with a green house. The latter is not much for size,
but at the time it was the only one in Utah south of Salt
Lake. At the right is the store which was two stories high.
It was next to the street line, facing east. The lower portion
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was used as a medical laboratory and wine cellar. On the
north was a lean to which housed a cannery and a tin shop.
Even as late as the youth of this writer, the seemingly large
tin cutter was still there. It came in handy for us to use as
a guillotine with which we decapitated the luckless chipmunks which fell victims of our "deadfall" traps. But
chide us not for cruelty; it was a matter of business. We
received a nickel from the county clerk for every head and
that was big money in those days.
Only the west gable and the chimney of the dwelling
house are visible in the picture. It stood between the store
and the library-printing office on the left. Small, indeed,
it was, considering the size of Joseph's third family, having
only four rooms. By the time our memory of this house
began, about twenty years later, it had already shown that
it had been erected by amateur adobemen, as one west wall
had fallen out completely. Later on a section of the leanto at the rear collapsed, an incident which we remember.
We were off of the lot at the time, but close enough to observe that several people were in the yard and something
unusual appeared to be going on. Of course we rushed over
and upon entering the gate, noticed that mother (Eliza)
was being supported by a couple of neighbors and was apparently in considerable distress. It turned out that the
wall had fallen outward with something of a roar and mother had rushed out, fearfully believing that we were under
the rubble. Naturally she made the welkin ring with
lamentation and neighbors were quickly on the spot. Just
as the debris was being investigated we breezed into the
yard to turn mother's woe into rejoicing mixed with a dash
of exasperation.
The inevitable question followed, "Where HAVE you
been?" Well, that was easy. We had been scrounging
around the Social Hall, gathering cigarette butts which had
been dropped by between-the-acts smokers who had attend-
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ed the "show" of the night before. "Heavens! What are
you are going to do with that nasty stuff?" Again easy to explain that we would break the butts open and put the
tobacco in a bull durham sack. When reasonably full we
would trade it to a fellow in the Third ward for a trinket
of some kind, though mostly we were paid in kind words.
Sometimes he would big-heart through with a nickel if the
sack was a fat one. Business was business, let 'dobe walls
tumble as they would!
Mention of this wall reminds us that to the north of
it on the property stood the Green Gate, a title that was
one of the place names of the homestead. When we came
to know it in the late '80s it seemed to us to be a bright
Irish green, though it had been painted ten years before.
At the completion of the St. George Temple in 1877 the
Church brought in a quantity of green paint with which
to paint the gates that adorned the temple lot fence. Someone had figured incorrectly and when the job was done a
generous amount of the paint was left on their hands. The
haul to Salt Lake was so expensive that officials decided it
should be given to the citizens of the town for application
to their residential gates. Joseph received his share and
thus the Green Gate became one of the well remembered
spots of our childhood. George E. Miles, age 93, still lives
in an early home which boasts a pair of "temple green"
gates.
The building on the left in the picture of the home
set-up was the library, although only the large front room
was used for library purposes. A long room at the back of
this was the printing office, the basement below was the
carpenter and paint shop, with storage of beehives and other
gear. A separate room below was the honey room where
the golden sweet was processed for use or market. A large
attic which was reached by an outside stairway to a platform fronting a door, completed the floor space of the structure.
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The doorway to the paint shop was on a lower level
than that of the door on the east facing. Red sandstone
steps led down from the terrace to the lower garden and to
the shop entrance. At the top of the steps stood a sturdy
Joshua tree {Clistoyucca brevifolia) which Joseph had
brought in from the west mountains, where the California
road slips gently down to the great desert floor.
In our childhood the printing office was the silkworm
room. Tables, with walking space between filled the place,
all covered with the ever hungry, leaf gnawing creatures.
One of our earliest remembered tasks was the gathering
of boughs from the big Kingan mulberry tree in the front
yard. The leaves were stripped from the twigs and laid
out as a green blanket over the tables, on top of the skeletons of leaves of previous layers. The sound of innumerable tiny jaws crunching the crisp leaves could be distinctly
heard by one entering the room. Each year many bags of
the creamy yellow cocoons were raised, separated from the
leaf mass, plunged into boiling water and dried. We doubt
if any real profit ever resulted from this undertaking.
The Kingan mulberry, known locally as Johnson's
mulberry, was a staminate, or male tree, therefore fruitless
and propogation was only by grafting or cutting. Thus, a
large number of the crinkle leaf variety now growing in
southern Utah and Nevada originated from the old tree in
Johnson's yard. In recent years the species has had a new
spurt of popularity, and nurserymen now obtain them from
California budded or grafted from other stock. One other
friendly office of the old Kingan was to furnish boughs for
waving briskly over the table at meal time. This was a
feeble effort to discommode the myriads of flies which
always disputed the ownership of the food with the possessor. This grand old specimen was ruthlessly yanked out
in 1910 when the property was sold, to make way for the
erection of a most drab and commonplace dwelling.
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Harking back to the library, this one of Johnson's was
said to be the only one in Utah south of Salt Lake county.
Many people had books, probably numbers of them but no
one had a building apart from a dwelling for this purpose.
Joseph had brought several hundred volumes over the prairies and had a constant inflow of magazines and newspaper
exchanges. The entire town was invited by printed notice
to make use of them, but there was one stipulation for night
readers, that each should furnish his own candles. At first
tallow dips were used, then candles became obtainable, and
this greatly added to the pleasure and convenience of reading. But the best was yet to come. Soon the flooding brilliance of kerosene lamps, which did not blow out or sputter
unduly, made it possible for a number of readers to sit
around a table and have their books and papers illuminated.
By this time the light was probably furnished by the house,
—at least we hope no one had to bring his own kerosene
lamp!
One little tale which had its genesis in the library was
told by Rosemary. A vagrant wayfarer had been brought
by the sheriff to JEJ, who was already sheltering another
of the same ilk. The two were fed and allowed to sleep in
the library. One morning the pair arose before anyone
was stirring and succeeded in putting over a neat bit of
larceny,—two horses with equipment from the barn of an
adjoining neighbor. From the library their principal loot
was a collection of old coins and a crocheted bedspread
which had been on a couch where one of them slept. Since
horse stealing was a major crime at the time, the law was
put on their track and they were trailed by sheriff's deputies. They rode fast and far on the purloined nags, but were
finally overtaken just as they were about to attempt a crossing of the Colorado river. One of them rode into the turbulent stream but was quickly swept away and drowned. The
other man was captured and returned to St. George. In
his pack was found the stolen bedspread; the coins were
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washed down the Colorado on the person of the drowned
man. The bedspread was an item of sentimental preciousness to Joseph, since it had been made for him by his mother
many years earlier. At the time of his burial in 1882 it
was folded and placed under his head as he laid in final
repose, to serve as a loved and loving pillow until the day
breaks and the shadows flee away.
THE LIBRARY MELTS AWAY
We have been asked, "What became of the books and
magazines of the library?" Some were taken to Salt Lake
City by Charlie, others were hauled to Arizona. Of course,
these would be the more valuable volumes. Many were given away. The larger part were left in the library building
in the care of the tenant who took over the place. Naturally,
with helter skelter care, the number dwindled until by the
time the family returned after JEJ's death, only a fraction
of the original collection remained. In 1892, when Eliza
and her children bade a final adieu to the old home, the books
were packed in the attic. When all the buildings were
razed in 1910, Joseph Carpenter, a printer and long time
friend of the family, was asked to investigate the attic and
make a list of the books he found. His main discovery was
that time and the blistering sun of Dixie had curled the
shingles and allowed the wetness of many a rainstorm to
seep in. Much of the material was a mass of stuck, decayed
or silverfished pages making most of it of no account. We
still have the list that he made of what was usable but
scarcely any of it was worth salvaging. The lot was left to
the tender mercies of "Jody," but he, good soul, has long
since ascended the golden stair. A few volumes of an early
set of Shakespeare and several odd books remain in various
hands, but otherwise this pioneer collection has vanished
down the path that leads to the limbo of all forgotten things.
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THE DESERT GARDEN THAT BLOSSOMED
WITH ROSES
During the time in which the houses were being built
the garden construction went on as a fully accredited companion measure. Joseph wrote in June, 1866, another of
his old time letters to Setta. He advised her on how to write
her own letters, with emphasis on freedom from blots and
blemishes. He tells her never to rule the paper with ink
and to beware of erasures. "Better an indifferent sentence
than an erasure," says he. He instructs her how to improve
her "chirography," thus introducing her to high powered
words early in the game.
She is told of a big windstorm which unroofed houses
in St. George and caused the breakage of some of his precious bottles, with loss of part of his medicines. Also that
Henry Miller was moving up from the Beaver Dams in
compliance with orders for everyone to gather in stronger
groups because of Indian threatenings. He had permitted
"the boys" to attend military training in the public square
and was thus left with much irrigating to do. He told her
of the progress of the garden:
"I wish you were here . . . to see all the pretty things,
—flowers blooming and many more coming on. There are
so many different things, some new, others the old sorts.
Just now blooming are portulacca, crimson flax, snapdragon, pinks, sultana, gypsophila and many other coarser sorts,
with something new every day. We have four huge ice
plants, some stocks in bloom and will have phlox, verbena,
amaranth, pansy, double stocks, balsam, petunia, double
zinnia and many other sorts more common."
He then tells her how the water comes in at the top
terrace and drops from one terrace level to the next, irrigating as it goes, until the bottom of the lot is reached. He
lists the various vegetables that were flourishing at the
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moment, then indulges in a little chit chat as to who was
who among the small fry in St. George:
"Phine goes to embroidery school; she has good company, holds up quite aristocratically. Maude goes to
singing school and sometimes Bro. Thomas gets her to sing
to please the school. She can sing all of their tunes as well
as any of them. Damy is quite a star among children and
scholars and gains favor with the smartest boys. Jakey
Gates is the best scholar, singer and is a good drummer, so
they make a good pair. (Jakey was Jacob H. Gates, whose
wife was Susa Young, known far and wide as 'Aunt Susa.')
Brio. Thomas has all the children take turns closing the
school with prayer, and it makes quite an excitement among
them. Benja (Willard) is a big fellow now and Rosemary
is the sweetest little cricket you ever saw, and she makes
more fun than a little. Jessie has not learned to sew yet
but I hope Amanda will, and that she and Christy learn to
knit me socks, then I will teach them to bud and raise flowers. Joel and Charlie each have a nice large flower garden
and many of their flowers are in bloom ahead of mine.
ROSEMARY REMEMBERS THE GARDEN
Here are recollections of the garden written by Rosemary, for the Daughters of the Utah Pioneers and published
in "Heart Throbs," January, 1949. She was one of the
bevy of Joseph's daughters who by their presence helped
to "ornament" the grounds. This was written when she
was 83 years old, but she clearly remembered the days when
townsmen, particularly the young, made Johnson's garden
a place of happy rendezvous.
"After the preliminary settling work was done, father
had to leave the family while he went north to bring back
his other tAvo wives and their children. Mother and Charlie,
age 8, had to take care of the watering of the garden, and
the two would stay up all night when the watering turn
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came. When father returned from the north he began
building houses for the three families and my earliest recollection is the house warming that was held in our new
home.
"Before long a greenhouse was built and the garden
was beautifully landscaped. Later, after father had exchanged native species for eastern plants we had many
kinds of trees and plants that we had never seen before. For
instance, we had what was probably the only eucalyptus
tree and the only bearing persimmon tree in the state. One
part of the greenhouse was covered with "factory" (a local
cloth) and three palm trees grew there. One unusually cold
winter when father was away the frost took the palms.
(Hardier species are now growing in St. George.) At this
time mail was so heavy it had to be brought from the postoffice in a wheelbarrow, because there were always packages of plants and seeds from all sorts of places.
"While crossing the plains, father gathered pits of the
sand cherry and while at Spring Lake he produced a hybrid,
superior to the species, which was called Johnson's cherry.
This had improved size and flavor and was quite popular in
Dixie where standard cherries were yet uncommon.
"There was one place under an early June pear tree
where I liked to sit. Along the terrace near the tree lily of
the valley, our family flower, used to be in bloom. Pink
clover covered the ground and bees would go humming over
my head and it all seemed to be like a fairyland to me. I
was a constant companion of my father and I loved him
dearly. He was gentle and kind and he taught me many
things about growing things and about life in general. He
was rather frail in body but very active and there were few
idle moments when he was around. We all worked to keep
the garden free from weeds. One walk was bordered with
huge plumes of pampas grass and a mulberry in front of
the library had three kinds of berries grafted on.
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"The north wall of the greenhouse was covered with
English ivy and a lovely white tea rose, a rare and precious
thing at that time, also grew on the wall. Great oleanders
stood on each side of the walk and nearby was a chinaberry
tree so large that the berries would rattle down on the roof
of our house. There were lovely pink tea roses, clumps of
John Hopper and other roses, acacia bushes, honeysuckle,
flowering almonds, fringe trees and arbor vita, Brigham
Young was very friendly with father and often strolled over
to visit him in the garden. There was one time when small,
budded peach trees bore immense yellow fruit (orange
cling) and I remember hearing President Young say to
father, 'Brother Johnson, are you trying to raise pumpkins
on peach trees?'"
In letters written to Mary in 1868 J E J briefly described the garden:
"I have a garden and grounds that I have much reason
to be proud of, and yet how many days and nights of labor,
how many aches and pains no one can surmise or appreciate.
People seem to think that I have the power of magic and
succeed with so much ease. The ease I cannot see, but Hope,
that great cordial to endeavor, lures me on. Onward I
follow the gleaming star like a will-o-the-wisp and hope of
a brighter day of ease in time lures me on to toil."
"St. George, Utah, May 18, 1868
"My trees, vines, nursery, farm crops and vineyards
and the young nursery at Washington all look fine, more
than ever promising.. .. Flowers in the garden most lovely.
Never saw such a gay and beautiful display outside of a
greenhouse. Roses and peonies perfume the air as you pass
through the garden . . . where (many people) visit daily.
Yet I have many of other sorts still to bloom."
In sending regrets to the Nebraska Horticultural Society, which had invited Joseph to attend the annual con-
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vention of the organization in 1878, he wrote a letter, most
of which is given below:
"St. George, Utah, Dec. 30, 1878
"Your note is received and thanks for your kindly
remembrance of an old pioneer of your beautiful, prosperous state. . . . In 1848 I removed to Council Bluffs, then
Kanesville, entered the mercantile business and built that
year the first frame building (a store) in Pottawattamie
county. In 1850 I crossed the plains to Utah and returned
to Council Bluffs, and from then onward thought, wrote and
published much in favor of a railroad up the north side of
the Platte. . . . Meanwhile, from my office was issued one
volume of the first paper ever purporting to be printed in
Nebraska, the Omaha Arrow. This was in 1854. . . . I
traversed the wilds of Nebraska north, south and west a
hundred miles or more examining the topography and
capacity of the country for agriculture, railroads, grazing,
mills, etc. I established the first squatter's log cabin on the
site of Omaha (corner of Jackson and 12th), made a store
and resting place facetiously named 'St. Nicholas,' planted
a garden of vegetables and broke land by plowing a farm I
located half way between Omaha and Bellevue.
". . . In 1858 I moved a printing press to Wood River
Center, fifteen miles east of Fort Kearney, published there
The Huntsman's Echo, imported and planted many varieties of fruit trees, vegetables, grain and seeds, surveyed a
level farm of 1,000 acres. Commenced to fence and open
fields, having previously got a post route established, got
a post office and prepared for a career of horticultural labor
and experiment. Having fenced and opened a farm of
1,000 acres (Ellisdale) near Council Bluffs, and for several
years had shipped quantities of trees, plants and shrubs
from the east, I had a fund to draw on for my new home in
Nebraska.
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" . . . Now I have located in a climate so mild that often
for years we have no snow and but little frost, where the
rare fruits of the sunny south are at home. Thirteen years
I have spent with increasing endeavors to collect and grow
everything that the climate will produce that is useful,
beautiful or attractive. Of the fruits and flowers that
flourish in my garden and grounds I have the choicest varieties : apples, pears, nectarines, apricots, cherries, peaches, the whole list of berries, almonds and figs in great
variety, black walnuts and filberts; of grapes I have tested
close to 100 varieties and many seedlings. The exotic grapes
will naturally perfect their fruit in the open air, and in autumn I can exhibit grapes of great size and excellence of
flavor, scarcely surpassed in any land or climate. I have
also in abundance bearing pomegranates. From muscat
grapes we make raisins as delicious as are produced in
France or Spain; we also make choice wines.
"In field crops and gardens we raise in abundance all
of the ordinary vegetables and grain, besides cotton, yams,
sweet potatoes, peanuts, castor bean, upland rice, broom
corn, sorghum and honey. I have a greenhouse fifty feet
long, the only one within 300 miles, in which I assist my
grounds in experimental horticulture. My collection of
plants, both native and imported, is probably the largest of
any in the Rocky Mountains, My efforts in these things
have been mostly to develop the horticulture of the region."
Joseph was not one of the original pioneers of Dixie,
and there were several men who preceded him in the production of nursery stock and plant life in general, notably
Luther Hemenway, Walter Dodge, B. F, Pendleton, John
Oakley and others. These men had four years start on J E J
but he rapidly built up his holdings until he was at least the
equal of any in quantity production. It was largely through
his enthusiasm and encouragement that the Gardeners Club
was organized. This became a body of considerable importance in the community. J E J was the first president,
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and in his administration a building was erected for club
use which is still standing (1960) at about 50 West First
North street in St. George.

S#"

The fame of Joseph's garden gradually spread until it began to be known
in northern Utah, and at the annual fair of the Deseret Agricultral and
Manufacturing Society at Salt Lake City in 1872 he was awarded a medal
for "The Best Fenced Garden in Utah." He gained another medal in 1879
for "The Best Collection of Medicinal Herbs." These medals were silver
dollars, smoothed off and engraved on both sides. Two faces and one reverse
are shown.

C o m m o n , from Garden,
Pine,
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- - - . , » . . . . *

*'

-

50cts

Common, from G r e e n h o u s e
Fine

"

For Funerals

-

"
_

25ets

50cts

a c c o r d i n g to F l o w e r s u s e d .
_

_

-

_

-

..

V i s i t o r s will p l e a s e n o t pick t h e

flowers,

free.

A printed placard which lists the price of flowers obtainable from
J E J ' s garden and greenhouse. The spelling of BOUQUETS may
not be due to inadequate orthography. It is more likely that the
font of large display type contained only one " U " and best use
was made of it.
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TRAVELS OF THE FRONTIER GUARDIAN PRESS
The flatbed printing press that had turned out the
Frontier Guardian, Council Bluffs Bugle and other sheets
in the River country was dragged laboriously over the
plains, winding up temporarily at Spring Lake to engage
The Farmer's Oracle in a losing joust with Fate. Then it
once more hit the road, not the much trodden east-west road
of the emigrants, but a new, raw road, one that bogged
them down in sand, then rattled their teeth with stones.
It was a long road to Dixie! Out of Utah county, through
the Salt Creek settlements, across the noted Levan ridge
now stained straw color by the vast dry farm wheat fields,
to the first real obstacle, Escalante pass near Scipio. Thence
the long traverse over the flat land of the Pahvant section
to the mouth of Dog Valley canyon with its tiresome pull
up and over into what became the Cove Fort region. A few
miles through juniper groves ("cedars" to most people)
and then the real pull over Wildcat Pass into Beaver. This
pass, given on the maps as 6765 feet high, is the highest
road point between Salt Lake City and Los Angeles.
Then the long trail over Buckhorn flat, past the point
where Fremont struggled out of the snowy hills in 1854
with his starving band, minus Fuller, the engineer, who
had been buried on the trail a few miles back. From Cedar
City the road begins to slope off the great plateau, gradually
until the head of Bellevue canyon is reached, then the real
tough road commences. A few weeks prior to this writing
(Aug. 1959) a superb modern highway was opened through
this hitherto formidable area. Where once an unbelievable
torment of boulders hindered the teamsters, now a wide
band of driving delight smooths the way and takes the
meanness out of traveling. From the new highway the
pioneer road can yet be seen, a ribbon of pinkish soil winding down the east slope of the canyon.
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Once free of Bellevue canyon, there was yet Grapevine
Springs to cross. This is a wide block of pink sand close to
Leeds, where the narrow wheels of the pioneer wagons sank
deep and where the already jaded horses fought hard to
overcome the resulting drag. The owner of the springs
built a toll road by placing yucca fans, sage brush, juniper
boughs and any material that would serve as a buffer between sand and tires. The fee to cross was 15c per wagon.
From this point on there were a few grades, a dip or two,
a couple of dugways and Old Guardy was at rest, not yet
permanently but for some time to come.
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CHAPTER 39

THE RIO VIRGEN TIMES
Slender as the prospects were for success in publishing
a paper at Spring Lake, they were much more attenuated
in the hinterland of Dixie. Yet printer's ink had so infiltrated Joseph's blood that he had no will to resist the urge
to carry on. He figured that there were about 1,000 people
in southern Utah which seems a scant number to support a
paper, yet strangely he published one practically up to the
time of his departure from the region many years later.
Several years were required for him to build homes
and become established and he was not ready to issue the
first number of a paper until January 29, 1868. It was
dubbed "Our Dixie Times," and was small like the Farmer's
Oracle, not a standard sheet such as the back east papers
had been. The salutatory begins:
"With very little help or encouragement from any
source we have thus far succeeded in providing an office
and starting the press, and should our life and health be
spared we intend to issue our little sheet for one year, but
further make no promise.
"We are well aware that the denizens of southern Utah
are not oppressed with surplus means, some even find it
hard to get through the 12 months of the year and supply
their families with the necessities of life. . . . We hereby
instruct our agents to give us the names of those who wish
to become subscribers and who are not able to pay and we
shall make them welcome. . . . This is the only paper in the
Territory published outside of Salt Lake."
Joseph was handicapped from the first by the terrific
distance from a source of supply, and it was not long before
the stock of paper ran out. He urged people to be patient,
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the paper was on the way but was delayed by muddy roads
in California. Later he had trouble obtaining ink and No.
11 was badly smeared.
"Be patient. Our paper has come, but our foreman has
deserted us. We have two sons aged 11 (Charlie) and 15
(Joel), who commenced apprenticeship only 3 months ago,
and a daughter of 14 (Setta) who composed her first stickful on this number, to rely on. Our issues may be a little
irregular and perhaps not free from faults, but we are getting better and faster all the time, so be patient."
During the Civil War Utah had stood strong for the
Union. In the late 1860's prejudice against the southern
states as represented by the word "Dixie" ran high. Some
people complained of the use of this word by a loyal paper.
This brought about a rechristening and the name selected
was "The Rio Virgen Times." Note that the middle word
is spelled with an "e" and not with an " i " as at present.
It was spelled with an "e" in our boyhood geographies. We
have always understood that it was named for Thomas
Virgen, an early trapper. We remember hearing in our
youth of "Virgen's river" and the possessive form would
indicate that it was considered his specific territory. Albert
Miller, in his "Immortal Pioneers" states that "virgen" is
a word of plural form, meaning in this case, more than one
stream. Escalante is said to have dubbed it Rio del Sulfureo
because of the hot springs which enter it near La Verkin,
where he and his party paused to enjoy a hot bath. Rufus
Wood Leigh (Ut. Hist. Quart. Apl. 1961) apparently settles the matter by awarding the palm of priority to the
Spaniards with Rio de la Virgen., Take your choice, but
there is no honest reason for using an " i " where an "e"
belongs.
Our sole copy of the Rio Virgen Times shows plainly
that the typesetting was done by amateurs and that proof
reading was done sketchily or not at all. The spelling was
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somewhat juvenile, with such near misses as sacrafice,
candel and the like, appearing now and then, showing that
J E J was not the compositor. Actually, he was a good speller and his writings exhibit few solecisms.
If the copy (No. 38) we have is a fair sample it is easy
to see that Joseph did not give it much personal attention and
why he did not continue it beyond the one year that he
promised in the initial issue. It could be that No. 38 was
one gotten out by Joel and Charlie in J E J ' s absence. Charlie
became a very good printer and later had a job shop of his
own. However, we doubt that the Times was ever the equal
of the Oracle or any of JEJ's previous publications.
The last number of the Rio Virgen Times clacked off
the old press in July, 1869. Nine months elapsed before
Joseph again "mounted the tripod" (his own phrase) as
editor of The Utah Pomologist. This journalistic effort
was to appear monthly, beginning in April, 1870, and there
was no claim that it was to be a newspaper. Rather it was
to be devoted to fruit growing and agricultural subjects, a
magazine, in fact. The masthead read, "Fruit is the Natural Food of Man," and on the front page was printed ye
ed's little verse:
To till the soil, to prune the spreading vine,
To raise the olive,—press the gushing wine,
That fruits more luscious, roots and rarest flowers
May bless our homes and beautify our bowers,
This be our aim and this our recompense,
We'll dig and prune by science and by sense.
The salutatory read as follows:
"Friends and fruit growers, we send out this little
sheet as an earnest that we feel deeply interested in the
progress of fruit culture in Utah, a country we believe soon
to be as noted for the great variety of excellence of fruits
as for the singularity of its inhabitants.
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"We make no claims of superior knowledge or skill in
the Science of Pomology, but shall use our humble efforts
to gather knowledge from the results of daily experience,
not only by our own labors, but by all co-workers at home
and abroad, in this great science. We ask you in confidence
to lend your aid to make this little effort a something that
shall do honor to our country and ourselves, and make a
volume of usefulness that shall become necessary to every
household in Utah."
Probably the first reaction from other papers came
from the Oquawka Spectator, place not given. Quote:
"And talking of new exchanges, here is "The Utah
Pomologist," from St. George, in Brigham's Dominion, Not
big and bulky but small and sweet and sparkling. We
thought when the Rio Virgen Times came to us no more
that our old friend J. E. Johnson had gone to a better land
than Utah, for we could not conceive of J. E. being alive
and no longer a publisher, nor a publisher without exchanging with us. So you still live, Jo! May your days be many,
your profits large, your wives handsome and harmonious
and your children happy!"
Joseph responded:
"Thanks, friend Patterson, for this fine compliment,
the friendship and expressed good wishes. Certainly we
never intend to leave "Our Dixie" but for a better land,
for we like this we do!
"We have to admit that like yourselves, type and ink
are sort of an infirmity with us. Out here among the red
rocks and sand the press goes hard, so we are examining
among the old volcanoes for power to keep it going perpetually. 'Still live?' Yes my boys, who would not when
one can sit in the shade of his own vine and fig tree, as we
do, enjoy the society of our wives and children and eat
fruit most luscious these fine sunny days?"
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The paper was fashioned after the Farmer's Oracle
in size and make up, but had only four pages instead of
eight. On the first page the subject of the destruction of
ants came up, but this time there was no reference to the
use of the night vessel. The method advised was to "dig
up the hill and mix it as you would mortar and throw it
out." He reported the receipt of a nut from saints in California of a native black walnut which was showing good
growth. We believe there are a number of descendants of
this tree still in Dixie. Of other trees he wrote:
"We have imported a thousand sugar maple trees as
an experiment. They came in good order and are now
leaved out. We have had them placed in various locations
that their adaptability and usefulness in these mountain
regions may be tested. Should they succeed and grow rapidly we may yet see noble 'sugar plantations' in Utah."
Vain hope! He learned that not only is sugar maple a
cool climate tree, but that it required a neutral soil, perhaps
somewhat on the acid side. The marked alkalinity of the
Dixie dirt no doubt put a quick quietus on this admirable
effort. Another paragraph is captioned "An Entirely New
Fruit which described the "Utah Hybrid Cherry":
"This new fruit has been obtained by fertilizing the
Utah sand cherry with the pollen of the wild plum, producing a dwarf tree with long, willowy branches, much resembling the plum. The fruit is round, dark violet color; thin
skin, the seed small and round like that of a cherry, flesh
of a soft, juicy pulpiness, sweet and rich, a combination of
the taste and character of both plum and cherry. It is exceedingly prolific in fruit and will usually load itself so
heavily as to bend it to the ground unless tied to a stake
"
This cherry was a hybrid of his own and it served well
until the Lambert and other modern cherries became available in the mountain country. He described and recommended pomegranates, and tells of importing white Ischia
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figs which were just coming into being. He called attention to the usefulness of the Musquit (Mesquite) as a fence
and hedging shrub. He wrote that he had planted half a
pint of Chinese upland rice on a rod of ground and that
he had saved a peck of rice. It would do well in the south,
he said, and make a crop if placed upon rich, damp soil and
would yield as much as wheat. His experiments with peanuts were successful and he knew that they would "grow,
flourish, ripen and make good yield here." He urged the
Garden Club to send for several bushels to be distributed
for next year's planting because "they would add so greatly
to our comfort and luxury,"
Thanks were rendered to "friend Gary" of Blair, Nebraska, for young trees of chestnut, maple, beech, birch,
larch and other timber and shade trees, adding, "May he
always have a good shade on a hot day, and may his shadow
never grow less." Here again was an admirable experiment, but futile. Probably not one of the species named
throve very long in Dixie. They are all verboten in the
valley soil, except under rare conditions. Appreciation was
expressed to a Mr. Watson, of New Zealand, for seeds of
rare N.Z. and Australian trees with which the editor had
been "gifted."
Acknowledgment is made of the receipt of seeds, bulbs
and plants for experimentation from James Vick and others of the nation's leading propagators, as well as from
U.S.D.A., Dr. Edward Palmer, of the Smithsonian Institution and divers other sources. The most priceless gift mentioned was that of two volumes of Dr. George Engleman's
illustrated work on the cacti of America. These are practically museum pieces now. Would that we had saved them
from the dissolution of the old library!
Joseph was enthusiastic about silk worm culture and
often exhorted people to take it up as a business, predicting
that the country was ideal for silk production and that it
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might prove to be a money making occupation. He had
perfected cocoons from a lot of 3,000 worms and another
of 4,000, and later he advertised that he had a few thousand
half grown spinners that he would sell to anyone wishing
to try their hand at it. He budded and grew a large number of mulberry trees, this variety furnishing leaves believed to be the best food for the voracious little crunchers.
He helped to demonstrate that silk could be produced, but
all were soon to learn that the abysmally low wages paid
workers in China and Japan washed out all chances that it
could be produced at a profit in America.
The above items are a few of the efforts and experiments Joseph made and are presented to show something
of his earnest work in trying out and testing every possible
thing he could acquire that might thrive in that hostile terrain and assist the struggling settlers to improve their
environment.

RECOGNITION FROM NEBRASKA
In reporting the annual meeting of the Nebraska Horticultural Society held at Omaha, June 15, 1870, the Pomologist printed a resolution passed by the assembly which
named to honorary and life membership in the society a
number of prominent horticulturists of the east, also one
man from the far west. This was Joseph E. Johnson, of
Utah. In the same issue was a letter from Wilford Woodruff, telling of a visit to Salt Lake by a group of these men.
He said they were disappointed at not meeting JEJ, who
was unable to meet them as they had requested, owing to
distance. Woodruff mentioned several interesting happenings in Salt Lake, then commented on J E J ' s success with
bees, and pointed out the importance of the industry to the
state. He thought that bees at $25 to $35 per hive were
too expensive, and suggested that all unite and buy numbers of hives at a much lower rate.
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This reference to bees reminds us of a comment made
by John G, McQuarrie, old neighbor in St. George, on the
subject of J E J and his apiary.
"He was first to develop a commercial apiary and put
the produce into commercial containers which met the needs
of range riders and freighters and provided the housewife
with replaced expensive sugar. Also, honey candy took
the place of Christmas candy for the children. When I
read Maeterlinck's story of the bees, I knew it all because
I had watched Johnson handle them. . . . He had listened
so long to their musical hum as they worked that he could
imitate it. When he walked through the aisles of hives,
he hummed. The bees seemed to understand him and they
received him as a friend."

THE COMING OF THE TELEGRAPH TO DIXIE
Prior to 1867 the overland telegraph line which J E J
had noted creeping westward through Nebraska, reached
the Valley. Some years elapsed before its pole supported
tentacle poked its way over the last ridge and nosed into
St. George. That was a gala day for the Dixieites and
yippee! a king sized jamboree was called for. Who but
J E J was chosen to write and to declaim the official welcoming poem ? Thus it was that he arose before the celebrating
throng and gave forth as follows:
THE TELEGRAPH
January, 1867
From Mississippi's verdant slopes some twenty years ago,
The saints from pleasant homes were driven, amid the
wintry snow;
They took their course o'er desert wilds, across the trackless plains,
With graves they sadly marked their way, through storms
and chilling rains.
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They reached the briny inland sea amid the mountain vales
Where quiet reigned, except the wolves and Indian's yells
and wails;
The land was desert, parched and sere, and salt the virgin
soil,
With faith in God these weary few went forth to earnest
toil.
Where are they now?—an hundred leagues, with fields and
orchards green,
An hundred cities rise to view, an hundred spires are seen.
And grain and fruits, and vines and plants and flowers of
gorgeous hue,
And flocks and herds o'er vales and hills are seen at every
view.
Tonight a chain of thought is laid from northern, snowy
lands,
To "Dixie's" cheerful, sunny clime, to Virgen's glittering
sands;
A ray of light through Deseret, electric, Heaven's glow
Through which the words of faith and hope and endless
life may flow.
God bless the Chief, the men and boys, and we must not
forget
The sisters who assisted too,—the pride of Deseret!
And may the saints ere grateful prove, for every blessing
given,
And for this thread of life and thought, between the Earth
and Heaven.
MAJOR JOHN W. POWELL IN ST. GEORGE
Three men of the Colorado River Expedition under
the leadership of Major John W. Powell, in 1869, decided
in camp at Separation Rapids that they had no desire to
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continue the hazardous journey through the Grand Canyon
of the Colorado. Thereupon Major Powell fitted them out
with such equipment as was necessary to enable them to
reach human habitations, watched them climb out of the
canyon and disappear from sight. They were never seen
again by white men. Subsequent events proved that they
were slaughtered by Indians while in camp in Pigeon
Spring, in the Parashaunt country between the river and
St. George. This deed was attributed to Toab (toe-ab) and
his band. Toab had the reputation of being a really "bad
Indian" and was accused of a number of killings around
St. George.
Interest in the slain men, two Howland brothers and
Dunn, was aroused outside of the state. The following
letter was written by JEJ, after Major Powell had visited
him in St. George, to the editor of the Rocky Mountain
News, who had asked for information:
"St. George, Utah, Nov. 11, 1869
"Mr. W. E. Byers, Editor
Rocky Mountain News
Denver, Colorado
Dear Sir:
" . . . I will state that there were three men of the
Colorado river exploration expedition, under Major Powell,
killed by Indians about 30 or 40 miles from this place.
Friendly Indians came in and stated that three white men
were found in a perishing condition by the Kibothels and
were brought into their camp, fed and recovered and sent
forward from this place on the regular trail; that on their
way they came upon a squaw gathering seeds and that
they debouched and shot her. This enraged the tribe and
they were pursued, foully murdered and left for the wolves
to eat, not allowing whites even to go and bury them. It
has been very well ascertained that the whole of this was
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a sheer fabrication, and that the Indians wantonly murdered the three men for what they had.
"I talked with Major Powell about these men, but did
not write down the names. They left the Major and party
near the mouth of the Pah-sear, a creek emptying into the
Colorado about 100 miles south of this town. On account of
the large danger of passing down the rapids, they chose
the dangers of land travel. The Major gave them his fire
arms and ammunition. The party had little food, so they
had to hunt for a living.
"Major Powell arrived here in seven or eight days after
the three left him, all safe, and was anxious about the
others.
"I will take all possible measures to learn all the facts
and particulars in the matter and write you. I don't think
the bones have been buried. Some friendly Indians might
be induced by good pay to go out and bring in the bones if
desired.
Yours truly,
J. E. Johnson"
JOSEPH RUNS AFOUL OF THE LAW
In the early years of the settlement of Dixie, due to its
remoteness, some of the federal laws received scant enforcement. With many vineyards producing grapes, most
people made wine and some sold it. In this they met with
little or no hindrance and Dixie wine was peddled far and
wide. Joseph distilled the alcohol needed for the medicines
he manufactured for sale in the drug store, giving little
thought to such a nebulous thing as a license from Washington. Later, as federal officials ("revenooers") began to
spread farther into the hinterlands, Joseph came close to
becoming one of the first victims of the crackdown on unlicensed liquor production.
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The story was told by Wm. Perry, who operated a
drug store in Beaver, Utah, in the 1870's. Federal officials
visited his place and from them he learned that they were
en route to St. George, where, among other things, they
expected to check up on a man named Johnson who ran a
drug store there. Mr. Perry did not know J E J but he was
sympathetic. Happening to know of a man who was leaving
the next morning on horseback for St. George, he asked the
traveler to carry a letter to Joseph warning him to make
sure everything was shipshape for an inspection. The letter
arrived sometime in advance of the officials and with the
help of others Joseph gathered mint, sage and other aromatic herbs and put them through the still. A general scrub
up was given the place and when the Law breezed in everything was bright, clean and sweet smelling. No cause for
action!
As a small footnote to this episode, some twenty five
years later Benjamin F. Johnson, third son of Joseph and
Eliza, married Melvina Perry, daughter of the kindly
Beaver druggist, in Salt Lake City. Affectionately known
to us as "Mell", she has lately closed the home in Salt Lake
City which she and Ben established in 1903 and now lives
with a daughter in San Francisco.
As far as we know, J E J ' s first and only brush with the
law wherein he was fined, occurred in 1876 when a deputy
marshall from Beaver arrested him on a charge of selling
pills without affixing a U.S. revenue stamp to the package.
He was bonded to appear in court at Beaver on the 20th of
April of that year, but before that date the marshall returned to St. George and arranged the matter upon payment of $135.00, which J E J remitted to the court a few
days later.
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DISAPPOINTMENT AT SCOOTEMPAH
On Christmas day, 1871, a large number of the Johnson family met in St. George in family reunion. At a party
in the Social Hall which was attended by the First Presidency of the Church, Apostle George A. Smith spoke in
complimentary fashion about the family and its connection
with the early days of the Church. According to JEJ, he
met the tribe while it was traveling from western New
York to Kirtland in 1833 from Pomfret. This shows that
Julia and her caravan had company on their passage to
the Ohio town. He referred to the sealing of Julia to "Uncle
John" Smith and stated that the Johnsons present were not
unwelcome to the name Smith, and if he were not a Smith
then he belonged to the Johnsons.
Previous to this meeting, Brigham Young had proposed to the family that its members establish a colony at
a place known as Rock Canyon, or Scootempah, about twelve
miles east of Kanab, Kane county. This tract was offered
by the Church as an "inheritance" of the family, where all
might gather in tribal solidarity. The offer appeared attractive to the group and it was decided that an inspection
of the area should be made at once, with a view of acceptance. Joseph wrote a narrative of the excursion which
followed some time after, from which we make the following
abridgement:
All five brothers were included in the party, Joel, Benjamin and George with wives Susan, Sarah Jane and Evaline respectively; Joseph and William were unaccompanied.
Joel's sons Nephi and Sixtus were along, also David T. Le
Baron, Elmer Johnson (WDJ), Milas E. Johnson (GWJ)
and some others. The units of the party set out from St.
George, Washington and Bellevue on January 24, 1871,
all meeting at Virgen City, where the pilgrims numbered
sixteen. The second night from Virgen was spent at Winsor Castle, now Pipe Springs National Monument, where
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they were met by Joseph W. Young. On the 29th they reached Kanab fort and next day arrived at Scootempah,
Joseph wrote:
"We made our first camp on the land we were to explore and all were pleased with the prospect which seemed
to widen and brighten as we examined it. There seemed to
be a good climate, plenty of wood, water and grass and other
natural facilities."
Around the campfire at night they met in council,
naming Nephi as chairman and J E J as secretary. It was
unanimously agreed that a family settlement should be
made in the valley; that each person would strive for peace,
union and harmony and that any difference which might
arise would be left for others to adjudicate. Nephi was
named president of the colony and Sixtus was chosen as
president and agent of a co-operative stock company.
Six older heads of the company were selected to choose
the site of the colony and give it a name. It was decided
that all problems relating to its establishment should be
decided by the president, in council with those on the
ground. January 31 was spent in a more extended view
of the area. At night in a new camp it was decreed that
the locating of the new town should be deferred until the
company had experienced one season of living on the place,
learning about water and other matters pertinent to their
comfort. The company then returned to Virgen City,
where it decided in council that grain should be planted by
March 1st, 1872 and that all should be on the ground by
November 10 for the apportionment of inheritances. Also,
that the town should be named Johnson and that J E J should
be set apart to obtain a post office for the place and ask to
be appointed postmaster.
The tale of the tribulations which beset the colonists
is detailed in BFJ's memoirs. They toiled assiduously and
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sacrificed much in time, labor and cash. All their efforts
added up to a costly failure, because of a trick of nature
which has often been played in the arid west. The copious
water supply which had so pleased them in January proved
to be merely winter "run off" from higher up, seeping down
through the ledges; there was no spring of reasonable size.
As the summer advanced they watched the water diminish
to a trickle, though there was some water in the creek below.
As crops began to wither they formed a bucket brigade and
carried up hundreds of gallons each day to save enough
vegetables for their food supply. By the time autumn arrived most of them realized that they had lost the fight and
gradually they returned to their homes. Among the few
who remained was William Derby Johnson, who had established a store there.
Ezekiel (Zeke) Johnson ( J H J ) , who has frequently
told us that J E J was the most gentle of the five brothers,
related a little incident of Scootempah days. One of the
brothers and J E J were carrying buckets filled with honeycomb down from the hives which had been placed on the
ridges. As they came down the rocky path, Zeke and several youngsters were waiting near the bottom hoping to
be "booned" with some of the delicious sweet. When they
clamored for a treat from the man in the lead he rebuffed
them sharply, Joseph, coming behind, slowed up until the
first man had gone around a big rock in the trail. Then
he put the bucket down, pulled out his knife, gave them a
wink and whacked off a big hunk for each of them. Zeke
said that was typical of the way he treated all the children.
William remained at Johnson for a number of years.
He is mentioned often in the journals of members of the
Powell Expedition down the Colorado River in 1872. In
the Utah Historical Quarterly, Vols. 16-17, are several
references in the diary of Walter C. Powell:
"June 12,1872 . . , finding little water there, the march
was continued to Johnson's canyon. Here was water and
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grass in abundance. We were encamped above the ranch.
A Mormon marriage took place next day—Sunday. A wedding tour being a necessity on stylish affairs of this sort,
a requisition was made on our stock of saddles and bridles.
The happy pair seated upon one horse were followed by
groomsmen and bridesmaids mounted in the same social
fashion."
There are many references to the Johnsons in Capt.
F. M. Bishop's journal, especially to Delcena Diadamia,
daughter of J E J and Harriet. She was living for a time
with her mother at Kanab and Scootempah. The captain
appeared disinterested when it was suggested that "Damy"
was setting her cap for him, yet he mentioned her over and
over again by her nickname. Captain Bishop was the only
member of the Powell party we are aware of who cast in
his lot with the Church. These items have a special interest
to this writer because he was a frequent visitor at the Bishop home in Salt Lake City at the turn of this century, in
the process of courting the Captain's youngest daughter.
So it was that the projected town of Johnson went to
join the ghost of Deer Creek on the Platte, but unlike Deer
Creek, Johnson was actually begun and it still exists on
some maps as a hamlet in Johnson Canyon. Some years ago
we ran across an old map of the United States, with Utah
showing but a few towns in the north and only one in the
south, a town near the Arizona line named JOHNSON
prominent in the bare area that was southern Utah. Of
course this produced a wide grin, but withal we were a
little bit proud of it. It was a good effort!

CHAPTER 40

JOSEPH AND THE "MEN OF GRASS"
From the moment of arrival in the mountain country
the flora of the region, quite different from that of the eastern states or of the plains and prairies, interested Joseph
deeply. At an early date he began combing the hills for
botanical specimens that he had never seen before. At that
time few books were available to him to assist in the identification of the floral lovelies which he encountered during
his roamings. His recourse was to the Department of Agriculture at Washington. There he sent many of the most
spectacular of his finds, and these attracted the attention
of scientists of the department. When botanists were sent
out on far western research a number of them sought him
out. Perhaps some came because of his contributions who
might never have visited Utah; California and Oregon were
the big rush then.
Two of the botanical stalwarts of the period, Dr. C. C,
Parry and Dr. Edward Palmer, both came right in and lived
with the family for prolonged periods in St. George. Dr.
Parry brought his wife upon one occasion and they remained most of the summer. He was an indefatigable
worker and a great many new species of plant life were
described and named by him. Also, a number of things
were named for him. The attractive pink primrose found
in the damp spots of the Wasatch mountains is called Primula parryi; Utah's state tree, the blue spruce, was first
named Picea parryi, but was later changed to Picea pungens. There are few references to Dr. Parry in the meager
family records we have of the period, and no stories except
a little tale about a microscope.
Once when Dr. Parry left St. George he presented to
Joseph as a parting gift a small microscope with which he
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had made many determinations of regional flora. Years
later, Professor Marcus Jones, a capable and industrious
botanist who lived in Utah, later of Claremont College,
Pomona, California, heard of this gift. Now Messrs. Jones
and Parry had long been feuding, largely because of a claim
made by the former that the latter had "stolen his rose."
This incident was related by Jones in his story of a trip
to Mexico with Parry and another botanist named Pringle:
"On the way down to Ensenada, when we all three were
in the buggy, I saw a new rose growing in the brush and
stopped the team to get out and collect it. My eyesight was
better than that of anyone in the party or they would have
seen it. I unwisely showed my new discovery to Parry and
he climbed out and got some specimens. . . . As a rule I do
not show my collections to other botanists. . . . When we
reached Tia Juana again it was Saturday night. I had
never . . . collected or traveled on Sunday and so I wanted
to remain there over the Sabbath, but Parry . . . said he had
urgent business in San Diego
He agreed to send Charlie
back in the morning with the team if I would not object
to his going right in. Some months later I found that Parry's urgent business was to steal my new rose from me by
sending it to Engleman and having it published before I
could attend to it."
"Then in 1880 Parry accompanied Engleman on his
trip across the continent and acted as kind of a chaperone
for him. This was on the supposition that Parry knew the
country because he had spent a month or so in southern
Utah at St. George botanizing, where he camped on J. E.
Johnson for a month. During that time Parry and his wife
were guests of Johnson, lodged and boarded by him. I have
spoken about him as a typical grafter, because after getting
free board and lodging for a month because he was such a
famous (?) botanist, and when he left he presented to
Johnson with much ceremony a thirty five cent linen prover
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microscope as a memento of his visit." (Cont. to Western
Botany No. 17.)
Possibly Jones in his wrath was a bit severe on Parry,
as our family found no fault with him and his wife was
said to have been an agreeable and pleasant person. As
to the microscope, it is still in our possession and while it
would not be rated as much now, it was quite a treasure at
that time and place where a microscope was a rarity. Parry
may have had faults, but he became noted in his profession
and we regard the instrument he used in the field as a valuable souvenir of one of the early botanical greats of the
west.
Another searcher of the wild who sojourned at Johnson's in St. George was Dr. Edward Palmer. He made at
least two visits and on the last one he remained the greater
part of a summer. He first appears in the record in a
paragraph in the Pomologist, July, 1870, thus:
"Early last month Professor Edward Palmer, late of
Washington, D.C., under the patronage of the Agricultural
Bureau, arrived in this place to make a survey of the botany
and natural history of this region, and to collect specimens.
He is a genial gentleman and scholar, and we spent ten
days very pleasantly in his society, climbing hills, scaling
mountains and traversing valleys. He has gone south for
further surveys and we wish him a pleasant time."
Several years later Dr. Palmer returned to St. George
prepared for a long stay. He came not as a botanist only,
but as a naturalist. His interest was in animal as well as
plant life, and it extended also to Indian lore. Joseph turned
the library over for his use and it was not long before it
was the storage point for his collections. He gave the young
people wide mouth bottles with corks and taught them how
to catch insects while on their rambles over the red hills and
in fields and gardens. For these he handed out dimes and
nickels. The older ones carried in addition a folder strapped
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over the shoulder in which they could press and preserve
any interesting plant or flower they might encounter. He
kept live snakes in bottles, also lizards, a Gila monster and
every possible creature living in the area that could be
processed and sent back to the Smithsonian Institution. He
encouraged the Indians to bring in any ancient artifacts
they might find or possess, many of which he purchased.
The doctor continued his collections of plant life, paying much attention to the cactus family. In this labor he
had much travail from cactus spines in his hands, particularly from the flat leaved Opuntias which bear many tufts
of tiny, hairlike needles. These are so sharp that the slightest brush of the hand against them fills the hide with
myriads of the minute threads of misery. To make matters
worse, they are almost transparent and a sharp eye is
needed to locate them. Such eyes he found in Rosemary,
who was then about eleven years old. She liked to tell of
the many half hour sessions she spent working over Dr.
Palmer's hands with needle and tweezers at the princely
stipend of 25c per half hour.
Dr. Palmer's most pretentious undertaking was the
excavation of an Indian mound in the Santa Clara field,
southwest of St. George. His chief assistants were Charlie
Johnson and Alex Morris, each about 19 years old. They
dug assiduously for a long period under Palmer's direction,
and a valuable collection of Indian artifacts were unearthed. There were also some mummies brought to the
surface. The doctor kept an eagle eye on the boys, watching carefully that they did not snitch any of the choice
pieces for themselves. These items were brought to the
library and spread out on a long table where they were
processed to be shipped to Washington, D.C. On the mantle
in the library was a silver combed music box which had been
owned by mother Julia Hills Johnson and which was
brought across the plains by J E J . The doctor liked the silvery tinkle of this instrument and kept it playing while he
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worked over the ancient loot from the mound and his little
playmates from the animal world.
Once when Rosemary was "keeping house" for JEJ
at Silver Reef, her father expressed a wish for a dried apple
pie. Dr. Palmer was there at the time and when Rosemary
confessed that she did not know how to make one, he donned
an apron and showed her how to go about it. According to
JEJ's verdict it was a very good pie. Rosemary was very
sorry when the doctor's work in Dixie was done. After his
departure she never saw him again, although her father
always read to her Palmer's letters from Washington, One
of Utah's outstanding wild flowers is the beautiful Pentstemon palmeri, which was named for the doctor. It is a tall
plant with a pink shaded white flower, reminiscent of foxglove in appearance. One of the minor accomplishments
Rosemary acquired from Dr. Palmer was the ability to kill
bats quickly. She was to hold the creatures firmly with
two fingers at its back and thumb pressed tightly against
its breast until breathing stopped; the bat's, not hers. Gruesome but lucid.
We have already mentioned Dr. George Englemann,
who presented JEJ with his monumental work on cacti and
who sent him seeds of his rare species. As far as we know
this scientist did not personally visit St. George, but he
was often in touch with JEJ by mail. Professor Marcus E.
Jones considered Englemann to be the top ranking botanist
at this time when all the west was virgin country, botanically speaking.
Dr. Englemann visited Salt Lake City in the '80s and
Mr. Jones was delegated to show him around. He had a
desire to bathe in the Great Salt Lake and the pair went to
the now defunct Garfield Beach. The doctor was a rotund
man, about what we would now call a 5x5. He was instructed on the diabolical qualities of the water if taken
into lungs, nostrils or eyes. Oh, yes, yes, that was all right,
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he knew his way around, and he confidently waded out. Of
course the moment the water reached his waist (if any) his
feet flipped up and his head flipped down, and anyone who
had had a heavy dose of G.S.L. water knows the misery he
suffered. They managed to drag him to the beach, give him
a rolling and poured fresh water over his head until he
was able to navigate under his own power. He departed
from the shores of the great inland sea a sadder but wiser
man.
The number two man of Jones choice of botanical
greats was Sereno Watson. We believe he did not reach
St. George, but he was in close communication with J E J ,
who sent him considerable material. Watson sent Joseph
seeds at various times, some of which are mentioned in the
Pomologist, but his most rewarding gift was the naming
of the brilliant purple Dalea johnsoni for him. This shrub
is called Desertbeauty and in spring its lovely blossoms
light up the desert in many areas from southern Utah to
California. This was later relegated to another genus, and
is now known as Parosela johnsoni.
At least four previously unreported plants were discovered by Joseph, the foregoing and three others, two of
which were named for him by Dr. Parry and one by Dr.
Watson. One is a thickly spined cactus with showy pink
blossoms (the Arizona variety is yellow.) It was called
Echinocactus johnsoni by the doctor but is now called
Echinomastus johnsoni.* A full page color photo of this
cactus appeared on the back cover of ARIZONA HIGHWAYS for December, 1947. Another is an evening primrose found in the mountains west of St. George which Parry
christened Oenothera johnsoni, but as with the others, later
botanists have placed it in another niche as Pachylophus
johnsoni.
*Note: Since this was written the name of the cactus has been changed
from Echinomastus johnsoni to Thelocactus johnsoni. Once more the recognition of J E J ' s contribution to western botany has weathered a renaming.
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A very attractive fern found by J E J was named
Notholaena tenera, but later described as Cheilanthes jonesi, after Marcus Jones of Utah. The latter, in Contrib.
to West. Bot. No. 17, 1930, stated:
"It is unfortunate that this species was named after
me. I should judge that J. E. Johnson, of St. George, Utah,
was the discoverer, some ten to twenty years before I got it
at the place of discovery."
In botanical protocol, when it is determined that any
named plant has been placed in the wrong genus, the detector of the error is privileged to rename the plant, both
genus and species. It will be observed that all three named
for J E J received a change in generic designation, but in
each case the specific name, johnsoni, was retained.
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CHAPTER 41

SILVER R E E F IN THE LIMELIGHT
In the spring of 1876 the Salt Lake Tribune published
an announcement by Wm. Tecumseh Barbee of the discovery of rich silver ore in a sandstone reef near Leeds, a village some sixteen miles northeast of St. George. His name
for it was Tecumseh Hill, but it soon became known as
Silver Reef. For a number of years it existed as a typical
wide open mining town of frontier days. Today it is a ghost
town, or rather a ghost location, since only two structures
of the original town are left. Although its founding
brought many heretofore unknown iniquities to the section,
it brought also a much needed shove to the economy of
southern Utah. Not only was the building of the town and
the running of the mines a windfall to labor, which was paid
with real money, but all producers of food, the farmer, fruit
grower and cattleman found sudden blessings in the increased demand for their products.
We have a very sketchy diary of J E J for the first part
of 1876 which terminates May 4. Nowhere in it does he
mention Silver Reef, making plain that there was no excitement about it up to that time. The sole entry which might
refer to it is April 24 :
"Weather good. Garden work. Charlie and Jessie in.
(They stayed home at night.) Lewis called with ore from
new mine. . . ."
This "new mine" must have been at the Reef, since no
other mine is known to have been opened around St. George
at this time. However, when he became better informed
and the importance of the strike dawned on him and the
business possibilities from it became clear in his mind he
was quick to make a start toward cashing in on it.
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Joseph's first efforts were directed toward the establishment of a general store and the setting up of a printing
office. This entailed the procurement of land for a building
site and the assembling of lumber and other sorts of structural material, much of which was in scant supply in Dixie.
The procurement of merchandise was a problem, since the
nearest source of supply was Salt Lake City. The lumber
problem was easily solved, as Joel was operating a sawmill
on Kolob plateau and the haul to Silver Reef was not overlong. By hook and crook Joseph worked out many details
and ultimately produced a number of fires into which he
could plunge his irons.
The store was the principal profit producer and the
drug section was a prominent part of it. Joseph still did
much "doctoring," constantly administering his pills, potions, plasters and painkillers, mostly herbal, to an increasing circle of patients. He was frequently referred to as
"Dr." Johnson, although he had no medical training other
than that which he acquired through constant reading and
long practice on friends and neighbors. He opened a boarding house where miners and others took their meals but
did not reside. Most of them had their own cabins or shacks.
In conducting this establishment his bevy of growing girls
proved useful as cooks and waitresses. They seem to have
taken turns in this work, going back and forth from the
Reef to St. George or Washington in a wagon powered by a
pair of lively mules. During this time affairs in St, George
were carried on largely by Charlie and Joel but there was
much going back and forth and Johnson's mules became
known far and wide.
In addition to groceries and drugs the store had several
other sections. It seems to have been a primitive department store. We have a copy of a handbill which was distributed around the Reef calling attention to the oranges
and bananas which were to be found there. We had not
supposed that these fruits had penetrated the southern
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T I S TIIHI: :
Those wishing

Flower or Vegetable Seeds,
F r u i t or Shade Trees,
Garden Shrubs,
Vines and Plants,
House Plants,
Flower Pots,
Or anything in that line will do well to
leave their orders AT O L \ O E at rny store.
Ivice in regard to laying out and
planting gardens, and selection of seeds and
plants, free of charge.
J . £ . Johnson*
Silver Reef, Feb. 5 1881.
a E. JOHN
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wilds by 1876. We know that later in Salt Lake City some
of the dealers in the new fruit had fun with wondering
Conference visitors by telling them that bananas were a
new kind of African bean.
The population of Silver Reef grew rapidly and soon a
need of commercial printing arose. Joseph's much traveled
press, "Old Guardy," was moved there to take care of the
printing needs of the many businesses that were springing
up. It was JEJ's intention to combine the Pomologist with
a paper to be called the Silver Reef Echo. Apparently he
issued only one number of this sheet when for some reason
unknown he decided to sell the paper. The purchaser was
G. W. Crouch, and the documents pertaining to the sale
have been preserved. Though of no consuming interest,
some might care to know what constituted a newspaper
outfit in the extreme back woods of that period. Here are
the items:
1 Printing press and distributor
3 galleys, 3 sticks
19 fonts job type
15 (type) cases
1 galley stand, 1 double rack
240 lbs. body type
I back table, 2 chases
1 imposing stone, 1 sheepsfoot
4 side sticks, 1 roller mould
1 stove and pipe

$350.00
7.50
38.00
18.75
10.00
100.00
6.50
7.75
4.50
7.00
$550.00

Two notes of $200.00 each and one of $150.00 were
signed by Mr. Crouch, all to be paid within six months. Two
of the notes were attached to the agreement. One for the
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first $200.00 was missing suggesting that he had paid that
one at the time specified. The agreement provided that if
the amounts were not paid when due, "after ten days notice
(party of the first part) may enter upon and sell at public
outcry all or any part of (the above items.)" We like this
"outcry" touch although we have always surmised that the
party of the second part was the one who made the outcry.
As the date for final payment drew nigh, JEJ had
probably approached Mr. Crouch as to the liklihood of settlement on the due date. A letter dated May 18,1879, from
Mr. Crouch informed him that he would of course pay the
notes but would claim a reasonable rebate on some items
which were not satisfactory. Also he would need a little
more time in which to meet the payments. Mr. Crouch
probably hustled around that afternoon, as the next day
JEJ received another letter from him:
"With a view of protecting my own rights and determined to do right by yourself, I have sold the press and
material to Messrs. Pike and Dunham on short time and
just as soon as the money can be obtained I shall be on
hand to liquidate the balance of the notes, with proper
allowance for the items referred to in my letter yesterday
evening.
Respectfully, G. W. Crouch."
We note that one of the historians of Silver Reef has
stated that the press was taken over by Buser and Pike,
but here we have Crouch's statement that Dunham was in
the deal with Pike. It could be that Dunham turned over his
interest to Buser soon after the purchase. Another story
names the purchasers as Crouch and Louder, but there is
no mention of the latter in our papers. The news sheet
which succeeded the Echo-Pomologist was the Silver Reef
Miner. Scipio A. Kenner, a family friend and former employee of JEJ, was the second editor. The name of the first
we wot not.
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It is interesting to note that the contract provides that
JEJ was to have one column of advertising in each issue of
the paper for one year free of charge. We have no record as
to whether Mr. Crouch paid off the notes, but if he did,
it is odd that he did not secure the two documents which are
yet attached to the contract, unreceipted.
Intimate pictures made at the Reef are extremely rare.
We have no street scenes, family groups or homes except
part of one battered half of a stereograph whose burnt edges
indicate that it had been saved from the big fire. It shows
a group of the Johnson girls and two men on the porch of
JEJ's boarding house and residence. Left to right the
figures are Charlie Johnson, Setta, Amanda, Maude, Joseph
Bentley and Jessie.
We have Rosemary's statement that she was standing
at an upper window of this house one evening looking eastward toward Main Street, when she saw the flashes of gunfire which ended with the killing of U. S. Deputy Marshal
John Diamond by Jack Truby, the latter's death immediately following.
This shooting was the most notable in the gunfire history of Silver Reef, John (Jack) Truby was Colonel Wall's
foreman at the Kenner mine. Suit to dispossess the colonel
had been brought and the court ordered the mine closed
until it had reached a decision. Deputy U. S. Marshal
John (Jack) Diamond, who had served papers on Truby,
attempted to enter the mine but was barred by Truby. "We
will obey the order of the court," the latter is credited with
saying, "but you have no authority to enter the mine. Get
out and stay off the property." This encounter made relations between the two men very touchy, especially after
Diamond was later taunted by a saloonkeeper and others.
Shortly after, an evening session of the court of the
Justice of the Peace was being held in a building at the
rear of the dance hall. Truby entered, failing to remove
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his hat. Diamond told him to take it off and received the
answer, "Come outside and tell me that." Diamond told
him to go outside and he would soon be there. Later, as he
stepped out he said to Truby, "Give me your gun." Truby
pulled out his gun and began firing, but Diamond's pistol
roared at practically the same instant. When the flashes
ceased, the marshal was dead, shot through the heart. As
his assailant staggered into the street he is reported to have
said, "I am dying, but I got Diamond!" So close to each
other were the duelists that the clothing of both men was
powder burned.
One other notable incident at the Reef in which our
people were only spectators after the fact was the murder
of Michael Carbis by Tom Forrest. Carbis was foreman
of a mine owned by the Stormont Mining Company. He had
occasion to discharge Forrest, an employee, who was accused of being an agitator. As Carbis was on his way to
work one morning Forrest intercepted him and gave him
knife thrusts which caused his death the same day. Carbis
was popular and the camp went into mourning. Mines
closed and a record length procession followed his body to
the cemetery. Many citizens were enraged at the deed and
demanded that his assailant be lynched. Clearer minds
prevailed and the culprit was taken to St. George and lodged
in the county jail.
During the night a body of armed horsemen rode from
the Reef to St. George and forcibly took Forrest from the
jail. A rope was placed around his neck and he was dragged
by horsemen one block east of the court house on what is
now U. S. Hy. 91. An effort was made to hang the then
mutilated body to the arm of a telegraph pole. Failing in
this the mob succeeded in getting a rope over a limb of a
cottonwood tree fronting the residence of George Cottam,
south of the highway on the west side of 3rd East St. From
this, the corpse, with its hideously elongated neck was sus-
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pended. The other end of the rope was fastened to a honey
locust tree north of the cottonwood. The latter has long
since disappeared but the locust remained a thrifty tree
until it was removed for road purposes about 1957.
Very early next morning practically the entire town
flocked to the spot to view the ghastly fruit which the tree
had borne in the night. Among the throng was Eliza and
such others of the tribe as were in St. George at the time.
Prior to the sudden upbuilding of Silver Reef, affairs
were moving very quietly at St. George, Joseph and his
various activities pretty well in hand since the children
were growing up and Joel, Charlie and the girls could lend
help at many of the tasks around the store and in the garden, nursery, apiary and farm. Joel spent much of his time
at the farm near Ellislea. Charlie was his right hand man
in the printing office and drug business, Maude and Jessie
helped Eliza with the household tasks, while Rosemary was
the constant companion of her father about the St. George
place. In his brief diary of the early part of 1876 he noted
several times that Rosemary had helped him much in setting out plants. Two of Harriet's daughters, Mary (Richards) and Josephine (Pickett) were married, Diadamia
(Damie), Aurelia and Blanche were at Ellislea, Hannah's
Setta, Christy, Amanda and Julia were at Washington, all
within five miles of St, George, so they could go over to
help when their services were needed. Thus it is understandable that Joseph could take on a job at the beginning
of 1876, that of clerk of the probate court of Washington
county. His duties began February 24, 1876 and many
notes regarding court matters were made in his brief diary
up to the time of the furor attending the discoveries at the
Reef; thereafter we find nothing in connection with it. It
is likely that the extra work of getting an early start there
caused him to turn the job over to someone else, and in the
rush even the diary went overboard.
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This Certificate of J E J ' s election as Superintendent of Washington County's
common schools is inscribed on a sheet of ruled minute-book paper and was
apparently torn out under a ruler. In the center of the Official County Seal,
but not visible in the facsimile above, is the embossed impression of a bale with
the word "COTTON" on the side of it.

About this time Charlie was almost 20 years old and it
is plain that JEJ not only relied on him in the work but
that he yearned for his almost constant company. Charlie
was deeply engaged in the pleasant pastime of running after
the girls and his father was a bit downcast at his frequent
absences from home in the evenings. He made frequent references to this in entries such as: "Ch out till 11 o'clock.
Often desire him to stay with me," "C out late," "C away
evening," etc., or occasionally a brighter note such as, "Ch
home all evening & we had a pleasant time," or "C worked
in office all evening," or "C at home all evening—recording."
BURNED OUT AT THE REEF
The road from St. George to Silver Reef, now U.S.
Highway 91, crosses Harrisburg bench parallelling the
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north edge of the great Purgatory sink. Near the Zion
Canyon "Y" it veers slightly to the northeast and at that
point a clear view of the terrain upon which the Reef was
located is obtained. One day in 1879, Charlie and one of
the girls in a wagon were ambling along with a load of
material for the store. Suddenly they noticed a great cloud
of smoke arising from the center of town. At once a fear
arose in their minds that it might be their father's premises that was aflame. With great anxiety they lambasted
the mules until they sweated into town to find that their
worst fears had become facts. The entire set-up was a
smoking ruin, not only the buildings but also some large
stacks of lumber which Joel had brought down from his
Kolob sawmill and placed in JEJ's yard for sale.
A short time before this disaster Joseph had gone to
St. George to work in his apiary which at times reached a
hundred hives. Rosemary, ever his shadow, was with him
on the day of the fire helping with the bees. While at work,
they saw Eliza hurrying down the path bringing the startling news that everything of Joseph's at the Reef was in
ashes but that Charlie, Blanche and Amanda were safe.
Charlie had probably sent the news by telegraph. The loss
was total; even the account books and business papers in
the ancient safe were in cinders. Joseph's reaction was
characteristic. He lost not a moment in beating his breast
or rending his raiment but began at once to gather a wagon
load of tools, goods and materials which would enable him
to make a start at rehabilitation. His only mention of this
bit of tough luck was contained in a brief autobiography
written in 1882:
"In 1876
printing office
fairly started.
Restored store

went to Silver Reef and put up store and
but sold part of the office before paper was
In 1879 was burned out, with many others.
immediately on larger scale."

CHAPTER 42

EXODUS FROM DIXIE
After affairs at the Reef were again on an even keel,
Joseph seemed to become aware of a sharper decline in his
health. He had doubtless overworked in reestablishing his
business and the strain had laid an extra tax on his strength.
He had been an ailing man much of his life and the heavy
bouts of malaria contracted in the River country, in addition to the bronchial distress which had dogged him since
his youth, made life rather rugged for him. At this time
he was 62 years old and he probably felt physical intimations which suggested to him that he might be approaching
the end of his tether. When he heard of the salubrious climate of Arizona, dry and warm, he seemed to feel that such
a place would help him back to normal health. St. George
began to pall on him. The town did not grow as was anticipated at the start. Though the family loved it, it was
a remote outpost in the desert country, with very little
arable land and no hope of profitable connections with cities
in any direction. On the south the Colorado river made an
almost impassable barrier, westward the Nevada-California deserts shut it off from the Pacific coast. No new
money was coming in, no railroad, no industries, scant water supply, no markets even if they had produced quantities
of anything that could be sold. He could see nothing ahead
that would make the village grow. As far as he was concerned the place was a sucked orange.
Joseph liked the tiny kingdom he had built up in the
south; he liked the people,—so many good friends and
neighbors. Also, the family had thrust roots deep into the
red soil of Dixie. But the state of his health and the possibility of a greater prosperity in a new location that would
expand convinced him that once more it was time for a big
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puckerchee. Perhaps, as faint shadows began to gather
around his life tenure, he felt a flareup of the old pioneer
ailment, itching feet.
Back in Kirtland—Nauvoo days, Mother Julia was
beset with the idea of the family founding a town of its own,
where all could gather and become a strong unit in Church
and community. The building up of Macedonia was the
result of this urge, but fate drove them all relentlessly westward. Now Joseph was reviving the idea, proposing that
the five brothers and all of their followers whom they could
persuade to join them should emigrate to the rapidly opening Salt River valley of Arizona and there establish themselves in the manner envisioned by Julia many years before.
In 1880 J E J began sending out feelers to the brothers
and their in-laws asking their reaction to this proposition.
His plan was to have a close knit band of Johnsons and their
connections, all on one large tract of land which would be
divided into individual holdings. From the quotation below we learn that Joseph offered to buy the land and offered
each one who responded with a farm free of charge. It
was quite a grandiose plan and had it been carried out it
might have made the descendants of Ezekiel a real power
in their new environment.
Uncle Ben was first to respond but he was lukewarm
at the start. He objected on principle to a mere family
gathering; he wanted it thrown open to any who wished to
join. Also, since they needed teaching and admonishing,
to whom should they look for teaching and admonishing?
Of course, he knew well enough whom it should be and that
the initials of that person were B.F.J. As an admonisher
Uncle Ben stood second to none. Again he feared that there
would be some who "have not the spirit of Christ and who
are none of His . . . since my natural associates who do and
feel as I do, and have the same general objects, which
should be to assist and build up the great general interests
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of all. . . . Now while I admire your generous sentiment in
relation to doing all yourself and furnishing a farm to each,
yet I would not adopt it if I were able, for it would not prove
a blessing to either party, I have proved that gratitude is
not the offspring of gratitudinous giving. . . ." Other reasons were given showing why his participation was not
feasible.
Joel was 78 years old when this venture was proposed.
One would think he would quickly reject it as being beyond
his powers. Yet there was still enough fire in the old lion,
to whom moving ever onward was second nature, to make
him vote Aye! if he could possibly fit up teams. Although he
was not aware of it, the sands of destiny were perilously
low in the hour glass of his life. But he still had what it
took for another fling at whatever fates there be. Here is
part of his letter, with its pluck and pathos:
"Bellevue, Aug. 10, 1882
"Dear Brother:
". . . The last gleam of hope that I shall ever get my
family together has flickered out. I am unable to fit up my
wagons or do any business. I can't get any of my boys or
anyone else to assist me. I have no teams or teamsters,
(I need) someone to go around and hunt them up. The
water is all gone and everything dried up. I expect to go
but shall not pay out money for land or for making water
ditches, except a small piece for my own use. . . . All the
land I want is 20 acres with water and house near a good
school. . . . I shall get my books and papers published in the
place of buying land. If I could get my boys together I
would like to buy land for them but that is blown out. . . .
" (Because of the drouth) I fear Gregerson cannot pay
me. If he doesn't I can't go, anyhow. Age is almost making a child of me in strength and you may think in mind
also. I have to be waited on, in place of waiting on other
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people, and have come to the end of almost everything worth
living for.
Farewell
Joel H. Johnson."
At this time George, nearly 60, was living at Mona,
Juab county. His situation was akin to that of the others.
He was ageing, his family was scattered and he was having
a bad year at Mona, with the possibility of all his cattle
dying from lack of feed. One of his letters gives a grim
picture of what our forebears endured to get the state of
Utah struggling to its feet:
"Mona, Utah, March 1, 1880
"Dear Bro. J.E.:
". . . Your letter found us in usual health. The girls
have passed through a very dangerous spell of sickness, but
I am thankful to say they are up and at work, seem to be
well and I hope the disease so dreaded is leaving us. (Diphtheria ). Henry Young who has lost six children out of nine
has two sick yet. Twenty children have died here this
winter. The winter has been terrible and nearly all of our
stock dead. You speak of snow in the mountains and foothills. We would like to see a spot of bare ground once more,
but are not likely to soon as the snow is a foot deep yet.
It has thawed a little bit today and we feel in hopes it will
do so again tomorrow, but it freezes hard at night. I do
not know whether or not we will have a team in the spring.
Everything is starving on the range. I have two cows left
but they can scarcely stand up and I am trying to keep them
alive on chip feed and flour.
". . . Your idea of business there (Arizona) for me
would have been very interesting last fall when I had something to get away with, but at present it would be impossible. The winter and last summer has sunk me hundreds
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of dollars and I shall have to make up next summer if possible. My expenses this winter are all on tick except $15.00
per month which I get for carrying the mail from the R.R,
(at Y o r k ) . . . .
Kind regards, your brother
George W. Johnson."
Other reasons given by George were that his sons, upon
whom he would have to depend if he joined the Arizona
enterprise, were planning on settling in Castle Valley,
Emery county. This they did. Thus, with his sons heading for new territory and the bad year at Mona, he was no
fit candidate for the Mexican adventure.
The only letter we have from William written at this
period merely mentions the Arizona matter, which may indicate that he had already written his views to Joseph. His
attitude was one of skepticism that success would result
from the enterprise because of the age of the principal participants. It is apparent that he wished to be "included
out," yet he did go to Mexico about 1889, joining the saints
at Colonia Diaz, which had been established largely through
the efforts of his son, W. D. Johnson Jr.
Returning to Benjamin we find him with a changed
mind after going through a period of what he described to
J E J as "woman spirit." Some of his wives were insisting
upon a division of property and in general he was in a low
state of mind. He wrote that he was too much engrossed
with labor and vexations to be of much use as "an auxiliary
to your enterprise," but actually he was ready "to get away
from it all." He had written to President John Taylor, advising him that J E J had invited him to join in "a movement
to the Gila," and that he felt like leaving Spring Lake.
On August 19,1882, in a letter to J E J he showed that
in order to "throw off care and live more quiet" he was
willing to join the migration. But he was not ready to go
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in the manner proposed by Joseph; he must have the project
under the wing of the Church. By so doing he was certain
he would receive the appointment as presiding elder of the
company and thus the problem of who would be teacher and
admonisher would be solved. After hearing from Bro. Taylor he informed J E J that he had been called to found a
colony in Mexico and that Joseph and family were called
with him, also that A. F. McDonald, who was then living in
the Salt River valley, was to cooperate with them in the
project. He made it subtly clear that Joseph was to accompany him, not just the reverse as was originally
planned.
Now that a decision had been made, feverish activity
set in both at St. George and at Spring Lake, When BFJ
took over the Villa the land measured about 100 acres but
later he secured an additional 100 acres. He probably disposed of much of this in small plots but the principal buyer
who acquired the area upon which the house stood was John
H. Moore. Two of his granddaughters still reside in the
village, one of whom, Mrs. Lefevre, is the Anna Moore who
wrote the thesis on Spring Lake from which we have already quoted. Another, Mrs. Thomas Menlove, has lately
pointed out to us the site of the Villa, the brook, the lake and
the site of several graves, two of which could be those of
Hannah's daughter, Hannah Minnie and Eliza's little
Esther Minerva. The markers have been shattered by vandals and no identifications can be made.
The purchaser had put up a good amount of cash and
BFJ was well in funds for the trip, but he was in the midst
of a domestic tempest which had been gathering for some
time. Some of his wives had entered into a petticoat rebellion, demanding homes of their own, division of property
and an end to the communal style of living. He was anxious
that one wife, at least, should accompany him but he could
not expect either of the unwilling ones to go along. Mary
Ann, who had been given to him by Joseph Smith, was well
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along in years and too infirm to make the trip. One had a
young baby, which ruled her out. Staunch Sarah Jane,
worn with long years of arduous pioneering, had at first decided not to go, but seeing that she was needed, once more
gallantly took up the burden.
Several of BFJ's sons and some in-laws agreed to go
and they began to dispose of their property and procure outfits for the long journey. Finally, on May 20, 1882, all
preparation was ended, and at 4 p.m. they "rolled up the
little hill" to the store where townfolks had gathered to bid
them farewell. They traveled but five miles that day,
partly as a shake down trek, partly to nip off the ravelings
of unfinished business. Visiting friends along the way,
particularly Aunt Almera at Parowan, they used nine days
in reaching JEJ's place at Silver Reef, and on May 30 they
entered St. George.
NEXT STOP ARIZONA
The Spring Lake party was disappointed upon their
arrival in Dixie to find neither Bro. McDonald or J E J
ready to head their teams toward Mexico. They were understandably exasperated because this tardiness entailed a delay of three weeks. In his narrative, BFJ deals gently with
J E J for this lapse and does not vent the irritation he must
have felt upon the dilatory ones. Sensing that the delay
might be protracted, he at once set five of his boys at hauling copper ore from the mines to St. George and sent two
others to the railroad terminal at Milford on a freight hauling mission. Neither project had a happy ending, as the
ore hauling played hob with the wagons, leatherage and
horseflesh. The Milford haul resulted in the loss of a pair
of matched mules worth $500 which were stolen during a
stopover at the terminal,
Joseph was now in the process of closing out his affairs
at Silver Reef and St. George. The previous January Joel
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E., eldest son of Joseph and Harriet, had gone to Arizona,
taking along his mother, his wife Mary Hastings and his
young brother Willard. All others of Harriet's family and
all of Hannah's daughters had left the home nest through
marriage. What disposal was made of the homes at Washington and at Ellislea we do not know. Apparently the
farm at the edge of St. George remained the property of
Harriet, as we read that later when Eliza and her young
family were having rough sledding after the return from
Arizona, Harriet generously allowed it to be sold for Eliza's
benefit. At this time Silver Reef was still a lively camp
and JEJ's store was a valuable property. He apparently
did not sell outright but retained an interest from which
he expected a worthwhile income. He turned it over to
Aaron McDonald, brother of A. F. McDonald, who was to
become president of Maricopa stake, the place to which they
were going. No attempt was made to sell the home at St.
George. Probably J E J saw the possibility of failure of the
migration to Mexico and he did not wish to close every
avenue of refuge in case a return to Dixie was necessary.
He turned the place once chosen as the best garden in Utah
over to an old friend, Brother Warren, leaving all the growing material and many hives of bees for the use of the new
tenant.
During these preparations Bro. McDonald had given
no sign of being ready to start, but after news that the
Colorado river was rising rapidly he suddenly appeared
one day to say that owing to the danger he was leaving
next day by way of Pierce's ferry. The Johnsons were not
able to depart on such short notice and both were exasperated at the defection of the man who was to be a part of
their train. BFJ wrote that this cold announcement of an
instant departure inspired feelings in his mind that he did
not wish to record. McDonald crossed at Pierce's ferry, but
soon after word came that the river was so turbulent that
no more crossings could be made for some time. They would
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be compelled to go down river to Bonnelli's ferry, at least
a hundred miles out of the way, following the tortuous bed
of the Rio Virgen, a rough and tough road if there ever
was one.
With the return of BFJ's boys from hunting vainly for
the lost mules, also those from Milford, all the loose ends
were gathered up by June 23 and final farewells were said
the next morning. Joseph wrote a brief autobiography, a
short valedictory to all that had gone before. It was later
included in a booklet printed in 1882 by Charlie titled "Jottings By the Way"; we give it herewith:
J. E. JOHNSON
Was born at Pomfret, Chautauqua Co., New York,
on the 28th of April, 1817. Moved to Kirtland, Ohio in
1832. Baptized as a Latter-day Saint in 1833. Went with
the Kirtland Camp in 1838. Taught school in Springfield,
111., in 1840. Went to Nauvoo, 111., in 1840. Married to
Harriet Snider by Joseph Smith in 1841.* Accompanied
Joseph and Hyrum Smith on their way to Carthage jail.
Was taken prisoner when mob entered Nauvoo. Went to
Miller's Hollow, now Council Bluffs, in 1848. Built the
first house in Pottawattamie county (other than log cabin).
Was postmaster at Council Bluffs for five years and obtained a change of name from "Kanesville" to Council
Bluffs. Was a member of the first city council for several
years. Established the Council Bluffs Bugle in 1852. Office
and store destroyed by fire in 1853. Restored and published
until 1856. The Bugle had much to do in getting the capital
of Nebraska located at Omaha.
Was elected to the Nebraska legislature but was too
much of a Democrat to get a seat. Opened the first store
on the site of Omaha and sent the first train of goods to the
Denver, Colorado (Cherry Creek) mines. In '54 published
*Note: J E J erred; his marriage to Harriet was Oct. 6, 1840.
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the Omaha Arrow, the first paper published on Nebraska
soil, and the same year accompanied the first party of explorers for a railroad crossing on the Misssouri river and
Loupe Fork of the Platte river. Wrote the first article
published favoring the North Platte route for the Pacific
Railroad, and contended for same until so located, (vide
files of Bugle.) Crossed the plains to Utah and back in
1850, In 1857 started the Crescent City Oracle and laid
out the town of that name. In 1858 published the Council
Bluffs Press. In 1859-'60-'61 published The Huntsman's
Echo at Wood River, Nebraska. In 1861 moved to Utah.
In '63 established the Farmer's Oracle at Spring Lake Villa,
Utah county. In 1865 removed to St. George and began a
supply garden and nursery. In 1868-'69 published Our
Dixie Times, afterward the Rio Virgen Times. In 1870
published the Utah Pomologist and Gardener, monthly for
several years. In 1876 went to Silver Reef and put up a
store and printing office but sold part of office before paper
was fairly started. In 1879 was burned out, with others.
Restored store immediately, on larger scale.
In 1880 began to look southward for new homes, and
tomorrow, June 24, 1882, with the blessings of Providence
I shall depart in company with my brother B.F, for the land
of Old Mexico, to open up ere I pass from this life a place
of refuge for the Saints of God.
Have three wives and am the father of 28 children,
sixteen of whom are now living, and have 27 grandchildren,
nineteen now living.
J. E. Johnson
St. George, Utah, June 23, 1882.

ST. GEORGE IS LEFT BEHIND
Writing of the evening before the day of departure,
BFJ has this to say in his "My Life's Review.":
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"As it became evident that my brother was really about
to leave them the whole people of St. George seemed to be
aroused to a sense of their loss. From the first he had held
places of honor and public trust; he had done much by precept and example to inspire and encourage the public mind
to improvement. He had devoted himself to procuring the
choicest fruits, with everything ornamental adapted to the
climate. He had published the Pomologist, and by his
energy and devotion to the public weal gained the respect
and love of all.
"The evening before our start the people had crowded
the largest hall in town in an ovation to show regret at the
parting and to express kindly hopes for his future. I listened with the proud assurance that he was worthy of all the
gratitude and honor they could express. He had been more
faithful to the public than to himself."
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When the time arrived to line up in the street on the
morning of migration there were eleven vehicles in sight.
Two of these were carriages, the others were covered wagons, J E J and BFJ each had a carriage and two wagons; the
others were occupied by the sons of BFJ, Almon Babbitt,
Jr., and a townsman or two from St. George.
Joseph's little band numbered nine, himself and Eliza,
four children, Rosemary age 16 the oldest, then followed
George William, Benjamin Franklin and Seth Guernsey,
also Sarah Weller, a young orphan girl whom Joseph had
taken in and sheltered. Some years later this girl married
Willard, youngest son of Harriet. The drivers of JEJ's
two wagons were Frank Miller, husband of Eliza's oldest
daughter, Jessie, who had died the previous November in
Arizona, and a Chinese called John, with whom they had
been friendly in Silver Reef.
THE RIO VIRGEN ON THE RAMPAGE
We know that our pilgrims traveled much of the early
part of the Journey down the wash of the Virgen river but
we do not know at what point they entered the course. If
they went by way of old Price and Bloomington and down
the Virgen Narrows they traveled a harsh road, indeed.
If their trail led them by way of Santa Clara and along
approximately what is now U.S. Hy. 91, they could have
entered near Littlefield, Arizona. We are sure they were
in the bottoms below this point, wending along this shallow,
winding stream, crossing and recrossing until their souls
became sick of it. Quicksands were common and there is
little doubt that many delays were caused by the necessity
of hitching onto and dragging out bogged down wagons.
The heat was almost unbearable at times with frequent
readings well over 100 degrees F.
No trouble or adventure of note occurred until the
party had passed through the village of Bunkerville. Here
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an incident took place which the members all believed was
a divine manifestation in their behalf. To understand it,
we must go back to Nauvoo at a time when BFJ was at
Joseph Smith's home so weak and ill that he could scarcely
stand. He was anxious to return to Springfield where his
mother and sister Mary were also ill and wished him to
come home. He feared he would never live through the
journey but the prophet laid hands on his head, blessed him
and promised that an angel should follow him to guard and
protect him. Always thereafter he believed he had received
heavenly guidance from this source and he related many
instances where he was saved from trouble or disaster by
heeding the promptings he received.
Camping time was approaching and BFJ, who was
Captain of the train, had lingered in the village to gather
additional road information. When he caught up with the
company he found that they had reached a pleasant grassy
spot suitable for a camp ground. Some had begun to gather
wood for fires and others were beginning to unload camp
equipment and unhitch horses. BFJ's story is that he drove
onto the cool grass, looked around the area which furnished
every convenience for camping. But the voice within him
told him not to stop but to continue over a high ridge that
he saw before him. His own mentality strongly demurred
but the promptings insisted, "Go on over the ridge." With
but a slight pause he turned his mules back into the road
and drove on. The company had nothing to do but follow
in spite of much exasperation, BFJ wrote that he feared
the party would be offended but that no one said anything.
Actually there was much yacketty and many mutterings at
what appeared to be an ill timed move, but he was then out
of earshot.
The way led deviously over rough terrain, up and
down and over a ridge for two miles until they came upon
a flat surface of rock. This was broad enough to accomodate all the vehicles, and the stock was taken to higher
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ground. They had barely become settled in camp when a
sudden storm blew up; lightning flashed, thunder growled
almost continuously and a terrific wind assailed them. A
tempestuous roaring continued until almost daybreak.
When a wan, gray dawn lit its candles up river in the east
they saw a sight that filled them with dismay. The entire
wide river bed, or wash, where normally only a small, shallow stream meandered on its ever changing course, was
now a menacing torrent of thin, liquid mud from bank to
bank. As daylight increased, debris of many kinds was
observed floating in the terra cotta tide. Logs, fencing,
some dead animals, part of a wagon and other items of
trash were swirling their way down to the Colorado on its
way to the gulf. The area upstream where they had begun
to make camp was completely submerged in the roily flood,
and anything or anyone resting there when the torrent
struck would have been washed away. The company learned
later that at least one wagon was caught in the flood; a
load of rock salt, team and all was swept away but the
driver made a lucky escape.
Thus we find our wayfarers perched upon a rocky
haven, their vehicles safe but unusable for some time to
come because of the surrounding mud. No animals were
lost but their kegged drinking water was almost exhausted
and they soon began worrying about that. The red mineral
soup below them was undrinkable; even the thirsty mules
rejected it.
One of BFJ's boys, William Sawyer, who was "Captain
of the Guard" and a deeply religious young man, was
much concerned about the water situation. While pondering over it, he fell asleep or entered into a visionary state
wherein he dreamed or saw in vision a spot where water
issued from the hill not far distant. Picking up his gun,
he started up the wash and ere long was on a low ridge
from whence he descried a patch of green on the foothill
similar to what he had seen in his daydream. Hastening
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back, he was given a carriage, which, being light, could
navigate the mud. He loaded it with buckets, pots and
pans and was soon on his way to the spring. But on this
trip, alas for the thirsty ones in camp, he took Rosemary
along. Now Rosemary was a vivacious and adorable sixteen
and Will, a very personable young man, had succumbed to
her winsomeness. She in turn was attracted to her gallant
young cousin. Small wonder that after the pots and pans
had been filled and loaded in the carriage that they should
wish to explore the place, skylarking over the rocks hunting
wild flowers. Joseph had taught Rosemary most of the
Latin names of the native plants, what more natural than
that they would want to know how many different species
they could find, forgetting the parched throats that were
awaiting their return? An hour or so whizzed by as minutes to them, while at the camp thirsty youngsters were
bawling for a drink and the oldsters were "spittin' cotton."
Upon arrival at camp they received a verbal shellacking
from many thickening tongues. The horses were driven to
the spring for their drinks and the carriage brought back
about 100 gallons of the precious mouth wash, which probably lasted them for the five days they were marooned in
the mud. The finding of the spring was accepted by the
party as a direct intervention of Providence in their behalf,
as was the initial angelic warning given to BFJ at the
proposed site of the camp.
As a footnote to the delay at the spring, we mention
that as the days went slowly by on the long, hot road
across Arizona, the romance of Will and Rosemary burgeoned into a happy engagement. However, succeeding
events separated the two for so long that love's fire sank
low. But it was never extinguished and years later, after
each had married and raised a family and each was bereft
of a helpmeet, their paths crossed again and they were
married. They lived pleasantly together for years doing
genealogical work and laboring in the temples of Utah and
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Canada, where Will had spent much of his life. Their
association continued until 1942, when he was struck and
killed by a motorist in Salt Lake City as he alighted from
a bus.
During all the passage of the company it was a stern
rule never to travel on Sunday. The entire Sabbath day
was spent in camp and regular services were held just as
if they were in a chapel. On the Sunday which occurred
during the flood, a meeting was held and the sacrament
administered in a cave. Now that the road was about dry
and the chuck holes were not so deep it was time to puckerchee. The next point of interest was the ferry on the Colorado. Between them and that spot still another evidence to
them of the angel's watch over them was to be manifested.
Local folk warned that a fifteen mile stretch of abnormally
deep sand extended before them which could be crossed only
with good teams, light loads and an unusual supply of
water. These conditions were not within their capabilities.
Approaching the edge of the sand, they camped for the
night but the breath of the desert was as the breath of a
dragon, searing them with a half suffocating heat. Sleepless and frightened, some began to pray. Gradually a heavy
cloud mounted the sky above them. Lightning flared and
the mutter of thunder was heard, but no rain fell in answer
to their prayers. Disappointed, next morning they hitched
up, dreading to start on the long, hard pull. Upon reaching
the beginning of the sand block, to their wonder and delight
the sand had been well drenched, although a mile away the
rain had not touched them. The passage over the deep sands
was made easy and they accepted the incident gratefully
as another indication of angelic protection.
Reaching Bonelli's ferry, the eleven vehicles were put
across without mishap, in spite of the floodtide of the Colorado. This ferry was near the confluence of the Rio Virgen and the Colorado and was operated by that Daniel
Bonelli who sold the "volcanic kanyon" to J E J in 1866.
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At present, the area surrounding the ferry lies deep
under the waters of Lake Mead, which has also swallowed
up the village of St. Thomas, the point where they had been
warned of the sand block.
Once across the river the most difficult part of the
journey was behind them. We do not know by what route
they emerged from the canyon. They may have come up
through the great Detrital Valley, or they could have taken
one of several minor roads which exist today and were probably in use then. All ultimately join U.S. Hy. 66. We know
they were on this road when they reached Hackberry, because they were picked up and assessed toll charges, A
little later they reached "the springs", which could have
been none other that the present Peach Springs. We remember hearing that they stopped over in Williams Valley
where Eliza visited her sister, Emily Young. This was the
last time she saw her sister. Prom then on nothing is chronicled until, when making a night push to reach the big canal
near Phoenix, they passed the roadside camp of Bro. McDonald. He had left St, George two weeks ahead of them
and they had a hundred miles farther to travel, yet here
they were passing him, to be the first to arrive. It was
quite a moment of triumph for our party, in a small way.
THE GOAL IS REACHED
Our wagon train entered Tempe on July 23, 1882, one
day less than a month from St. George. In the afternoon
the wagons proceeded to Mesa, where they pulled up at the
home of JEJ's oldest son, Joel. Arriving early in the year,
he had obtained and planted good land and was able to
supply our pilgrims with vegetation, milk, hay, watermelons and the like in abundance. But his land was new in
cultivation and trees were not yet grown. The thermometer
spitefully hung around 110 degrees with no shade save the
meagre patches thrown by the wagons and they were a heat
tormented group.
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For comfort's sake they decided to go back to Tempe
and make a more substantial camp under the wide cottonwoods which lined the highway. With the aid of canvas
and other things they soon had a shelter which gave them
temporary surcease from the scorching sun.
Phoenix, Tempe, Mesa and all towns in the vicinity
are built upon land that was once occupied by a people
whose culture was much further advanced than that of the
Indian tribes encountered by the whites. The early comers
found evidences of a great system of irrigation canals and
an existing ruin of quite a pretentious structure which has
been set apart as a national monument. This is Casa
Grande, which as all know, means "big house." This whole
area might well be called the "Plain of Casa Grande,"
Phoenix was named for the mythical bird which had the
power to rise, when burned, from its own ashes. Thus, the
new city was rising from the ashes of an ancient culture
which had once flourished there. Tempe took its name from
a six mile long valley in Thessaly which has been praised
by poets since ancient times for its beauty. This was the
"Vale of Tempe", and its beauty was not one of grassy
smoothness and sylvan delight, but rather that of the savage
grandeur of a mountain country. Mesa, of course, means
table, table-land, higher ground.
As for the colony in Mexico, all progress along that
line was brought to a halt with the news that Federalist
Mexico was at war with the Yaqui Indians and the border
was closed. When it was learned that they could not enter
Mexico to find land for their enterprise, a meeting was held
wherein it was decided that they should make the Tempe
area headquarters from whence they could operate when
hostilities ceased. The younger men found work with their
teams and otherwise and a start was made toward the acquiring of homes and lands. First some of them went down
on the Gila river where some good land was offered. They
advised that it be purchased and a deal was made wherein
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J E J and Bro. McDonald each took a fourth interest and
BFJ took one half. Some of the latter's boys took over the
development of this tract. At Tempe, Judge Hayden, the
much respected proprietor of the ferry, grist mill, town
plot and other properties, made them a good offer on 80
acres of land, which is now mostly the main business area
of Tempe. The terms were favorable and we have always
understood that Joseph took over all of the tract, but it
might be that BFJ was interested. At any rate after
Joseph's death he seemed to be in possesion. However, the
following paragraph, written by Andrew Jenson, Church
historian, seems to accord more nearly with the story as we
remember it:
"Joseph E. Johnson, with his family and other relatives, arrived at Mesa, Arizona, July 23,1882, with an outfit of about ten wagons. He purchased 80 acres of land
from Judge Charles T. Hayden for $2000, including a tract
of land upon which the present town of Tempe is built. On
the purchase Bro. Johnson built up a town near a small
village occupied by Mexicans and where Judge Hayden resided. . . ."
About the only change we would make in the above is
that the phrase should read, "Bro. Johnson began to build
up a town, etc". Actually he did not live long enough to see
the place really a going concern. Benjamin probably carried on the work from where Joseph left off.
At this time Tempe was a straggling Mexican village,
with most of the houses south of the Salt river crossing at
the ferry. Joseph moved into one which is said to have been
near the ferry, described as a typical Mexican house built
of adobes and mud, with a flat roof and a patio. We are
told that later this area was acquired by a man who became
governor of Arizona, Dr. Mouer, who built a residence upon
it. We hunted this house out in 1957 and found that it was
then used as a fraternity house and was situated on the
southwest corner of Myrtle and 7th Street.
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On this site J E J began once more to build up a home
which he hoped would be on a larger scale than the one he
had left in Utah. Always on the frail side physically, the
rigors of breaking up in Dixie and the long trip had taken
heavy toll of his vitality. He was sixty five years old and
though his body was weak his spirit was strong and once
more he flung himself into the task of creating a garden of
beauty and delight as well as a large farm for utilitarian
purposes. All his old patterns of garden structure were
initiated, all the old foundations laid, all the long hours of
toil were resumed.
In the old Mexican house, on October 15, 1882 was
born Joseph's twenty-ninth and last child, who was named
Rufus David. This son of Eliza was to have been a girl,
for whom the name Ruth had already been chosen, it being
the name of Charlie's wife, Ruth Young. Not coming up to
expected specifications it was suggested that he be named
Ruthus, as being the nearest thing to Ruth. In the end
they had no heart to perpetrate such an indignity and they
compromised on Rufus. The David was in memory of JEJ's
brother who is said to have died from overwork on the Kirtland temple in 1833. This child never beheld his father with
the eyes of memory as he was only ten weeks old when his
father went to join all who had gone before.
The illness which terminated fatally to Joseph began
on November 6. On the previous day he had put in a long
shift irrigating. Water was plentiful and some areas became flooded. Joseph splashed around to some extent. Even
in that warm land some November days have a real bite to
them and a chilly day with wet feet was a combination that
he of all men should not have encountered. The result was
a bad cold which soon lapsed into pneumonia. Later the
doctor said he was ailing in so many places that when he
got him patched up in one spot another would break down.
Alas! There was little "patching up" that doctors could
do at that time. The knowledge of medicine on that frontier
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was at a low ebb and the effective medical materials they
had to work with were pathetically few.
For the first few days the sick man was attended by
Eliza and Rosemary but as no improvement was noted,
Harriet and Joel were sent for from Mesa. They remained
faithfully with him until the end. About half way through
his illness he penned what was probably his last letter.
There are two sheets, one addressed to "Dear Hannah &
Settie," the other to "Dear Settle and Ross," The latter
was Albert Ross, her husband. The writing is that of a
very sick man and only phrases here and there are legible,
although we have given it intense study. The first begins:
"How I want you here. I am sick. Harriet, Eliza &
Ross and good Joel are over . . . all time. I am discouraged
and given way to . . . won't give up all is lovely and beautiful but this terrible . . . . Let Horatio advance the money
(for railroad tickets)
I'll struggle to live but whatever
happens come here quickly as possible . . . . Let nothing under Heaven keep you there but come . . . as you value the
most precious things in the past so carry o u t . . . and look for
me at your side my Dearest. . . ."
The letter to Settie (Setta) is equally pathetic. He tells
her she can not know how much he wants her and her
mother there. He had been attended by a doctor all afternoon, but while the latter "acted cheerful," he was told
that his life story was about finished. Near the end we
make out, "Oh how I want your mother . . . if you could
come by R R how pleased I should be, but what can I say?"
In spite of their sorrow and Joseph's moving plea,
neither Hannah nor Setta were able to go to his bedside.
The cause was probably lack of funds. The cost of two tickets was quite sizeable and it is doubtful that they had it to
spare. He had told them to apply to Horatio Pickett (his
son-in-law and agent in St. George) for funds but either
through embarrassment or fear that it would take too long
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to put the matter through and thus be too late, they did
not act.
Another line deciphered was. "Please get Uncle B.
over to Tempe." Of this period BFJ wrote:
" . . . I felt I had all the sorrow I could endure yet in
my return to Tempe I had another great grief awaiting me.
Almost from boyhood my brother Joseph E. and I had been
separated-mutually against our wills; for we were raised
as twin brothers, there being but fifteen months difference
in our ages. Through the middle portion of our lives we
had yearned for each other's society; and now in approaching age we had been called together . . . to form a colony
. . . we had traveled together in happiest union and we were
joyful in the hope of spending together our declining years.
But on my arrival at Tempe I found him with an attack
of complicated pneumonia, and as soon as I looked upon
him I felt assured that he would not recover. Although I
administerd to him and prayed and tried to stimulate his
faith and courage yet my own faith was dead and I felt
he would soon die and I would be left alone. . . . But I must
not hold attention to the bereavement I felt in the loss of
that dear brother who in all his life had refused me nothing
but the right to pay him that which I owed him."
Death came to Joseph on the morning of December
17, 1882, in the Mexican house at Hayden's ferry, on the
site of the city that became Tempe. Around his bed were
Harriet, Eliza, Rose, Uncle Ben and "good Joel", who had
been with him most. Rose has told us that at the moment
of death, he suddenly sat up with a cry, raising his extended
arms three times, then falling back on his pillow. We can
at least hope that in that brief interval of passing he saw
something or someone in vision that brightened his going.
A few notes of the sequence of events have been preserved. Two of Benjamin's wives, Harriet and Sarah Melissa and his daughter Vilate sewed the burial clothing.
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David T. LeBaron, David Wilson and an assistant made
the coffin. Services were held in Mesa, eight miles distant.
Where the hymn "Sweet Rest in Heaven" was sung, followed by talks by Brothers Stewart, Macdonald and Webb.
And so was consigned to earth once trodden by the
Ancient People the "Yankee Schoolmaster," who ground
his wheel tracks into the face of the continent from Cassadaga to Casa Grande, doing his part in the building up of
this great country. The end of the long road was reached;
the last ground broken, the last rose planted. How many
turns of the wheels, how many buffalo chip or sagebrush
camp fires, how many dawns and sunsets away from that
pleasant green land of Western New York where "Our cot
was high away from Erie's shore?"

CHAPTER 43

AFTERMATH
The death of Joseph left Harriet, Hannah and Eliza,
with a number of children, mostly Eliza's, stranded in a
country that was yet hostile because there had not been
time for them to settle down and become really attached to
the land. Harriet was most permanently adjusted, living
with son Joel who was established on his holdings upon
which both dwelt for the remainder of their lives. Hannah
had gone to Arizona with Setta and her husband, Albert
K. Ross, who made their home in Nephi, a village a few
miles from Mesa. Here she remained for years until she
went with them to California. Eliza with her five children
was the problem most difficult to solve. Charlie, who lived
in Salt Lake City, became the head of the family, and was
the only one to whom she could turn. It was finally decided
that the family should join him in the Utah capital and
things would be worked out from there.
As some time was required to adjust business matters,
it was thought best to send the older children ahead while
Eliza remained until things were cleared up. Thus Rosemary in charge of Will and Ben were sent by railway,
around by Los Angeles and San Francisco, to Salt Lake
City. Eliza, with Guernsey and Rufus followed in February
1883 and they were soon set up in a home of their own.
But Eliza mourned for her many close friends and neighbors in St. George and it was not long before the family
was back in Dixie, settled in the old home. There they remained until the return to Salt Lake City in 1892, where
Eliza dwelt until her death, March 23, 1903.
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EPITAPH
In Salt Lake City, seven hundred weary wagon miles
from Arizon's Vale of Tempe, on Tuesday, December 19,
1882, the Salt Lake Herald carried this tribute under the
simple heading:
Joseph E. Johnson Dead
"It was with much surprise and great pain
that news of the death of Joseph E. Johnson was
received in this city on Monday. The sad event
was learned of by telegraph, having taken place
at 7 o'clock on Sunday morning, at Phoenix, Arizona, Bright's disease of the kidneys being the decease (sic), which resulted fatally. Very few
persons in the Territory—or rather few of the
older residents, but knew Joseph E. Johnson. The
deceased came to the Territory in the early days
and was constitutionally a pioneer, and he died
working in the pioneer life. He was a man of
restless temperament and indomitable will and
energy. There are few things in life to which he
had not at times turned his attention, and in all
unceasing labor was the chief characteristic. He
has engaged in a number of newspaper ventures
in Utah as elsewhere, and was always one of the
best, briefest and newsiest contributors to the
columns of the Herald. He had a remarkably
clear idea of what constituted news and that is a
rare quality even among men in the profession.
Perhaps he was more passionately fond of the
study and care of flowers than anything else, and
in this he always had an eye to business. He was
a man of intelligence, strictly upright, and as honest as the day is long. He has been trusted with
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important offices and invariably filled them with
honor, with intelligence, and with such scrupulous
care as to win the confidence of all. Laterly (sic)
he went as a pioneer into Arizona and was engaged in building up settlements there when he
died. Since his departure from St George frequent interesting communications regarding the
new country have appeared in the Herald from
his pen. His death is an irretrevable (sic) loss
to any community, for it is rare indeed where one
sees a man so active, so various [in] tastes and
inclinations, so industrious, so hardy, so intelligent, and so honest. Many who knew him—and to
know him was to hold him in esteem—will mourn
his sudden and unexpected demise. Facts as to
his age and other data are not at hand at present,
but they add nothing to the worth of a good man.
The Herald extends its heartfelt sympathies to the
bereaved relatives, and mourns the loss of a friend
and one of nature's noblemen."
Later in the same month appeared another column in
the Herald with this lead paragraph:
"The other day we announced the unexpected
death of Joseph E. Johnson, Esq., and while referring to the great worth and ability of the man,
were unable at the time to give data concerning
his life. The following, however, is an epitome of
the events in this good man's life, and they will be
read by hundreds in this Territory who knew and
admired Joseph E. Johnson:
Then follows a verbatim reprint of Joseph's autobiographical sketch written on the eve of his departure to
Arizona, quoted beginning on page 456.
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However, it is in the heading of this final column that
by a now unknown fellow newsman JEJ's most succinct
epitaph was written:
JOSEPH E. JOHNSON
Some Data in Relation to
THIS REMARKABLE MAN

LILLY OF THE VALLEY
"Family Flower" of the Johnsons
An old line engraving
from the St. George printing shop.

EZEKIEL JOHNSON FAMILY RECORD
E Z E K I E L JOHNSON, b. Uxbridge, Mass., 1776 (1773?) J a n . 12, m. 1801 J a n . 12, d. 1848 Jan. 13, Nauvoo, 111.
J U L I A HILLS, b. Upton, Mass., 1783 Sept. 26, d. 1853 May 30, Council Bluffs, l a .
Their Children Were:
b. 1802 March 23
Joel Hills
Johnson, Utah
d. 1882 Sept. 4
Grafton, Mass.
b. 1803 Aug. 1
Nancy Maria
Kirtland, Ohio
d. 1836 Oct. 30
Northborough "
n
n
b. 1805 Feb. 14
Seth Guernsey
d. 1835 Feb. 19
Royalston
b. 1806 Nov. 19
Delcena Diadamia
d. 1854 Oct. 21
Salt Lake City, Utah
Westford, Vt.
b. 1808 Nov. 9
Julia Ann
d. 1857 Oct. 23
Crescent City, Iowa
b, 1810 Sept. 10
David
d. 1833 Oct. 30
Kirtland, Ohio
b. 1812 Oct. 12
Almera W.
d. 1896 March 4
Parowan, Utah
b. 1814 Dec. 16
Susan Ellen
d. 1836 March 16
Kirtland, Ohio
Pomfret Tsp., N.Y.
b. 1817 April 28
Joseph Ellis
d. 1882 Dec. 17
Tempe, Arizona
b, 1818 July 28
Benjamin Franklin
d. 1905 Nov. 18
Mesa
b. 1820 Feb. 7
Mary M.
d. 1845 June 11
Nauvoo, 111.
b. 1821 May 26
Elmer Wood
d. 1822 Sept. 14
Pomfret Tsp., N.Y.
b. 1823 Feb. 19
George Washington
d. 1900 Jan. 22
Moab, Utah
b. 1824 Oct. 27
William Derby
d. 1896 April 13
Colonia Diaz, Chi. Mexico
b. 1827 J a n . 12
Esther Melita
d. 1876 March 15
Salt Lake City, Utah
b. 1829 J a n . 15
Amos Partridge
d. 1842 May 9
Macedonia, 111.
J O S E P H ELLIS JOHNSON FAMILY RECORD
Joseph Ellis Johnson m. 1st 1840 Oct. 6 at Nauvoo, Illinois, Harriet Snider, b. 1823 Sept. 4 at York Township, Pa. dau.
John and Mary (Heron) Snider. She d. 1905 June 17 at Mesa, Arizona. (This is said to be the first marriage solemnized
by the Prophet Joseph Smith.)
Mary Julia
b. 1841 Sept. 24
Macedonia, 111.
d. 1928 Dec. 20
Provo, Utah
"
It
Eliza Antonetta
b. 1843 Nov. 17
d. 1844 Oct. 23
Macedonia, 111.
"
n
Joseph Ellis
b. 1845 Sept. 5
a
n
d. 1846 Oct.26
John Ezekiel
b. 1846 April 22
Bonaparte, Iowa
d. 1849 Sept. 11
Council Bluffs, Iowa
Harriet Josephine
b. 1850 July 17
Council Bluffs"
d. 1892 Dec. 19
St. George, Utah
tt
«
it
Joel Elmer
b. 1853 July 14
d. 1912 June 12
Mesa, Arizona
II
"
It
Diadamia Wheeler
b. 1856 June 22
d. 1899 Dec. 29
Chuachupe, Chi., Mexico
Martha Aurelia
b. 1859 June 26
Ellisdale, Iowa
d. 1900 Oct. 29
Mesa, Arizona
Blanche Alpine
b. 1862 March 15
Salt Lake City, Utah
d. 1940 Dec. 11
So. Pasadena, Calif.
Benjamin Willard
b. 1866 Dec. 13
St. George, Utah
d. 1939 Oct. 6
San Pedro, Calif.

Joseph Ellis Johnson m. 2nd Dec. 1850, Council Bluffs, la. (Later temple record 1861 Nov. 17, Endowment House, Salt Lake
City, U t a h ) . Hannah Maria Goddard, b. 1828 July 2, Schuylkill Co., Penn., d. 1919 Oct. 20, San Diego., dau. of Dan and
Percy Amanda (Pettibone) Goddard.
b. 1850 Jan. 3
Josephus Eugene
Kanesville, Iowa
d. 1850
Kanesville, Iowa
b. 1852 June 27
Ellasina Sethia
d, 1852 July 28
b. 1854 July 16
Josetta Eloise
Council Bluffs, Iowa
d. 1908 July 22
San Diego, Calif.
a
a
i>
•
"
»
b. 1855 Nov. 4
Christianna Maria
d. 1944 Sept. 9
b. 1858 Jan. 15
Joseph Ellis
Crescent City
"
d. 1859 Sept.
Crescent City, Iowa
b. 1860 Aug. 29
Frances Amanda
Council Bluffs, Iowa
d. 1918 Feb. 21
Claremont, Calif.
b. 1863 Sept. 27
Julia Hills
Spring Lake, Utah
d. (Data incomplete)
b. (Data incomplete) Spring Lake, Utah
Hannah Minnie
d. same place in infancy
Joseph Ellis m. 3rd 1856 Eliza Saunders (or Adams) (Endowed 1861 Nov. 17), b. 1840 Feb 19, York Place, London, England,
d. 1903 March 23, Salt Lake City, Utah, dau. of Charles and Charles and Elizabeth Saunders.
Charles Ellis
b. 1857 March 27
St. Louis, Mo.
d. 1926 Feb. 21
San Jose, Calif.
Jessie Ellisa
b. 1860 Dec. 13
Salt Lake City, Utah
d. 1881 Nov. 3
Tempe, Arizona
Esther Minerva
b. 1862 Nov. 27
Spring Lake, Utah
d. 1862 Dec.
Spring, Lake, Utah
Emily Maude
b. 1863 Nov. 26
w
a
a
d. 1934 Nov. 23
Los Angeles, Calif.
Rosemary
b. 1866 Jan. 22
St. George, Utah
d. 1958 Dec. 9
Salt Lake City, Utah
Joseph Ellis
b.
a
a
n
d. age 2% years
St. George, Utah
//
It
n
Gladiolus Ednetta
b.
"
a
a
d. age 1% years
George William
b. 1873 June 13
n
n
a
d. 1943 Jan. 11
Salt Lake City, Utah
"
*'
n
n
Benjamin Franklin
b. 1876 July 10
"
"
d. 1931 Nov. 24
"
»t
ft
n
Seth Guernsey
b. 1879 April 16
a
n
a
d. 1953 Sept. 8
Rufus David
b. 1882 Oct. 15
Tempe, Arizona

The Families

JOSEPH ELLIS JOHNSON
and
Harriet Snider Johnson
Hannah Goddard Johnson
Eliza Saunders Johnson

J E J AND FAMILY — 1878
In the Garden at St. George

Front row, left to right:
Jessie, Willard, Blanche, Rosemary, William, Julia, Maude, Benjamin.
Seated row:
Aurelia, Diadamia, Josephine, Harriet, J E J , Hannah, Eliza, Christianna.
Standing row:
Albert Ross, Josetta, Joel Elmer, Heber Richards, Amanda, Horatio Pickett,
Mary, James Carlton, Ruth Young Johnson, Charles Ellis.

WHAT HAPPENED TO JOSEPH'S CHILDREN?
This question has been asked and in answer we add a
brief life sketch of each of JEJ's offspring who reached
maturity. Of some our available information is scant and
if some sketches are longer than others it is solely because
more data on the subject is at hand. We present them in
three family units, beginning with Harriet.

Harriet Snider Johnson
Married to Joseph E. Johnson by Joseph Smith in 1840
Born Sept. 4,1823 in York Township, Ontario, Canada
Died June 17,1905, at Mesa, Arizona
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MARY JULIA JOHNSON RICHARDS
Joseph's first child, Mary Julia, known to him as "Mollie," was born in Macedonia, near Nauvoo, September 24,
1841. As a child she was on the spot during the last days of
Nauvoo and was taken by her
parents on their upriver flight
to Galena, as related. She was
with the family during all the
Omaha-Council Bluffs period,
and later at Wood River. She
arrived in Utah at the age of
20 in her father's train, having
driven the commissary wagon
across the plains.
Mary did not follow the family permanently during its progress southward. In Salt Lake
City she met and fell in love
with
Heber John Richards,
Mrs. Heber J. Richards
whom she married in 1862. He
became a physician, well known for the modernity of his
practices at a time when medicine was in its teenage, also
for his trenchant speech. A typical story is one wherein he
entered a house and found his patient, who had a bad cold,
with his feet in a vessel of water. "What are you doing?"
he asked. "Soaking my feet," the patient replied. "What
for?" he was asked. "Well-er-to draw the cold down," was
the answer. "Why don't you soak your behind,—you won't
have to draw it so far," quoth Heber.
This couple lived for a time in the old Richards home
on what is now Richards street, across the street from the
south gate of Temple Square. Deseret News buildings now
stand in this area. For a long time their home was on "A"
street, immediately north of the 18th Ward chapel. Their
later residence was in Provo, Utah and at one time during
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this period there was an interlude of dwelling in Paris,
France.
Mary survived her husband and spent her later years
mostly with or near her daughters Rhoda Stevenson and
Jeanetta Whitmore. Her death occurred December 20,1928.
Her children were: (read downward)
Harriet Richards Harwood Jeanetta Richards
Amy Richards Taylor
Whitmore
Blanche Richards Reiser
Rhoda Richards Stevenson

HARRIET JOSEPHINE JOHNSON PICKETT
Harriet Josephine, known as Phine (fine-e) was the
first of JEJ's children to be born in Council Bluffs, though
it was Kanesville at the time. On the eve of the day of her
birth her father was encamped
12 days out of Council Bluffs
on a branch of the Platte, on
his way to the Salt Lake Valley. She was eleven years old
when she crossed the plains in
the wagon train mentioned in
Christianna's narrative.
Passing t h r o u g h several
years of the Spring Lake Villa
fLmyjgjHl \
venture she accompanied the
•»:•
family to St. George in 1865,
•J£ '
where she resided the remainder of her life. Her marriage to
Horatio
Pickett occurred in
Mrs. Horatio Pickett
1870. His mother was the wife
of Sangiovanni, associate of Garibaldi, Italian patriot and
king maker. Three of their daughters pioneered in the settlement of Hurricane and La Verkin in Washington county.
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Two sons served in World War I. All of their children are
living at this time (1961) except Huron who died in adolescence. Harriet passed away at St. George, Utah, December
19, 1892 at the age of forty two years.
Their children:
Josephine Pickett Workman
Fawcett
Harriet Pickett Woodbury
Susanna Pickett Gubler
Leo Pickett

Huron Pickett
Henry Pickett
Ellis J. Pickett
Charles Edgerton Pickett

JOEL ELMER JOHNSON
Born July 14, 1853, at Council Bluffs, Joel was eight
years old when the family journeyed to the Valley. He
shared the tribal history through Spring Lake to southern
Utah, where he lived with his
mother Harriet at Ellislea and
other points in the St. George
area. As he grew he became his
father's chief farmer, also
helping in getting the paper
out and the medicines ready
for market. His special charge
was the farm now lost to the
brush at the east entrance to
St. George of Highway 91, but
he also took some part in the
activities at Silver Reef.
When the move to Arizona
began
he went months in adJoel Elmer Johnson
vance of the others taking with
him his wife Mary Hastings, his mother and his brother
Willard. He obtained land quickly in Mesa and by the time
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his father's train arrived he had food for the family and
fodder for the animals ready for their use. Joel lived on
his large farm for thirty years. The home stood on what is
now the 400 block on North Extension Road, Mesa.
Many little stories that come in about Joel accentuate
his generosity and tell of the many people whom he helped
along the highway of life. His father, in his last writing,
bestowed upon him a simple yet priceless accolade when
he referred to him as "good Joel," two words which epitomize his character and life. No greater praise could be
uttered.
Death came to Joel on June 12, 1912. His wife Mary
and two children preceded him in death. Those of his children who attained maturity were:
Harriet Eloise Johnson
Nielson
Joseph William Johnson
Edgar Leroy Johnson
Emily Maude Johnson
Clement

Rose Mary Johnson Ogden
Charles Edgerton Johnson
Blanche Janette Johnson
Mackay

Of the above, Joel Elmer, Rose Mary, Charles E. and
Blanche Janette are living.
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DIADAMIA WHEELER JOHNSON CARLTON
Diadamia, Harriet's seventh child, was named for
Diadamia Hills Wheeler, sister of Julia Hills Johnson. Born
June 22,1856 at Council Bluffs, she was five years old when
she left Wood River, Nebr.,
.^
with the family wagon train
- • |k
in 1861. She lived at Spring
j 0 * ^B 'mk
Lake until the move was made
l||
to St. George where her home
was at Ellislea. When the settlement of Johnson, n e a r
Kanab was made, her mother
took the family there to live.
At this time "Damie" was 16
and she often visited relatives
in Kanab where she became
acquainted with members of
Major Powell's Colorado River
Mrs. James Carlton
Survey p a r t y. In Captain
Francis M. Bishop's diary (Utah Historical Soc. Vol. 15,
1947) a number of references to her are made. A few quotations are given.
"Thursday, Feb. 15,1872, and Damie, my Valentine has
'flowed away!'. . . Now here is a young girl falling in love
with me and I a stranger, almost. Well, we shall see what
it will come to, after all."
"Friday, March 1, 1872. Tomorrow I am going up to
Johnson with W.D.J. (Jr.) Damie is down, came in to see
me. Had a pleasant party. Spent evening with Mr. W. D.
Johnson (Jr.)"
"Sunday, March 3, 1872. (en route to scenic spot) I
walked all the way with Jennie, Julia and Damie. Damit
walked all the way and seemed determined not to ride un-
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less I did . . . went up on cliffs with Damie and her two sisters (Blanche and Aurelia). . . ."
"Friday, April 12, 1872 . . . by the way I understand
Damie is to be married shortly to (James) Carlton, and
she is so young. . . ."
This is the first reference we have observed in the diary
to James Carlton. On page 257 in a footnote he is mentioned
as having made an "eventful visit" to the Hopi villages with
E. 0. Beaman, who was leaving the Powell Survey. The
captain's information was correct, Damie DID marry Carlton. The Carlton's lived successively at Hillsdale, St. George
and Bellevue in Utah, then moved to Curtisville, Arizona,
in the early 1880's. Later they moved to Mexico and lived
in turn in Colonias Dublan, Juarez and Chuachupe. Children were born to them in all the above named places, eleven
in all. Seven of these are living (1960) and many grandchildren dwell in various parts of the country. Diadamia's
death occurred December 28, 1899, at Chuachupe, Chihuahua, Mexico. James Harlow Carlton followed her in death
at Colonia Dublan, November 13, 1920. Their children:
Harriet Ellen Carlton
Lehi Carlton
Hawkins
Ruth Carlton Haws
James Harlow Carlton, Jr. Joel Elmer Carlton
Diadamia Wheeler Carlton
Clara Carlton Lofgreen
Alice Carlton Judd
William Carlton
Blanche Carlton
Mahonri Moriancumer, died in infancy
Author's note: Captain Bishop liked the Johnsons. Under date of May
23, 1872, he wrote, "I am going- with Beaman., . . . Started for Johnson at noon
and was very glad to get back again. Well, this is the last time I shall sleep
here for some time. Have had a very pleasant time since I have been here
with these good people and I hope I may be so situated as to repay their kindness. I shall be lonesome enough after I go away after having been here so
long, but they will not miss me as I shall miss them . . . they will forget the
stranger of a month, but not entirely, I trust."
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MARTHA AURELIA JOHNSON HARDY
Martha, generally called "Relia," was born at Ellisdale,
Iowa, June 28, 1859, about the time J E J was preparing for
his journey to the Cherry Creek (Denver) mines. She was
the last of Harriet's children
to be born on the Missouri and
was but two years old when
the family set out for the Valley. After a short sojourn in
Salt Lake she spent about
three years at Spring Lake
Villa then was taken to St.
George, later living at Ellislea in the adjoining settlement
of Middleton. As she was
about seventeen years of age
when Silver Reef was founded, she had her share of the
excitement of working in the
Mrs. Warren Hardy
store and boarding house during the lively early days of the new mining camp.
'Relia did not take up with a man from the Reef as did
some of her sisters but preferred a local boy, Warren
Hardy. Later Warren operated a grist mill which stood
on the southwest corner of 6th East and Highway 91 in St.
George. It had all the trappings—mill race, big wheel and
mill pond. The stream which furnished power has been diverted to other purposes and nothing remains to indicate
that an old fashioned flour mill once stood there. Later
the Hardys trekked to Arizona where they gathered with
Harriet, Hannah and Willard under the generous wing
of Joel on his spacious farm at Mesa. Death came to 'Relia
on October 29, 1900; burial at Mesa, Arizona.
Warren and Aurelia Hardy were parents of four children. They are:
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Warren Ellis Hardy
Tucson, Arizona

Wilford Hardy
Mesa, Arizona

Leonard Willard Hardy
Tucson, Arizona

Harriet Hardy Bunker
Deceased

BLANCHE ALPINE JOHNSON AKINS AKERS
HOLMES
Blanche Alpine was named for a song of the same name
which was popular at the time of her birth. It had reference
to the white Alpine mountains. She was born at Salt Lake
City, March 15,1862 just a few
months after JEJ'S wagon
train reached the Valley. Her
infant years were spent at
Spring Lake Villa, and after
the family made its way to
southern Utah she resided at
Ellislea, the homestead situated midway between Washington and St. George, with her
mother Harriet. Here she
grew to teenhood under pioneering conditions similar to
those described in Christie's
narrative earlier in this book.
Blanche Alpine Johnson Akms
Akers Holmes

g

h e firgt

marrie(J

George

William Akins in the St.
George temple and by him had three children. The couple
followed the migration of the Johnson family to the Salt
River valley of Arizona and lived in the vicinity of Mesa.
Ultimately they made San Diego, Calif., their home. After
some years a separation occurred and about 1893 Blanche
married William L. Akers at Globe, Arizona. One child only,
a son, resulted from this union. Her third husband was Dr.
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Alvin Z. Holmes whom she married December 20,1912, and
the pair lived for many years at Long Beach, California.
She was called by death on December 20, 1942, at South
Pasadena, California.
Her children by George W. Akins were:
George Pearson Akins
Susan Clark Akins Lawson
Harriet Akins Gardner
Her son by William L. Akers was: Leon Edison Akers,
born in 1895 and who died in teenhood.

BENJAMIN WILLARD JOHNSON
The birthplace of Harriet's last child, Willard, as he
was called, is given as St. George, December 13, 1866. It
probably occurred at Ellislea, which is in the village of Middleton. He was taken to Arizona when Joel and his wife
took Harriet there at the time
of the family move. He lived
much of the time at Mesa on
Joel's farm. His life occupation
was mainly that of a farmer.
At Gila he married Sarah Weller. Known as "Sadie," she was
reared from childhood by J E J
and Harriet after her mother
deserted husband and family
at Silver Reef. Sarah accompanied the main body of the
Johnsons which left St. George
Benjamin Willard Johnson
in 1882.
In later years Willard and his family left the Salt
River Valley and moved to California where they resided
at San Pedro. There Sarah died on September 16,1939, after
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an operation and Willard followed her in death only three
weeks later, on October 6,1939. Both were buried at Inglewood, California.
Eleven children were born of this union. All reached
maturity and eight are living at this writing. The list, with
home towns, follows:
Willard
Prescott, Arizona
Annie May Johnson
Lomita, California
Harriet Ellen
Deceased
Jess Lee
Riverside, California
Albert Franklin
Medford, Oregon
George Washington
Deceased

John Ellis
Mesa, Arizona
Melvin Francis
Downey, California
Lyman Earl
Deceased
Glen Eugene
Bakersfield, California
Everett Arthur
Compton, California

Ellislea, Harriet's home between St. George and Washington.
It is still standing though remodeled.

Hannah Goddard Johnson
Born July 2, 1828, in Schuylkill Co., Pa.
Died October 20, 1919 at San Diego, Calif.
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JOSETTA ELOISE JOHNSON GOTT ROSS
Josetta was born July 16, 1854, at Council Bluffs, and
was the first of Hannah's children to survive infancy. Two
precious babes had gone before. At this time J E J was establishing the Omaha Arrow
in the new settlement across on
the Nebraska shore. Later she
lived with her mother at Crescent City and Ellisdale, moving
at last to Wood River, Nebraska, for a brief stop until passage to the Valley began. In
Utah she passed through all
episodes at the Spring Lake
Villa, and later, when the move
to southern Utah was made,
s h e dwelt in Washington,
where she was the elder of f our
Mrs. Albert K. Ross

lovely sisters.

Events of her early life followed closely upon those depicted by Christie in her memoirs already quoted. In 1875
she married William Gott. He lived only a few years and
was buried in the family lot at St. George. Later Albert K.
Ross became her husband. His name was really Kruse, but
when he left home as a young man to get away from a stern
father and a tyrannical brother he took the name of Ross,
leaving the K for Kruse in his name. He became a member
of the Church, but in later life, at the solicitation of relatives he returned to the fold of the Church of Rome. They
had but one child, a daughter Stella, who was taken in
early childhood to Arizona. They lived at Tempe and at
Nephi then at Mesa, the three villages being close together.
In time trouble arose between Setta and Albert and a separation resulted. Stella taught school, until at the urging
of Setta's sister Julia, she, Hannah and Setta went to San
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Diego, California, to live. Stella was called back to Arizona to resume teaching. There she married Moroni P. Holladay by whom she had seven children. He died in 1947 and
Stella now lives in San Diego. After Setta's death on July
22, 1906, Stella assumed the care of her father until he
passed away.
CHRISTIANNA MARIA JOHNSON TURNBAUGH
Christie, whose story has already been told up to the
Washington days, was perhaps the commedienne of the
Johnson girls. On occasions of slumber parties at St. George
she often had the other girls
thoroughly begiggled with her
fantastic pantaloon d a n c e .
That was when the underthings were fastened at the
ankles. Though she was gay
she was more than ordinarily
religious. She did not become
interested in the men at the
Reef. Rather she preferred a
staunch Mormon boy, whom
she found in the person of
Isaac Turnbaugh. He was reared in the Salt Lake Valley and
was an eye witness to the deChristianna Maria -JohnsonTurnbaugh
struction of the "Mormon
crickets" by the sea gulls. After their marriage in 1879 they moved to Panaca, Nevada,
where she went through conditions similar to those described in her story. Six children were born to them, five
of whom reached maturity; one daughter died at age sixteen.
Isaac died shortly after the death of the daughter and
upon Christie fell the burden of rearing the family. Later,
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when the older ones married she supported two younger
ones, mostly by weaving carpets and rugs. Her mother
owned a house in San Diego and in 1910 Christie was invited to bring the two children and come there to live in
it. She accepted the invitation and San Diego became her
home as long as she lived. She was very active in Church
work and labored hard to build up the branch at San Diego.
She lived to see the single congregation grow into a Church
stake with seven wards.
At age eighty four she and her daughter took over a
confectionary business, which they successfully operated,
with stores in San Diego and Las Vegas, Nevada. She was
born November 4, 1855 at Council Bluffs, Iowa, and died
in San Diego September 9, 1944.
The children were:
Ellis Turnbaugh
Francis Turnbaugh
Eloise Turnbaugh
Florence Turnbaugh
Elbert Turnbaugh
One girl died in adolescence
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FRANCES AMANDA JOHNSON CLARK
Amanda, daughter of Hannah and last child of JEJ
to be born on the Missouri, was a year old when her father
set out for the Valley. Her childhood was spent in Washington, Utah and at about age
twenty she met a man at Silver
Reef named J. Gibson Clark.
He was not a member of the
church, in fact we understand
he was considered anti-Mormon. When the two decided to
marry, JEJ was distressed as
he hoped all his children would
marry within the Church. A
letter to JEJ from Amanda
indicates that a breach had occurred between them because
of the matter. It is dated :
Mrs. J. Gibson Clark

Washington, Jan. 12,1882.
Dear Father:
I thought I would write to
you tonight and tell you that I expect to be married about
the 26th of this month . . . and I should like very much to
have you come. . . . I should like to have you all only the
house is too small to accomodate so many, so I thought I
would have it on the quiet and offend nobody. Please write
and let me know if you will come and remember I shall be
disappointed if you do not. . . . Now father, please say you
will come. With love, daughter
Amanda
It is not clear whether he attended the wedding, but
we think he did not. His death occurred within a year and
no reconciliation took place. Two other daughters married
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non-Mormons but in these cases the husbands were not
hostile and did not oppose their wives' church memberships.
The Clarks lived for many years in Cheyenne, Wyoming, where Mr. Clark served years as Justice of the Supreme Court of that state. Our information on their family
is meagre but we know they had four sons, Hopkins, John,
Frank and Robert. A brief note of 1938 stated that Hopkins
was dead without issue, John had two sons and Frank had
"one or two children." Robert was said to be living in Salt
Lake City at that time. Amanda's death occurred February
21, 1918 at Claremont, California.

JULIA HILLS JOHNSON CASSIDY JENSEN
Julia was the first of Hannah's children born in Utah
who reached maturity. Born at Spring Lake Villa, Utah,
Sept. 27, 1863, she was two years old when the move to
southern Utah occurred. She

f

was something of a joker and
as late as 1950 we heard tales
of her early pranks from elderly residents of Washington.
At about age sixteen she fell in
love with a handsome construction man from Silver
Reef. Realizing that her father
would object to a marriage
with an outsider, or "gentile"
as non-Mormons were called,
she ran away with and married
James Cassidy. Joseph was
Julia Johnson Cassidy Jensen
much displeased, but after the
return of the lovers, James
wrote a manly letter to him. reading thus :
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Silver Reef, May 20, 1880
Mr. Joseph E. Johnson
Dear Sir and Father:
After reflecting a few hours on the step your daughter
and myself have taken, I have concluded to drop you a note.
In regard to our marriage, we have both acted rash in not
asking your consent, and we humbly implore your pardon.
We don't want you to be angry with us for we both love
you and would both like to retain your friendship. We
are very sorry and if you will forgive us it would add to
our happiness. Write us a note and let us know. Hoping you
will pardon us, we both subscribe ourselves, your affectionate son and daughter,
James and Julia
Apparently the pair was forgiven and a reconciliation
effected. Later they joined the family "colony" in Arizona.
James was a mine construction superintendent, installing
stamp mills in Arizona mines. His head carpenter was Albert Ross, husband of Julia's sister Josetta. He worked
much of the time away from home and about 1898 Julia received a letter from him stating that he had a rush job in
Africa, and that if they did not hear from him within six
months they would know that the fever or the lions had
gotten him. The family never heard from or of him again.
Their children were:
James Leslie Cassidy
George W. Cassidy
Julia Ellen Cassidy Tracy
Frank Cassidy

Robert Ellis Cassidy
Walter Ray Cassidy
Charles Phillips Cassidy
One son died in infancy

Of the above only George and Robert are living (1961).
Julia Ellen, known as "Nellie," died a few months prior to
this writing.
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Later Julia married Thomas Jensen and to them were
born:
Dona May Jensen
Grace Etheyl Jensen
Norman Elliott Jensen
Fred Jensen
Dora Eloise Jensen
Thomas Dunston Jensen
Of the above only Dora Eloise is living.

Hannah, who was the first Secretary of Relief Society in the town of Washington, Utah, and three of her four daughters in later years.
Left to right: Hannah, Josetta, Julia, Christianna.

Eliza Saunders Johnson
Born February 19, 1840, London, England
Died March 23, 1903, Salt Lake City, Utah

ELIZA
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CHARLES ELLIS JOHNSON
"Charlie" Johnson was the first of Eliza's children
and was born in St. Louis, Mo., March 21, 1857. His growth
to manhood occurred mostly in St. George where he was
the constant companion of J E J
in the production of nursery
stock, manufacturing of medic i n e s, printing, newspaper
work and all the activities of
the J E J establishment. He was
especially active in the local
theatrical productions and had
charge of t h e community
dances. On one of Brigham
Young's visits to Dixie he
brought his daughter Ruth.
She and Charlie became enamoured with each other and
ere long were married. They
Charles Ellis Johnson, 1887
lived in the Brigham Young
home which had become the property of Ruth upon the
death of her father and which is now a Utah State Park.
Charlie and Ruth did not follow the family to Arizona
but went to Salt Lake City to live. For some years he was
a pharmacist at the Z.C.M.I. drug store but later he became a partner in the Johnson-Pratt Drug Company. He
established on his own, the Valley Tan Laboratory for the
expanded manufacture of JEJ's medicinal formulas and
many of his own. He became interested in photography
and entered business in the firm of Sainsbury and Johnson, later the Johnson Company. Another enterprise was
a photo supply store which stood on the corner where the
Utah Hotel now stands. He kept up his interest in theatricals and catered in the photographic business to the theatrical profession. For many years he was correspondent
for the New York Dramatic Mirror.
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In 1903 he became associated with Madame Lydia M.
Mountford, noted lecturer on the Holy Land. She had been
commissioned to set up the Jerusalem village at the St.
Louis Fair and Charlie accompanied her to Palestine on
a mission of material and personnel gathering and photography. He made over 2000 negatives of people, places and
things. Financially this venture did not pan out, as Madame Mountford withdrew from it when she learned that
fair officials proposed to make a sort of a "Street of Cairo"
thing of it instead of playing up the religious aspect. But
the trip was a glorious adventure for Charlie and the pleasant memory of it lasted through his life.
Remaining in business until 1917, he closed out his affairs in Utah and went to California. Here he lived with the
J. G. Ridley family with whom he had become friends
through Miss Minnie Ridley who had worked in the studio
and store for many years. They lived on a large fruit farm
and he was very happy there. Ultimately he went back into
the photographic business, taking over an established studio. This he retained until his sudden death from coronary
occlusion on February 21,1926. He was buried in a San Jose
cemetery.
Charles Ellis Johnson was not dogmatically religious
and had no imposing list of Church affiliations. But he was
a tender and considerate man and in the estimation of his
many friends a kind Christian gentleman beloved by all.
After his father's death he shouldered without murmur
the major share of the care of his mother, brothers and
sister. To the children he stood adequately as a gentle and
loving father. His marriage to Ruth Young was an impermanent union and the couple separated while their two
sons were still young. He never remarried. The boys lived
alternately with each parent until they reached adulthood.
Both married, Ellis having two sons and one daughter;
Jay Eliot having two daughters. Charlie's first child, Adella, died in infancy.
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JESSIE ELLISA JOHNSON MILLER
Jessie, Eliza's second child, was born in Salt Lake City
only two months after her mother arrived in the Valley.
Joseph had asked that she be named Eliza but her mother
preferred to give the child a
name derived from that of the
father. The middle name is
pronounced Ellis-a, not E-lissa. She was five years old when
the St. George story began and
thus lived through the creation
of the "Johnson Place," watching and helping to make the
bare ground the place of delight that it became. In addition to all other tasks she
learned to set type and assist
in the printing office. She took
her turns working at Silver
Mrs. Prank Miller
Reef and saw that rocky flat
turn into a thriving silver camp.
In 1881 Jessie met, loved and married Frank Miller,
a man of whom we have scant history but who seems to
have been popular with the family. The Salt River Valley
of Arizona was being opened up for settlement at this time
and the couple decided to try their fortunes there. They
reached the vicinity of Phoenix in the spring of 1881 in
time to secure land near Mesa and get some crops on the
way to maturity. It was rough land and the going was
tough but they were getting a start and their hopes were
high.
As time approached for her baby to arrive, Jessie began to have forebodings of disaster, just as Eliza had experienced when she was alone in the Valley before Jessie
was born. One letter tells of her loneliness and though she
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put on a brave front a few sentences show the fear that
was gnawing at her heart. She wrote, "I do hope and pray
that you may get here before November but I am afraid
you wont, and if not, Ma, what is to become of me?" Her
worst fears came to pass on November 3, 1881 when both
she and the baby lost the battle without even the consolation of her mother's presence. Frank Miller, heart-broken,
returned to St. George, and in June 1882 made a second
trip to Arizona as driver of one of JEJ's wagons.

EMILY MAUDE JOHNSON CROSBY KNOWLES
Maude was born at Spring Lake Villa, Utah, November 26, 1863. Life began in St. George for her at the age of
two. As a young girl she possessed a sweet voice and was
often billed as a singer in local
"? :
programs. With her sisters she
took turns working in the
boarding house at Silver Reef.
By-passing "beaus" among the
Reef men she settled her affections on a local boy, Joseph
Crosby of St. George who at
the moment was carrying the
mail between the two towns.
Shortly after the marriage
they were called by the Church
to colonize in Arizona. J E J was
not happy about this match
and the going away, and the
Emily Maude Johnson Crosby
couple departed while he was
Knowles
in something of a huff. They
had been gone by wagon only a few hours when he repented
and sent a courier to bring them back. He then gave them
his blessing and fitted them out with foodstuffs and a good
supply of medicinal material. With a horse and a mule as
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a team, it took them three months to reach St. Johns,
Apache county, Arizona.
The Mexican residents of St. Johns were unfriendly
and wood was so scarce that the new settlers had to take
their wood under cover at night to foil snitchers. But ere
long the Mexicans began to call Maude "the girl who whistles and sings," and they told her she could leave the Crosby
wood outside and it would not be touched. This promise
was never broken. Later on in the feud the Mexicans
claimed to have poisoned the wells of the Mormons, and for
a time the Crosbys were the only ones who were permitted
to draw water from the "sweet" wells.
After nine years of rough going that showed little
profit they moved to Salt Lake City. Joseph became interested in a mine in Bingham Canyon after partly weathering
the depression of 1893. While at work on an assessment on
the mine he was killed in an accident in 1896. Maude lost
the home in Salt Lake and in 1897 moved to a ranch near
Panguitch, Utah, owned by her husband's brother. Here
she worked heroically to supply the needs of her children.
In 1898 she took them to Beaver, Utah, where she ran a
boarding house for students of the Brigham Young Academy (Old Fort Cameron).
In 1901 Maude married Henry Knowles of Nephi, Utah.
Henry had four children and Maude's six made ten, which
with two from their marriage gave them a family of
twelve. The two new children were Eliza (known as Elise)
and Maude Eloise. Gradually the older members married
or moved away and by 1922, when Henry died, only these
two were at home. During Henry's long illness Maude
maintained the family by the hardest labor, including much
work as a practical nurse. It is said that she attended the
mothers of over 400 babies. In 1924 she moved to Salt Lake
City to take care of her half sister, Mrs. Heber J. Richards (Mary).
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Elise was then working as a telephone operator and
was transferred to California. Maude joined her there and
from then on she lived with her children. Summers were
spent in Utah and winters in California, where she died
September 23,1934. She was buried in Salt Lake City. Her
children were:
Joseph Wentworth Crosby
Leo Jay Crosby
Erastus Marion Crosby
Jessie Maude Crosby
Bringhurst
Josephine Crosby Mecham
William Archer Crosby

Georgiana Crosby Struthers
Charles Ellis Crosby
Eliza (Elise) Knowles
Armstrong Mallernee
Maude Eloise Knowles
Leslie

ROSEMARY JOHNSON FOX JOHNSON
Rosemary, mentioned frequently in the JEJ story, was
the youngest of Eliza's daughters, also the last daughter
in JEJ's family. She was born in a tent at St. George, Utah,
January 22,1866 and her childhood was spent largely in the
garden as the constant companion of her father. A lively
girl, she was active in local theatricals and liked to remember,
among others her role as "Buttercup" in "Pinafore" when
the play was all the rage. With
her mother, Eliza she acted as
amanuensis to her Uncle Benjamin and helped in the preparation of his book, "My Life's
Review." She devoted much
time to working with him in
Rosemary Johnson Pox Johnson

the

St.

George

temple

per-
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forming the ordinances for a large number of departed
Johnsons whose names he had gathered.
Accompanying the family to Arizona, she was with
her father during the trying time of his last illness. After
his death she took two of her brothers to Salt Lake City
where she awaited the arrival of her mother and two remaining children. All returned to St. George to live in the
old home. Revisiting Salt Lake City in the late 80's she
created quite a stir among the local swains and ultimately
married Jesse W. Fox. Most of the remainder of her life
was spent in the Valley, chiefly in Bennion Ward where
she lived on and managed a large fruit farm. Being extremely religious she took active part in various Church
matters. She reared a family of nine, also two foster sons.
Ten of these eleven individuals are living at the present
time (1961).
In later years, after the death of her husband and the
scattering of her family through marriage, she lived in
Central Park, a suburb of Salt Lake City. Her path once
more crossed that of her girlhood sweetheart, William S.
Johnson, who had become a widower, and the two were
married. They lived alternately in Salt Lake City and in
Canada, the latter being the site of William's home. Much
genealogical work was accomplished by them and they
labored assiduously in both the Cardston and the Salt Lake
temples. William met an accidental death in 1942 and Rosemary lived to be 92 years old. Her death occurred December 9, 1958.
Her children are:
Joseph Williams Fox
William Johnson Fox
Jessie Eliza Fox Cox
Angus Cannon Fox (twin)
Beatrice Maude Fox Fairbanks (twin)
Samuel Ross Fox

Charles Gibbs Fox
Ellis Matthias Fox
David Johnson Fox
Robert Shell, foster son
Patrick D. Dalton,
foster son, deceased
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GEORGE WILLIAM JOHNSON
George William was born at St. George, Utah, June 13,
1873. He was named for two of JEJ's brothers and was
known in the family as "Will." He was about nine years
old when the family migrated
to Arizona. After the death of
his father he returned to St.
George in the company of his
sister Rosemary and his brother Benjamin by way of
California and Salt Lake City.
He grew to adolescence working at horticulture, medicine
making, printing and all the
activities of a pioneer home.
Later he joined his brother
Charles in Salt Lake City,
working in the latter's printing office and the Valley Tan
George William Johnson
Laboratory which turned out a
large line of the medical items of the period. He was quite
a spoilsman and was one of the early bicycle riders in Salt
Lake, using the "Star" bicycle, the one with the small wheel
in front and the tall one in the rear. This was the reverse
of the more commonly seen "Columbia" which had the
small wheel behind.
Later on Will went to Arizona, where he worked at
ranching and on construction jobs such as the Roosevelt
Dam. Most of the time he lived in Mesa on the farm of his
half brother Joel E. Johnson. About 1912 he returned to
Salt Lake City and lived for many years in Bennion with
the family of his sister, Rosemary and later with his niece
Jessie Crosby Bringhurst and her husband Scott. While
Will lived a rather lonely life and had his share of the buffetings of fortune he possessed a sweet and gentle nature,
was kind and generous and was more than ordinarily be-
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loved by those who were closest to him. His death occurred
January 11,1943. He was the only child of J E J who reached
maturity and remained unmarried.
BENJAMIN FRANKLIN JOHNSON
This son of Joseph was named for his uncle (BFJ)
who has often been mentioned in these pages. His birth
occurred July 10, 1876, in St. George, Utah. Perhaps more
• ^ • ^ • • K a i
than any other of Joseph's
children Ben inherited his
father's love and aptitude for
the cultivation of all growing
things. As a youth he roamed
the red hills of southern Utah
as his father had done in
search of plant life. At this
period he sent many barrels
of cactus, yucca and other
southern Utah material to
eastern points. While he was
especially interested in the botany of western America his
garden in Salt Lake City was
Benjamin Franklin Johnson
noted for its many unusual
plants gathered from various parts of the world. He had
correspondents in many lands with whom he exchanged
seeds and plant material.
Some years ago a 12 acre plot within the George Washington Park in Parley's Canyon was dedicated in his honor
as the Ben Johnson Wild Flower Garden under the auspices
of the Salt Lake Flower Garden Club. The plan was to create an area where all flowers indigenous to Utah which
would thrive in the northern part of the state could be
seen. However, up to the present this plot has not been
developed.
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Going to Salt Lake City in the early 1890's Ben became
an attorney and practiced law in Utah for many years. He
was elected to the bench and served for some years as
municipal judge in Salt Lake City. He prized the painter's
art, was a keen lover of books and music and was well informed in his chosen fields. In 1902 he married Melvina
Perry who resides at this time with her daughter Elizabeth
in San Francisco. Death came to Ben at the age of 55 on
November 24, 1931. Their children are;
Mrs. Horace Banks
(Elizabeth)
San Francisco, California

Mrs. Vincent Modarelli
(Helen)
Elko, Nevada

SETH GUERNSEY JOHNSON
"Gurn" Johnson, as he was generally known, was
named for his father's brother who was a member of the
ill fated Zion's Camp of Kirtland days. Though not yet
four years old when his father
died he could always remember
riding in a wagon behind the
one which bore his fathers coffin. He remembered that when
a canal was crossed, as the
front wagon pulled up the opposite bank a quilt which covered the coffin slipped off and
fell back into the wagon.
Reared in St. George, he became a resident of Salt Lake
City in 1892 and dwelt there
the remainder of his life. He
worked some years among the
„• .
activities of his brother Charles,
:.-,i, .;„..,.,.:
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working in the Johnson-Pratt Drug store, the printing office, laboratory and photo studio. An exceptionally capable mechanic Gurn seemed to have an uncanny rapport
with all kinds of machinery. He was an associate of
Walter P. Chrysler and W. H. Kilpatrick in work at the
D & RG railroad shops in the early years of the century
and when Chrysler left Salt Lake to enter the expanding
automobile business he tried to persuade his friends "Kil"
and "Henry" (their private nickname for Gurn) to accompany him to Detroit. Kilpatrick accepted and later
became Chrysler's production superintendent. For Gurn
home ties were stronger and he elected to stay in Utah.
Later he was employed by Salt Lake City in the engineering department where he worked in the smoke control
section. He became a building engineer and had charge
of several business blocks of the city. He spent several
years in the mining business in Stockton, Pioche and other
points. Later he joined the Salt Lake City shade tree
department and worked in the growing and maintenance
of street trees until his retirement. He was an ardent
fisherman and spent much of his free time on the lakes and
streams of the Wasatch mountains. Death came to him
on September 8, 1953.
He married Emma Allcock and their children who
reached maturity were:
Gertrude Emma JohnsonYoung Bath Frank
Franklin Rufus Johnson
George Charles Johnson
John Lorenzo Johnson
William Ellis, first born
born, died in infancy.

Jesse Earl Johnson
Frederick Culmer Johnson
Seth Gail Johnson
Eliza Kathryn Ruth Johnson
Hokanson
and Gladys Betty Ellen, last
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RUFUS DAVID JOHNSON
Rufus David, author-compiler of this book, JEJ's last
child and the only one living at this time (1961) was born
in a Mexican house near the crossing of the Salt River at
Tempe, Arizona. This was at
the site of Hayden's ferry. His
birth date was October 15,
1882. Ten weeks later his father died and the family found
its way via California and Salt
Lake City to the old home in
St. George, Utah. Here he
grew until the age of ten when
the family made its last move,
settling in Salt Lake City.
He grew up in an atmosphere of medicine making and
photography and later worked
Rufus David Johnson
in the drug business. In 1904
Age 24
he filled an L.D.S. mission to
England, spending the latter part of the time in the Liverpool office of the Church, working in the books and tracts
department and doing some writing for the Millennial
Star. Returning, he managed a photo supply house for his
brother, the first store being on the corner where the Hotel
Utah now stands. In 1919 he was employed in the Utah
State agricultural department and later became statecounty agricultural inspector for Salt Lake county.
In 1923 he became secretary of the Salt Lake City shade
tree commission and was the first city tree warden to be
appointed. Thousands of the trees now lining the streets
of Salt Lake City were grown and set out under his supervision. His only military service was on the Mexican border
in 1916 where he was a member of a command which in-
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eluded three other descendents of JEJ, all grand or greatgrandchildren.
In 1910 he married Maude Emma Ericson and the
couple had four children. In 1950 he was retired at the age
of 68 and having still a love for Dixie, settled in Washington which adjoins St. George. The four children are:
Charles Ellis Johnson
York Guernsey Johnson
Reed St. George Johnson

Rosemary Maude Johnson
Evans

The Johnson home in St. George
Building left is the library, printing office, carpenter shop and honey room.
A chimney of the residence may be seen behind the trees. Building on extreme
right is the store. Greenhouse in right front. The main garden was to the left
of the picture extending to the next street. Wedge shaped piece lower right was
not part of J E J ' s property. About 1872.

ELIZA AND HER FAMILY IN SALT LAKE CITY
December 19, 1892
Sitting, left to right: Emily Maude, Eliza, Seth Guernsey, Rosemary.
ing: Benjamin Franklin, Rufus David, Charles Ellis, George William.
(Four children had died in infancy)

Stand-

It is to be regretted that there could be found no similar picture of Harriet's
nor Hannah's families. It is purely a matter of chronology; by the time photography was readily available the older families had matured and dispersed.
It should be noted that this sitting was interrupted by the message of the death
of Harriet's daughter Josephine in St. George at age 42. When a knock came
on the studio door, Charlie crossed and opened it. He received the message
quietly and returned to the group. Not until the picture-taking was completed
did he make the announcement.
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THE JOHNSON
PIONEER PRESS
Published first paper West
of the River. The Frontier
Guardian 1848 at Kanesville.
It was then purchased by J.
E. Johnson who published
the Council Bluffs Bugle 1852,
The Omaha Arrow, first paper published in Nebraska,
then Crescent City Oracle
1857, Council Bluffs Press
1858, Huntsman's Echo 18591860-1861.
I t was then brought across
the plains, the freight paid
being 25tf per pound. After
it was brought to Utah, the
following papers were printed
on i t :
Farmer's Oracle
1863
Our Dixie Times-Rio Virgen Times
1868
Utah Pomologist and Gardner.
"The Cactus"
"The Silver Reef Echo"
"The Silver Reef Miner"
Preserved by the Johnson
Company as a relic.
"OLD GUARDY" whose travels are chronicled in the text (p. 412).
The card is deciphered above.

CHARLES ELLIS
JOHNSON
Oldest son of Eliza
with the "American Star"
bicycle in 1887. About this
time Charlie had business interests in SAINSBURY &
JOHNSON Photo Studios,
JOHNSON, PRATT & CO.,
retail drugstore as well as
manufacturing and marketing many of J E J ' s medicinal
formulas as the VALLEYTAN REMEDIES.
The Bottle and Coffin trademark was later replaced with
the more elegant VTR Coatof-Arms.

MONUMENT AND PLAQUE AT WINTER QUARTERS, IOWA

Figures
from left:
Charlie, Josetta,
Amanda, Maude,
Jode Bentley, Jessie

This fragment, the only photographic record of
the Silver Reef period that could be found, was
salvaged from one of the fires.
THE HOME AND BOARDING HOUSE
AT SILVER R E E F

LAST PORTRAIT OF J E J
The date is unrecorded.

